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Abstract
Probabilistic models of random walks in random sceneries give rise to
examples of probability-preserving dynamical systems. A point in the state
spaces consists of a walk-trajectory and a scenery, and its ‘motion’ corre-
sponds to shifting the time-origin.
These models were proposed as natural examples of non-Bernoulli K-
automorphisms by Adler, Ornstein and Weiss. This was proved in a famous
analysis by Kalikow using Ornstein’s Very Weak Bernoulli characterization
of Bernoulli processes. Since then, various authors have generalized this
construction to give other examples, including some smooth examples due to
Katok and Rudolph.
However, the methods used to prove non-Bernoullicity do not obviously
show that these examples are distinct from one another. This paper intro-
duces a new isomorphism-invariant of probability-preserving systems, and
shows that in a large class of the above examples it essentially captures
the Kolmogorov-Sinai entropy of the scenery process alone. As a result,
constructions that use different scenery-entropies give continuum-many non-
isomorphic examples. Conditionally on an invariance principle for certain
local times, these include a continuum of distinct smooth non-Bernoulli K-
automorphisms on a fixed compact manifold.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Historical overview
A simple random walk in a random scenery may be described by the following
data:
• The first ingredient is the space t˘1uZ with the product measure νbZ
1{2 , where
ν1{2 “ 12pδ1 ` δ´1q. This gives the space of possible step-sequences of the
walk, from the infinite past and to the infinite future, with the usual i.i.d. law
for those steps.
• The second ingredient is a probability-preserving system pCZ, µ, Sq, where
C is a finite set of ‘colours’, S is the leftward coordinate-shift on CZ, and µ
is an S-invariant probability on CZ. This µ is the law of a random scenery,
which decorates every point in Z with a colour from C .
Elements pynqn P t˘1uZ may be identified bijectively with paths Z ÝÑ Z
which pass through the origin and whose increments are all ´1 or 1, by identifying
yn with the increment from n to n ` 1. This converts pynqn into the trajectory
taken by the walker, as seen from her current location. The coordinate shift on
pynqn acts on this picture by shifting the origin of time, but retaining the feature
that the trajectory passes through the origin: that is, we always view the trajectory
from the walker’s current location.
This description may naturally be combined with the walker’s view of the
scenery to form a probability-preserving system pZ, ρ,Rqwhich captures the whole
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of the above picture. First let
pZ, ρq :“ pt˘1uZ ˆ CZ, νbZ
1{2 b µq.
For the dynamics, think of ppynqn, pxmqmq P Z as a pair`
trajectory through origin, scenery viewed by walker at origin˘,
and let R be the transformation which shifts time one step forward, but preserves
the feature that the walker’s location is the origin. In notation, this is
Rppynqn, pxmqmq “ ppyn`1qn, pxm`y0qmq.
One checks easily that ρ is R-invariant. This system is called the random walk
in random scenery µ, and will be denoted RWRSµ.
The systems RWRSµ are important in ergodic theory because they are simple
and natural examples of an abstract phenomenon: for many possible choices of
µ, they are K-automorphisms but not Bernoulli systems. This was conjectured by
Adler, Ornstein and Weiss, who observed that the K-property is fairly easy to prove
(it also holds for more complicated random walks, as shown by Meilijson [Mei74]).
However, non-Bernoullicity was not proved at that time, and it was recorded as an
open problem in [Wei72]. This problem was solved by Kalikow (who refers to this
as the ‘rT, T´1s system’, as have many more recent authors).
Theorem ([Kal82]) The process RWRS
νbZ
1{2
is not Bernoulli. l
The heart of Kalikow’s work is to show that RWRS
νbZ
1{2
does not have the Very
Weak Bernoulli property, one of the equivalent characterizations of Bernoullicity
involved in Ornstein’s famous solution of the Bernoulli Isomorphism Problem.
Other non-Bernoulli K-automorphisms were constructed before Kalikow’s work:
the first in [Orn73], and then a continuum family of them in [OS73]. However,
those examples were all obtained by cutting and stacking for this deliberate pur-
pose.
For any abstract ergodic-theoretic phenomenon, it is of additional interest to
find examples that arise naturally from other parts of mathematics (see Section
14 of Thouvenot’s essay [Tho02] for further discussion). For non-Bernoulli K-
automorphisms, more progress in this direction was made by Feldman in [Fel76].
He exhibited some examples in the form of skew products, somewhat resembling
RWRSs, as an application of his new notion of loose Bernoullicity. However, these
examples still required the a priori cut-and-stack construction of a non-loosely-
Bernoulli automorphism. A smooth version of this construction was then carried
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out by Katok in [Kat80b], who points out that Ratner’s formidable work [Rat79]
provides natural, geometric non-loosely-Bernoulli transformations for ingredients.
Nevertheless, following [Kal82], RWRSs remain the principal ‘natural’ examples
of non-Bernoulli K-automorphisms (and, indeed, Kalikow actually shows that RWRS
νbZ
1{2
is not even loosely Bernoulli, although we will ignore this strengthening here).
Thouvenot gives an overview of these developments in [Tho02, Section 12], as
well as more complete references.
Since [Kal82], Kalikow’s argument has been generalized in various directions.
Smooth examples of skew products analogous to RWRSs are shown to satisfy
the same conclusion in [Rud88], following a suggestion in [Kat80b]. In these
examples, the trajectories of simple random walk are replaced by the sequences
of ergodic sums of a smooth function over an Anosov diffeomorphism. More re-
cently, [dHS97] analysed quite general examples of random walks in Zd, d ě
1, with sceneries given by shift-invariant measures on CZd , obtaining new non-
Bernoulli-K examples when d “ 2.
(Several more recent works have also explored necessary and sufficient con-
ditions for a RWRS with its obvious generating partition to be Weakly Bernoulli.
This is a more restrictive question than Very Weak Bernoullicity, and can be ap-
proached using simpler methods than Kalikow’s. However, it is not an invariant of
measure-theoretic isomorphism. We will not discuss it further in this paper.)
Having shown that some RWRSs are not Bernoulli, it is natural to ask when
they are isomorphic to each other. Kalikow’s method does not seem to resolve
this question directly, even for i.i.d. sceneries. First, note that if pCZ, µ, Sq –
pDZ, θ, Sq, then RWRSµ – RWRSθ, since the former isomorphism my simply be
applied to the second coordinate of t˘1uZˆCZ. However, the reverse implication
can fail. For instance, if pCZ, µ, Sq is a coding of an ergodic circle-rotation, then
RWRSµ is an isometric extension of the Bernoulli shift pt˘1uZ, νbZ1{2 , Sq, and in
this case it is still Bernoulli of the same entropy [AS72, AS74], so
RWRSergod. rotn. – RWRStrivial system.
On the other hand, Kalikow’s result itself shows that the isomorphism class of
RWRSν does remember something (necessarily isomorphism-invariant) about the
scenery process.
The purpose of this paper is to show that this includes the entropy of the scenery
process. This result seems to have been expected for some time; I learnt of this
expectation from J.-P. Thouvenot, but it is also hinted at in Vershik’s paper [Ver00]
in connection with his notion of ‘secondary entropy’.
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1.2 Statement of the main results
The main result below applies to a generalization of RWRS processes constructed
from certain‘cocycle random walks’. To formulate it, suppose that Y “ pY, ν, Sq
is a probability-preserving system, that σ : Y ÝÑ R is measurable, and that
X “ pX,µ, T q is a jointly measurable and probability-preserving action of R.
Then the generalized RWRS system with base pY, σq and fibre X is the resulting
skew-product transformation on pY ˆX, ν b µq:
pS ˙σ T qpy, xq :“ pSy, T σpyqxq.
This system will be denoted Y ˙σ X.
For example, suppose that
Y :“ pt˘1uZ, νbZ
1{2 , Sq, σppynqnPZq :“ y0,
and that pX,µ, T q is a continuous-time flow such that pX,µ, T 1q – pCZ, µ1, Sq.
Then
Y ˙σ X – RWRSµ1 .
We shall prove that for certain fixed choices of pY, σq, the entropy of X is
an isomorphism-invariant of the whole generalized RWRS system Y ˙σ X. The
argument will assume some quite delicate conditions on the system Y and cocycle
σ. In the first place:
Y Ď AZ is a subshift of finite type; S is the coordinate-shift; ν is
a Gibbs measure for a Ho¨lder continuous potential on Y ; and σ is a
Ho¨lder continuous non-coboundary with
ş
σ dν “ 0.
We refer to these assumptions collectively as pY, σq being a ‘well-distributed
pair’. The proofs below will make use of this assumption in many different ways.
It could probably be replaced with a longer list of more bespoke assumptions, but
it seems simpler to restrict to the above class. Many of the consequences of this
assumption that we need assert various kinds of resemblance to Brownian motion
at all sufficiently large scales, with some explicit rate on the convergence. This is
in a similar spirit to the ‘asymptotically Brownian’ condition required by Rudolph
in [Rud88], but technically different.
In addition to the above, we will need to assume that our well-distributed pair
satisfies an ‘Enhanced Invariance Principle’, which describes the asymptotic law
of the cocycle σ and also its occupation measures over long time-scales. I believe
that this principle holds for all well-distributed pairs, and can therefore be dropped
from explicit mention in Theorem A below. However, it is not yet available in the
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literature in that generality. It is available for some more specific examples, and at
time of writing I understand that Michael Bromberg is working on the general case.
This principle will be formulated carefully in Subsection 3.5.
Theorem A Suppose that Y “ pY, ν, Sq and σ : Y ÝÑ R form a well-distributed
pair which satisfies the Enhanced Invariance Principle. If Xi, i “ 1, 2 are two
flows such that there exists a factor map Y ˙σ X1 ÝÑ Y ˙σ X2, then hpX1q ě
hpX2q.
Importantly, this allows factor maps that do not act as the identity on the base
system Y. We must therefore find a way to extract the entropy of the scenery
from Y ˙σ X as an abstract p.-p. system, without assuming knowledge of the
distinguished factor map Y ˙σ X ÝÑ Y.
It is important that one fix the choice of pY, σq. Indeed, the invariant that we
shall actually produce takes the form fpσqhpXq, where f is some function of σ
which is homogeneous of order 1. It is easy to see that if one replaces σ with 2σ
and X with its slowdown by a factor of 2, then the resulting generalized RWRS
systems are isomorphic, so this fixing of σ is essential.
Aaronson’s recent work [Aar12] implies a special case of Theorem A in which
the factor map is assumed to respect the coordinate factor map to Y. Applied to
our setting, Corollary 5 of that paper shows that if Y and σ are the process and
cocycle of classical simple random walk, then a relative factor map
Y ˙σ X1
coord. proj.
$$■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■
// Y ˙σ X2
coord. proj.
zz✉✉
✉✉
✉✉
✉✉
✉✉
Y
can exist only if hpX1q ě hpX2q. (Aaronson also handles the case of other stable
random walks, which we leave aside here.) For a canonical choice of generating
partition R for these systems X˙σY, this result follows from a calculation of the
distributions of the relative complexities of pR, Nq-names over the base system Y,
regarded as random variable on the probability space pY, νq. Our work below will
turn out to need many of the same calculations as Aaronson’s. However, relative
complexities give an invariant only of relative isomorphism: they do not serve to
control arbitrary factor maps Y ˙σ X1 ÝÑ Y ˙σ X2.
Theorem A also has precedents in the study of non-invertible RWRS processes,
for which a point in the state space records only the future trajectory of the walk.
The analog of Theorem A with one-sided simple random walk in the base was
proved by Heicklen, Hoffman and Rudolph in [HHR00], and a generalization to
some other skew products, including some smooth examples, was given by Ball
in [Bal03]. In some ways the steps in our work below reflect those papers, except
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that they make essential use of some extra isomorphism-invariant structure of a non-
invertible transformation: the decreasing filtration of pre-images of the σ-algebra.
This idea goes back to work of Vershik around 1970: see [Ver94].
Conditionally on the Enhanced Invariance Principle, Theorem A also covers
certain smooth analogs of RWRSs on compact manifolds, using appropriate cod-
ings from Gibbs measures on subshifts. Arguably, these form the most ‘natural’
among all kinds of example in ergodic theory (see again [Tho02, Section 14],
which includes a discussion of some of these smooth RWRS-like examples, as
studied in [Rud88]). The first smooth non-Bernoulli K-automorphisms were con-
structed in [Kat80b], but again with a more complicated description.
For instance, let A : T2 ÝÑ T2 be a hyperbolic toral automorphism and m
be the Haar probability measure, let g “ pgtqtPR be an Anosov flow on a compact
manifold M that preserves the Riemannian volume-form µ, and on the space pT2ˆ
M,mb µq consider the skew-product transformations
Trpx1, x2, pq :“ pApx1, x2q, gr sinx1pq.
Kalikow’s argument itself was extended to cover examples such as these in [Rud88].
These can clearly be written as skew products of the form Y ˙σ X with
Y “ pT2,m,Aq and X “ pM,µ, gq. This Y has a coding given by an a.e.
one-one Ho¨lder function F : pY, ν, Sq ÝÑ pT2,m,Aq for some SFT Y and
Ho¨lder-potential Gibbs measure ν (see [Bow08]). Therefore Theorem A applies
to these examples provided one knows the Enhanced Invariance Principle. Since
A ˙rσ g “ A ˙σ gprq, where gprq is the speedup of g by the constant factor r, it
follows that the quantity
hpµ, gprqq “ rhpµ, gq
is an isomorphism-invariant of Y ˙σ X. Since hpµ, gq is finite and positive, these
values are distinct for distinct r, and so, conditionally on the Enhanced Invariance
Principle, this family of examples proves the following.
Conditional Corollary B For any h P p0,8q, there is a compact manifold with
a smooth volume form that admits continuum-many smooth, volume-preserving K-
automorphisms of entropy h which are pairwise non-isomorphic. l
The corresponding result for non-invertible maps was also proved by Ball
in [Bal03]. This possible consequence of the current work was brought to my
attention by J.-P. Thouvenot.
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1.3 A new isomorphism invariant
The key to Theorem A will be a new isomorphism-invariant of probability-preserving
systems.
The definition of this new invariant is rather involved, and will not be given in
full until Section 5. However, some motivation for it can be given in advance. This
will involve standard notions from information theory, which the unfamiliar reader
can find recalled in Subsection 2.3.
Consider again the basic examplesRWRSµ. First, let us recall why the Kolmogorov-
Sinai entropy of RWRSµ does not give any information about hpµ, Sq. Let Y :“
pt˘1uZ, νbZ
1{2 , Sq, let X :“ pCZ, µ, Sq be a scenery process (here in discrete time),
let ρ “ νbZ
1{2 b µ, and let σ : t˘1uZ ÝÑ t˘1u be the time-zero coordinate. These
data together define RWRSµ “ Y ˙σ X. Let pZ, ρq :“ pt˘1uZ ˆ CZ, νbZ1{2 b µq,
and let
α : Z ÝÑ t˘1u ˆ C
be the time-zero map corresponding to the obvious generating partition R for
RWRSµ. Let Q be the time-zero partition of CZ.
For N P N, let ρN :“ αr0;Nq˚ µ P Prppt˘1u ˆ CqN q be the distribution of the
pα,Nq-name
`
αpzq, αppS ˙σ Sqpzqq, . . . , αppS ˙σ SqN´1pzqq
˘
“ `py0, . . . , yN´1q, px0, xy0 , xσy1 , . . . , xσyN´1q˘
when z “ py, xq is drawn from ρ. The Kolmogorov-Sinai entropy of RWRSµ
is given by the leading-order behaviour of the sequence of Shannon entropies
HpρN q “ HρpRr0;Nqq.
This can be computed in terms of the information function of Rr0;Nq:
Iµ,Rr0;Nq : Z ÝÑ r0,8q : z ÞÑ ´ log ρpRr0;Nqpzqq.
In the N -name written above, the string py0, . . . , yN´1q is equally likely to be any
element of t˘1uN , so this contributes plog 2qN to the value Iρ,Rr0;Nqpy, xq. How-
ever, having fixed py0, . . . , yN´1q, the possible output strings px0, xy0 , . . . , xσyN´1q
are in bijective correspondence with the scenery-portions pxmqmPσyr0;Nq , where
σ
y
r0;Nq “ tσyn | n P r0;Nqu. This gives the total value for the information func-
tion as
Iρ,Rr0;Nqpy, xq “ plog 2qN ` I
µ,Q
σ
y
r0;Nq
pxq.
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By the Shannon-McMillan Theorem (recalled as Theorem 3.1 below), for typical
py, xq and large N this is
plog 2qN ` hpµ, Sq|σyr0;Nq| ` op|σyr0;Nq|q. (1)
Simple random walk on Z behaves diffusively, meaning that for typical y the car-
dinality |σyr0;Nq| is of order
?
N . Therefore for typical y the above value is given
by
plog 2qN ` hpµ, SqcN pyq
?
N ` op
?
Nq
for some value cN pyq which is typically of order 1.
Thus, if we ignore certain rare events in py, xq, then the entropy of the scenery
contributes only a correction of order
?
N to
HρpRr0;Nqq “
ż
Iρ,Rr0;Nqpzq ρpdzq.
This sublinear correction disappears in the limit that computes hpRWRSµq.
In general, sublinear terms in the growth-rate ofHρpRr0;Nqq are not isomorphism-
invariant, so we cannot use the above calculation to prove the invariance of hpµ, Sq.
Towards fixing this problem, let us next consider a different way to look at these
corrections, in terms of another information-theoretic quantity: the mutual informa-
tion between the N -step past Rr´N ;0q and the N -step future Rr0;Nq. By definition,
this is
HρpRr´N ;0qq `HρpRr0;Nqq ´HρpRr´N ;Nqq.
Now each term here may be written as an integral of information functions:ż `
Iρ,Rr´N;0qpzq ` Iρ,Rr0;Nqpzq ´ Iρ,Rr´N;Nqpzq
˘
ρpdzq.
Let us again ask about the typical behaviour of the integrand here for z „ ρ, ignor-
ing certain extreme events (specifically, that the simple random walk covers much
more ground that expected between times ´N and N ).
Substituting from (1), we find that for typical z “ py, xq and sufficiently large
N we have
Iρ,Rr´N;0qpzq ` Iρ,Rr0;Nqpzq ´ Iρ,Rr´N;Nqpzq
“ plog 2qpN `N ´ 2Nq ` hpµ, Sq`|σyr´N ;0q| ` |σyr0;Nq| ´ |σyr´N ;Nq|˘` op?Nq
“ 0` hpµ, Sq|σyr´N ;0q X σyr0;Nq| ` op
?
Nq.
Heuristically, this calculation runs as follows: the steps taken by the walk in the
past and future are independent, so contribute nothing to the mutual information;
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and the remaining mutual information is all contributed by that portion of the
scenery visited by both the N -step past and the N -step future.
Now, an easy appeal to Donsker’s Invariance Principle gives that as N ÝÑ 8,
the random variable y ÞÑ |σyr´N ;0q X σy0;Nq|{
?
N converges in law to the random
variable L 1pBr0,1s XB1r0,1sq, where B and B1 are independent Brownian motions.
This suggests that, provided one allows for this limiting behaviour of the random
variable y ÞÑ |σyr´N ;0q X σy0;Nq|, the constant hpµ, Sq should be visible in the
asymptotic behaviour of IρpRr´N ;0q;Rr0;Nqq (perhaps after allowing the excision
of a small-measure subset of t˘1uZ ˆ CZ to remove ‘pathological’ random-walk
trajectories).
As with the sublinear entropy-corrections themselves, one expects that the se-
quence of mutual informations IρpRr´N ;0q;Rr0;Nqq does not give an isomorphism-
invariant of general processes pZ,Rq (although I have not proved this carefully).
The key remaining idea is to modify the definition of Iρ to obtain a more robust
quantity.
The way to do this is suggested by a general viewpoint that already has already
been very fruitful in the study of Kolmogorov-Sinai entropy. Given an ergodic
system Z “ pZ, ρ,Rq, a finite measurable partition R of Z and a finite-valued
map α : Z ÝÑ A which generates R, the Shannon-McMillan Theorem expresses
hpZ,Rq as the exponential growth rate of the effective number of points in AN
needed to support αr0;Nq˚ ρ. However, as observed by Feldman ([Fel80]), this may
also be approximated by choosing some sufficiently small δ ą 0, and then asking
after the exponential growth rate of the number of pδNq-balls needed to cover most
of the measure αr0;Nq˚ ρ in the Hamming metric spaces
pAN , dHamq.
Having proved this covering-number representation, the isomorphism-invariance
of hpZ,Rq follows fairly easily, since an isomorphism of processes may be approx-
imated, for sufficiently large N , by a sequence of Lipschitz maps between these
metric spaces, for which the change in those covering numbers is easily controlled.
Inspired by this viewpoint, our replacement for the sequence IρpRr´N ;0q,Rr0;Nqq
will be a sequence of values measuring how much ‘information’ is held by both of
the partitions Rr´N ;0q and Rr0;Nq if one insists that this ‘information’ can be re-
covered robustly if one allows small errors according to the Hamming metrics on
Ar´N ;0q and Ar0;Nq.
An important step in this paper is the rigorous development of this new invari-
ant, via notions defined on abstract spaces that carry pairs of metrics. This will be
the work of Section 5.
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1.4 Outline of the remaining sections
Sections 2 and 3 present a variety of standard or routine results that will be needed
later, concerning analysis and dynamics respectively. Subsection 3.5 formulates
the Enhanced Invariance Principle and described some cases in which it is known.
Section 4 is a warm-up for the rest of the paper. It describes some basic features
of the marginal metric spaces that arise from the skew-products in Theorem A.
Section 5 introduces the specific new isomorphism-invariant at the heart of the
proof of Theorem A, estimates it in a few simple cases, and states the more precise
Theorem 5.23 about its behaviour for the skew-products that appear in Theorem A.
Sections 6 and 7 prove the upper bound asserted in Theorem 5.23.
Section 8 returns to the study of well-distributed cocycles, focusing on some
more subtle properties that are needed for the lower bound. Chief among these is
the ability, for a ‘typical’ trajectory of the cocycle σ over the interval t0, 1 . . . , N´
1u, to find very many somewhat large subsets of this interval on which σ is injective,
and which have a discrete ‘Cantor-like’ structure.
Section 9 then uses these finer properties to prove the lower bound asserted in
Theorem 5.23, and hence complete the proof of Theorem A. This is more difficult
than the upper-bound proof, and draws important ideas from [Kal82].
Finally, Section 10 formulates some open questions and directions for further
investigation.
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2 Preliminaries: analysis and probability
2.1 Basic conventions
An interval will be either an interval in R or a discrete interval in Z; the ambient
set will always be clear from the context. If a, b P Z with a ď b then ra; bs :“
ra; b ` 1q :“ pa ´ 1; bs :“ ta, a ` 1, . . . , bu. Sometimes we use the abbreviation
rns :“ r0;nq.
Given an interval K Ď R, we will let IntpKq denote the collection of all
nonempty compact subintervals of K . We give it the topology inherited from the
obvious identification with tpu, vq P K | u ď vu Ď R2.
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Lebesgue measure on R will be denoted by L 1. If I is a bounded interval in
either R or Z, then UI will denote the uniform probability distribution on I .
We will use ‹ to denote convolution of functions or measures on R, in any case
in which it is well-defined.
In this paper, a mollifier will be a compactly-supported smooth function ϕ :
R ÝÑ r0,8q which is symmetric about the origin and satisfies şϕdL 1 “ 1.
The following popular notation from harmonic analysis will be useful later.
Given two collections pAiqiPI , pBiqiPI of non-negative real numbers and another
structure or quantity X, we write Ai ÀX Bi to assert that there is a constant
C P p0,8q depending only onX such thatAi ď CBi for all i. We writeAi „X Bi
in case both Ai ÀX Bi and Bi ÀX Ai.
2.2 Probability
Various later arguments will involve comparisons with Brownian motion. We will
always let W P PrCr0,8q be the classical Wiener measure, and let Wr0,1s P
PrCr0, 1s be the law of B|r0,1s for B „ W. This latter is supported on the closed
subset
C0p0, 1s :“ tf P Cr0, 1s | fp0q “ 0u.
If pX,Σ, µq is a probability space and A P Σ has µpAq ą 0, then µ|A will
denote the conditional measure µpAX ¨ q{µpAq.
In our dynamical applications, all probability spaces will be standard Borel,
and we will generally omit their σ-algebras from the notation.
We will later make several uses of the following quantitative approximation to
absolute continuity.
Definition 2.1 (Approximate absolute continuity). Let pX,Σq be a measurable
space, µ and ν be finite measures on X, and ε P r0,8q and M P p0,8q. Then we
write that µ !M,ε ν if
µpAq ďMνpAq ` ε @A P Σ,
and we write that µ „M,ε ν if µ !M,ε ν and ν !M,ε µ.
In case µ and ν are both probability measures, an easy exercise gives
µ !1,ε ν ðñ ν !1,ε µ ðñ µ „1,ε ν
(where the first equivalence holds because the Jordan decomposition gives pµ ´
νq`pXq “ pµ ´ νq´pXq for any two probability measures). On the other hand,
µ !M,0 ν if and only if µ is absolutely continuous with respect to ν and }dµ{dν}L8pνq ď
M .
The following basic properties are also routine to verify.
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Lemma 2.2. Approximate absolute continuity enjoys the following properties:
• If µ1 !M1,ε1 µ2 and µ2 !M2,ε2 µ3, then
µ1 !M1M2,M1ε2`ε1 µ3.
• If µ, ν, θ P PrR and µ !M,ε ν, then also θ ‹ µ !M,ε θ ‹ ν. l
2.3 Information Theory
We shall make use of several notions from Information Theory. The main defini-
tions are recalled here, but we shall largely take standard facts for granted: Cover
and Thomas [CT06] is a canonical reference.
Given a countable set A and µ P PrA, the Shannon entropy of µ is
Hpµq :“ ´
ÿ
aPA
µtau log µtau P r0,`8s.
Relatedly, if pX,µq is any probability space and ϕ : X ÝÑ A is measurable,
then Hµpϕq :“ Hpϕ˚µq; and if P is a countable measurable partition of X, then
HµpPq :“ Hµpϕq for any choice of countable-valued map ϕ whose level-sets are
the cells of P .
If pX,Σ, µq is any probability space and ν is another probability on X, then
the Kullback-Leibler divergence of ν with respect to µ is
DKLpν |µq :“
" ş
X
dν
dµ
log dν
dµ
dµ if ν ! µ
`8 else P r0,`8s.
Next, suppose that P and Q are two countable measurable partitions of pX,Σ, µq.
Then the conditional entropy of P given Q is the quantity
HµpP |Qq :“
ÿ
CPQ
µpCqHµ|C pPq
(where we interpret those C P Q for which µpCq “ 0 as contributing zero). The
mutual information of P and Q under µ is defined by
IµpP;Qq :“ HµpPq ´HµpP |Qq.
A standard calculation shows that this is symmetric in P and Q, and also that
IµpP;Qq “ HµpPq `HµpQq ´HµpP _Qq
“
ż
DKL
`
ϕ˚pµ|Qpxqq
ˇˇ
ϕ˚µ
˘
µpdxq, (2)
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where ϕ : X ÝÑ A is any finite-valued function generating the partition P (see,
for instance, Equations (2.45) and (2.36) in [CT06, Section 2.4]). More generally,
given a third partition R, the conditional mutual information of P and Q given
R is
IµpP;Q |Rq :“ HµpP |Rq ´HµpP |Q _Rq
“
ż
Iµ|RpxqpP;Qqµpdxq,
where the second equality is another standard calculation.
These definitions easily give the following.
Lemma 2.3. Let pXi,Σi, µiq for i “ 1, 2 be probability spaces, and for each i let
Pi, Qi and Ri be countable measurable partitions of Xi. Then
Iµ1bµ2pP1bP2;Q1bQ2 |R1bR2q “ Iµ1pP1;Q1 |R1q` Iµ2pP2;Q2 |R2q.
l
We will also need the following simple but less standard calculations.
Lemma 2.4 (Conditioning mutual information on a subset). If pX,Σ, µq is a prob-
ability space, P , Q, and R are countable partitions in Σ, and A P Σ has positive
measure, then
µpAqIµ|ApP;Q |Rq ď log 2` IµpP;Q |Rq.
Proof. Let A :“ tA,XzAu. From the definition of conditional mutual infor-
mation and the fact that it is always non-negative ([CT06, Corollary 2.6.3]), one
obtains
µpAqIµ|ApP;Q |Rq ď µpAqIµ|ApP;Q |Rq ` µpXzAqIµ|XzApP;Q |Rq
“ IµpP;Q |R _A q.
The Chain Rule for mutual information ([CT06, Theorem 2.5.2]) gives
IµpP _A ;Q |Rq “ IµpA ;Q |Rq ` IµpP;Q |R _A q
ùñ IµpP;Q |R _A q ď IµpP _A ;Q |Rq,
and now another use of the definitions, subadditivity of entropy and the Data-
Processing Inequality gives
IµpP _A ;Q |Rq “ HµpP _A |Rq ´HµpP _A |Q _Rq
ď HµpA q `HµpP |Rq ´HµpP |Q _Rq
“ HµpA q ` IµpP;Q |Rq.
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Finally, HµpA q ď log |A | “ log 2. l
Lemma 2.5 (Uniform integrability from relative entropy bound). If pX,Σ, µq is a
probability space and ν “ f ¨ µ P PrX with D :“ DKLpν |µq ă 8, then for any
C ą 0 one has
ν !eC ,pD`e´1q{C µ.
Proof. Since D “ ş f log f dµ, and the function t ÞÑ t log t has a global minimum
at t “ e´1 with value ´e´1, one has
νtf ą eCu “
ż
tfąeCu
f dµ “
ż
tlog fąCu
f dµ ď
ż
tlog fąCu
f
log f
C
dµ
ď 1
C
ż
|f log f |dµ ď D ` e
´1
C
.
Therefore for any measurable A Ď X one has
νpAq “
ż
A
f dµ ď eCµpAq ` νpAX tf ą eCuq ď eCµpAq ` D ` e
´1
C
.
l
2.4 Metric and pseudometric spaces
If pX, dq is a metric or pseudometric space, x P X and r ě 0, then
Bdr pxq :“ ty P X | dpx, yq ă ru
is the radius-r open ball around x. It will sometimes be abbreviated to Brpxq if
d is understood. If F Ď X, then BrpF q :“
Ť
xPF Brpxq. A subset F Ď X is
r-separated if
dpx, yq ě r @x, y P F distinct.
The r-covering number of pX, dq is
covppX, dq, rq “ mint|F | | F Ď X, BrpF q “ Xu.
A metric measure (‘m.m.’) space is a triple pX, d, µq consisting of a metric
space pX, dq and a Radon measure µ on X. In this paper it will always be tacitly
assumed that µ is finite. If µpXq “ 1 then pX, d, µq is a metric probability
(‘m.p.’) space. All m.m. spaces appearing below will either be compact or arise
as Borel subsets of compact spaces.
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It will sometimes be necessary to generalize this class to include pseudomet-
rics. However, the open balls for a pseudometric may not generate the whole of
the relevant σ-algebra. Thus, in this paper, a pseudometric measure (resp. pseu-
dometric probability) (‘psm.m.’, resp. ‘psm.p’) space will be a triple pX, d, µq
in which X is a standard Borel space, µ is a measure (resp. probability) on X, and
d : X ˆ X ÝÑ r0,8q is a pseudometric which is Borel measurable on X ˆ X
and is totally bounded. Clearly all compact m.m. spaces fall into this class. This
definition is similar to, though slightly more restrictive than, Vershik’s class of
‘admissible’ pseudometrics in [Ver10].
If X is a standard Borel space, then one may obtain a totally bounded Borel
pseudometric d on X by letting pZ, dZq be a compact metric space and ϕ : X ÝÑ
Z a Borel map, and then taking d :“ dZ ˝ ϕˆ2. An easy exercise shows that every
totally bounded Borel pseudometric d on X arises this way, by letting pZ, dZq
be the completion of the quotient of X by the zero-distance equivalence relation
defined by d.
If pX, d, µq is a psm.m. space with σ-algebra Σ and U P Σ, then we usually
abbreviate
pU, d|UˆU , µ|ΣXU q “: pU, d, µq,
so this latter has total mass µpUq. On the other hand, if pX, d, µq is a psm.p. space
and U P Σ has µpUq ą 0, then
pU, d|UˆU , µpUq´1 ¨ µ|ΣXU q “: pU, d, µ|U q,
another psm.p. space.
Given a psm.m. space pX, d, µq and a, r ą 0, the a-partial r-covering num-
ber is
covappX, d, µq, rq :“ mint|F | | F Ď X, µpBrpF qq ą au. (3)
Much of the work later will concern a natural ‘roughening’ of the class of
Lipschitz maps. Given pseudometric spaces pX, dX q and pY, dY q, and also c, L ě
0, a map f : X ÝÑ Y is c-almost L-Lipschitz if
dY pfpxq, fpx1qq ď LdXpx, x1q ` c @x, x1 P X.
This class of maps already has a natural place in the study of concentration of
measure. For instance, it appears repeatedly in Chapter 31
2
of Gromov [Gro01]
(starting in the proof of 31
2
.15(b)), under the terminology ‘K-Lipschitz up to c’.
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3 Preliminaries: ergodic theory
We shall need to call on a variety of classical results from ergodic theory, and espe-
cially from entropy and Ornstein theory for probability-preserving transformations.
Two standard references that emphasize the material we need are Shields [Shi96]
and Kalikow and McCutcheon [KM10].
3.1 Probability-preserving systems and their entropy
In the following, a probability-preserving (‘p.-p.’) system is a triple pX,µ, T q in
which pX,µq is a standard Borel probability space and T : X ÝÑ X is measur-
able, has a measurable inverse, and preserves µ. Similarly, a p.-p. flow is a triple
pX,µ, T q in which pX,µq is standard Borel and T : R ñ X is jointly measurable
and µ-preserving. Many properties of such a flow are closely related to properties
of its time-1 system pX,µ, T 1q.
The classical entropy theory of p.-p. systems is most easily introduced in terms
of finite partitions of X (or, equivalently, finite-valued measurable functions on X).
We will assume this theory as it is presented, for example, in [Shi96] or [KM10].
An essential tool will be the Shannon-McMillan Theorem. Some further nota-
tion will be useful. Suppose that pX,µ, T q is a p.-p. system and that P is a finite
Borel partition of X. A pair such as pX,Pq will be called a process. For any
subset F Ď Z, let
PF :“
ł
nPF
T´npPq,
where this is interpreted as a new partition in case F is finite, or, more generally,
as a σ-subalgebra of the σ-algebra of X if F is infinite. Now let
XSMI,ε :“
 
x P X ˇˇ e´phpX,Pq`εq|I| ă µpPIpxqq ă e´phpX,Pq´εq|I|(
(so this depends on P , although the notation suppresses that dependence). Clearly
XSMI`n,ε “ T npXSMI,ε q for every n P Z.
The following can be found in [KM10, Section 4.2] or [Shi96, Sections I.5 and
I.6].
Theorem 3.1 (Shannon-McMillan Theorem). If pX,µ, T q is ergodic then
µpXSMI,ε q ÝÑ 1
as |I| ÝÑ 8 for any fixed ε ą 0. l
The following is also essentially a standard result.
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Lemma 3.2. For any N ě 1, the Kolmogorov-Sinai entropy satisfies
HµpPr0;Nq |Pr´M ;0qq Ó hpX,PqN as M ÝÑ8.
Proof. When N “ 1, this can be obtained from [KM10, Corollary 423 and The-
orem 434] or from [Shi96, Equation I.6(3)]. For general M , the chain rule for
relative entropy (see, for instance, [Shi96, Equation I.6(1)] or [CT06, Section 2.5])
gives
HµpPr0;Nq |Pr´M ;0qq “
N´1ÿ
n“0
HµpT´npPq |Pr´M ;nqq.
Since N is fixed, we may now apply the special case to each right-hand summand
separately as M ÝÑ 8. l
Now consider two discrete intervals I, J Ď Z such that I Y J is also a discrete
interval: thus, either one of them is empty, or they are adjacent, or they intersect.
Lemma 3.3. Given X and P , there is a function g : N ÝÑ r0,8q with gpmq “
opmq as m ÝÑ8 such that
IµpPJ ;PI |PIXJq ď gp|JzI|q.
Proof. The definition of Iµ gives
IµpPJ ;PI |PIXJq “ HµpPJ |PIXJq ´HµpPJ |PIq
“ HµpPJzI |PIXJ q ´HµpPJzI |PIq, (4)
since PI _PIXJ “ PI . Various cases are now trivial: if either I or J is empty,
or if either I Ď J or J Ď I , then this right-hand side collapses to zero.
In the remaining case, we observe that JzI is also a nonempty interval. In
this case, standard monotonicity properties of conditional entropy together with
Lemma 3.2 give
hpX,Pq|JzI| ď HµpPJzI |PIq ď HµpPJzI |PIXJq ď HµpPJzIq.
However, the right-hand quantity here is of the form
hpX,Pq|JzI| ` gp|JzI|q
for some sublinear function g, so the right-hand side of (4) is bounded by this g,
completing the proof. l
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Given a p.-p. transformation X “ pX,µ, T q and a finite Borel partition P ,
one may always choose a finite set A and function ϕ0 : X ÝÑ A which generates
P . Having done so, let ϕn :“ ϕ0 ˝ T n for each n P Z, and more generally
ϕF :“ pϕnqnPF : X ÝÑ AF for F Ď Z. Abbreviate ϕZ “: ϕ, so this is now a
factor map
pX,µ, T q ÝÑ pAZ, ϕ˚µ, Sq.
The entropy of the process pX,Pq may be understood as the entropy rate of ϕ˚µ,
regarded as the law of a stationary sequence of A-valued random variables.
Having fixed P , A and ϕ, the map ϕp´8;0q : X ÝÑ Ap´8;0q is referred to as
the past of the process pX,Pq. The measure µ may be disintegrated over ϕp´8;0q,
giving a probability kernel
Ap´8;0q ÝÑ PrX : z ÞÑ µz;
this is referred to as conditioning on the past. Various entropy-theoretic properties
may be expressed in terms of these conditional measures: in the first place,
hpX,Pq “
ż
Hµ
ϕp´8;0qpxq
pPqµpdxq “
ż
Hpϕ˚µϕp´8;0qpxqqµpdxq,
the expected Shannon entropy of P given the past (see [Shi96, Subsection I.6.b]).
3.2 Compact models
Instead of finite partitions, much of our later work will rely on endowing X with a
compact metric for which T is continuous. This is always possible by the following
classical result (see, for instance, [Var85, Theorem 5.7]):
Theorem 3.4. If pX,µ, T q is any jointly measurable p.-p. action of an l.c.s.c.
group on a standard Borel probability space, then it is isomorphic as such to a
jointly continuous action on a compact metric space with an invariant probability
measure. l
In case pX, dX q is a compact metric space, T is a jointly continuous action of Z
or R on X, and µ P PrT X, we shall refer to pX, dX , µ, T q as a compact model p.-
p. system or flow. We shall work with compact models of our systems in much of
the sequel. Of course, after choosing compact models, we must still allow arbitrary
Borel (not necessarily continuous) factor maps between them. They key to using
the metric space structure, in spite of this flexibility, will be Lusin’s Theorem.
One can use such a choice of metric dX to express the Kolmogorov-Sinai en-
tropy. This relationship can be traced back to Feldman’s work in [Fel80], and it is
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worked out in detail (for actions of general unimodular amenable groups) by Orn-
stein and Weiss in [OW87, Part II]. We quickly recall some of the results that we
need here, largely referring to that latter work.
First, for any compact model p.-p. system pX, dX , µ, T q and any finite F Ď Z,
let
dXF px, x1q :“
ÿ
nPF
dXpT nx, T nx1q.
This is a sequence of metrics on X. In terms of this construction, for any r ą 0,
one defines the spatial r-entropy hpµ, T, dX , rq by
hpµ, T, dX , rq :“ sup
εą0
lim inf
NÝÑ8
1
N
cov1´εppX, dXr0;Nq, µq, rNq. (5)
Similarly, if pX, dX , µ, T q is a compact p.-p. flow and F Ď R is measurable
with finite measure, then
dXF px, x1q :“
ż
F
dXpT tx, T tx1qdt,
and the spatial r-entropy hpµ, T, dX , rq is again given by (5), where now N is
allowed to run through real values.
The connection between these spatial entropies and the Kolmogorov-Sinai en-
tropy is the following, established in [Fel80, OW87]:
Proposition 3.5. In the setting of either a compact model system or compact model
flow, one has
sup
rą0
hpµ, T, dX , rq “ lim
rÝÑ0
hpµ, T, dX , rq “ hpµ, T q.
l
Corresponding to this, one would expect a relative of the Shannon-McMillan
Theorem 3.1 for the exponential order of the µ-measure of a typical small-radius
ball in the space pX, dXr0;Nq, µq, once N is large. Such a result is proved in [OW87,
Section II.4, Theorem 5]. The related result that we will use below is actually a
step on the way to their proof of that theorem.
Proposition 3.6 ([OW87, Section II.4, Proposition 3]). For any β P p0, 1s, r ą 0
and h˚ ă hpµ, T, dX , rq, one has
covβ
``
X, dXr0;Nq, µq, rNq ą expph˚Nq
for all sufficiently large N . l
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The approach to entropy theory using compact metrics, rather than partitions,
will be highly convenient in the rest of this paper. In Section 5, a new invari-
ant of systems will be defined explicitly in terms of the sequences of metrics
dXr0;Nq, and we will see that this ‘geometric’ definition leads naturally to a proof
of isomorphism-invariance similar to a proof of the Kolmorogov-Sinai Theorem in
terms of these metrics.
For the entropy theory of R-actions, it has long been known that the metric-
based approach is considerably cleaner and more efficient: this realization goes
back to Feldman [Fel80], and stimulated the use of compact metrics in ergodic
theory more generally. This program has recently been actively promoted by Ver-
shik and his co-workers ([Ver10, VZP13]). As will become clear in Section 5, the
present paper owes a great deal to this point of view.
Given a topological flow T : R ñ X with metric dX , another dynamically-
defined sequence of metrics on X may be obtained by supremizing over time-
intervals, rather than integrating: for any nonempty compact F Ď R, let
d
X,8
F px, x1q :“ sup
tPF
dXpT tx, T tx1q.
When it is necessary to distinguish this from the earlier metric, we will refer to
the metrics dXF as Hamming-like metrics and to the metrics d
X,8
F as Bowen-
Dinaburg metrics. In topological dynamics, the asymptotic packing or covering
numbers of the metrics dX,8F are the basis of the Bowen-Dinaburg approach to
topological entropy, but are not so directly related to Kolmogorov-Sinai entropy.
However, it will be convenient to know later that given a topological flow pX,T q
and an ergodic invariant probability µ, these alternative metrics may also be used to
define hpµ, T q. This has previously been proved in [Kat80a, Theorem 1.1]. How-
ever, we will need a slightly stronger, local version of that control, so we include a
precise statement and proof here. Clearly dX,8F ě dXF , but we will need a result in
the reverse direction.
Lemma 3.7. If pX, dX , µ, T q is an ergodic compact model flow, then for every
ε, δ ą 0 there is a δ1 ą 0 such that, for every x P X and K P IntpRq with
L 1pKq ě 1, one has
cov
`pBdXK
δ1L 1pKqpxq, d
X,8
K q, δ
˘ ă exppεL 1pKqq.
Proof. Clearly it suffices to prove this with I “ r0, as for some a ě 1. Let
N :“ tau, and observe that N ě a{2.
By the joint continuity of T , there is some δ1 ą 0 such that
@x, x1 P X, dXpx, x1q ă δ1 ùñ max
tPr´2,2s
dXpT tx, T tx1q ă δ{2,
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and now there is also some δ2 ą 0 such that
@x, x1 P X, dXpx, x1q ă δ2 ùñ max
tPr´2,2s
dXpT tx, T tx1q ă δ1.
This latter condition implies that if dXpT nx, T nx1q ě δ1 for some n P Z, then
dXpT tx, T tx1q ě δ2 for all t P rn, n` 1s, and thereforeż a
0
dXpT tx, T tx1qdt ě δ2|tn P r0;Nq | dXpT nx, T nx1q ě δ1u|. (6)
Let P “ pP1, . . . , Pmq be a Borel partition of X into sets of diameter less
than δ1. Having chosen this, let η P p0, εq be so small that in the space r0;msN the
cardinality of a Hamming ball of radius ηN is less than eεN for all N ě 1. Finally,
choose δ1 :“ ηδ2{2.
After these preliminaries, suppose that x, x1 P X satisfy dXr0,aspx, x1q ă δ1a ď
ηδ2N . Then (6) implies that
|tn P r0;Nq | dXpT nx, T nx1q ě δ1u| ă ηN.
Fix x, and for each n P Z let
Pn,0 :“ T´npBdXδ1 pT nxqq and Pn,i :“ T´npPiq for i “ 1, 2, . . . ,m.
Then the above estimates imply that
B
dXr0,as
δ1a
pxq Ď
ď
pw0, . . . , wN´1q P r0;msN
|tn P r0;Nq | wn ‰ 0u| ă ηN
P0,w0 X P1,w1 X ¨ ¨ ¨ X PN´1,wN´1 .
By the choice of δ1, each individual intersection on the right here has dX,8r0,as-diameter
less than δ, and by the choice of η the number of such intersections appearing in
this union is less than eεN . l
3.3 Gibbs measures on mixing SFTs
The source of base systems for the examples in Theorem A is the class of Gibbs
measures on mixing SFTs, and other invariant states on topological dynamical sys-
tems that can be suitably coded from these. These form the basic setting of the
‘thermodynamic formalism’. The standard monographs [Bow08, PP90] provide a
good reference for most of our needs, and [Rue04, Sin72] largely cover the same
material.
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Given a finite alphabet A, we shall usually consider AZ endowed with the
metric
dpa, a1q :“
ÿ
nPZ
2´|n|1tan‰a1nu.
We also endow Ap´8;0q with the analogous metric.
A function AZ ÝÑ R is Ho¨lder if it is so with respect to d for some positive
Ho¨lder exponent, and similarly for a function Ap´8;0q ÝÑ R. A function on AZ
is one-sided if it factorizes through the coordinate projection AZ ÝÑ Ap´8;0s.
Motivated by the thermodynamic formalism, we will sometimes refer to a Ho¨lder
function restricted to any closed subset of AZ as a potential (ignoring the many
more general potentials that can be considered in the thermodynamic formalism).
As usual, a subshift of finite type (‘SFT’) in AZ is a closed S-invariant subset
Y Ď AZ defined by a finite set of forbidden subwords. We always endow such an
SFT with the restriction dY of the metric d above.
Given a topologically mixing SFT Y Ď AZ and a potential ϕ : Y ÝÑ R, there
is always an associated Gibbs measure ν P PrS Y , uniquely characterized by the
property that there are c1, c2 P p0,8q and P P R such that
c1 exp
´
P |I| `
ÿ
nPI
ϕpSnyq
¯
ď νpPIpyqq ď c2 exp
´
P |I| `
ÿ
nPI
ϕpSnyq
¯
(7)
for all y P Y and bounded discrete intervals I Ď Z: see [Bow08, Theorem 1.4]
or [PP90, Chapter 3]. Henceforth we shall refer to a triple pY, ν, Sq in which pY, Sq
is a mixing SFT and ν is the Gibbs measure associated to some potential as a
mixing Gibbs system.
Now let α : Y ÝÑ A be the time-zero coordinate map and let P be the
partition it generates. Let Y ´ :“ αp´8;0spY q Ď Ap8;0s. The Gibbs measure ν
associated to a potential ϕ is constructed via its image ν´ :“ αp´8;0s˚ ν P PrY ´.
This image determines ν uniquely, by S-invariance. As in the proof of Ruelle’s
Perron-Frobenius Theorem (see [PP90, Theorem 2.2]), one may always find an-
other Ho¨lder function ψ : Y ´ ÝÑ R such that
• ϕ ´ ψ ˝ αp´8;0s is cohomologous to a constant over S among Ho¨lder func-
tions, and
• the Perron-Frobenius operator CpY ´q ÝÑ CpY ´q defined by
Lψfpyq :“
ÿ
aPA | yaPY ´
eψpyaqfpyaq
satisfies Lψ1Y ´ “ 1Y ´ , and otherwise has spectrum contained in a disk of
radius strictly less than 1 (in this case the Perron-Frobenius operator is said
to be ‘normalized’ [PP90, Chapter 2]).
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Having found this ψ, the measure ν´ is the unique probability measure for which
L˚ψν
´ “ ν´.
After reconstructing ν from ν´, this Perron-Frobenius operator has the inter-
pretation that for any bounded measurable function f : Y ´ ÝÑ R and r P N one
has
Eνpf ˝ αp´8;0s ˝ Sr |Pp´8;0sq “ pLrψfq ˝ αp´8;0s.
In particular, if y ÞÑ νy is the disintegration of ν over the strict past αp´8;0q :
Y ÝÑ Ap´8;0q, then the equation L˚ψν´ “ ν´ implies
α˚νy “
ÿ
aPA | yaPY ´
eψpyaqδa.
By the Ho¨lder condition and the fact that Y is an SFT, there are b ă 8, β P
p0, 1q and N0 P N such that
N ě N0 and y, y1 P Y ´ with Pr´N0;0spyq “ Pr´N0;0spy1q
ùñ ta | ya P Y ´u “ ta | y1a P Y ´u and max
a | yaPY ´
|ϕpyaq´ϕpy1aq| ă bβN .
This has proved the following.
Lemma 3.8 (Ho¨lder continuity of conditional measures). In the setting above there
are N0 P N, b ă 8 and β P p0, 1q such that for any N ě N0 one has
y, y1 P Y ´ with Pr´N ;0qpyq “ Pr´N ;0qpy1q
ùñ α˚νy „ α˚νy1 and e´bβN ă dpα˚νyq
dpα˚νy1q ă e
bβN .
l
Corollary 3.9. If pY, ν, Sq and P are as above and also p P NY t0u, then
sup
Ně1
IνpPr´p;N`pq;Pr´N´p;pqq ă 8.
Proof. Suppose first that p “ 0. The Chain Rule for mutual information ([CT06,
Theorem 2.5.2]) gives
IνpPr0;Nq;Pr´N ;0qq “
N´1ÿ
n“0
IνpS´npPq;Pr´N ;0q |Pr0;nqq. (8)
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Letting N0 be as in Lemma 3.8, we obtain
e´bβ
n ă d
`pα ˝ Snq˚pν|Pr´N;nqpyqq˘
d
`pα ˝ Snq˚pν|Pr0;nqpyqq˘ ă ebβ
n @n ě N0,
and hence
DKL
`pα ˝ Snq˚pν|Pr´N;nqpyqq ˇˇ pα ˝ Snq˚pν|Pr0;nqpyqq˘ ă bβn.
Integrating over ν|Pr0;nqpyq and recalling Equation (2), this gives
IνpS´npPq;Pr´N ;0q |Pr0;nqq ă bβn @n ě N0.
Therefore the right-hand sum in (8) is bounded by
N0´1ÿ
n“0
IνpS´npPq;Pr´N ;0q |Pr0;nqq `
N´1ÿ
n“N0
bβn,
which remains bounded as N ÝÑ 8 because řn bβn is a convergent series.
Finally, if p ě 1, then the definition and standard properties of mutual informa-
tion give
IνpPr´p;N`pq;Pr´N´p;pqq
“ HνpPr´N´p;pqq `HνpPr´p;N`pqq ´HνpPr´N´p,N`pqq
ď HνpPr´N´p;´Nqq `HνpPr0;pqq `HνpPr´p;0qq `HνpPrN ;N`pqq
`HνpPr´N ;0qq `HνpPr´N ;0qq ´HνpPr´N,Nqq
ď 4pHνpPq ` IνpPr0;Nq;Pr´N ;0qq.
l
3.4 Ho¨lder cocycles over mixing SFTs
The structure of a generalized RWRS system seems to depend rather delicately on
the cocycle σ which defines it. This subsection is given to various properties of
such cocycles that will be needed later. The general flavour is of comparing them
over long time-scales with Brownian motion. Such probabilistic limit theorems are
a very classical subject in dynamics. They are all widely-known for simple random
walk itself: a suitable reference is [R´90]. In our slightly more general setting, much
of what we need will be taken from Guivarc’h and Hardy’s classic work [GH88],
which in turn built on older methods of Nagaev for certain Markov chains [Nag57],
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among others. A suitable invariance principle is proved by Bunimovich and Sinai
in [BS81], or can be deduced from the strong invariance principles given in [PS75].
Let pY, ν, Sq be as in the previous subsection. A cocycle over a pY, ν, Sq will
be a real-valued measurable function σ : Y ÝÑ R. The term ‘cocycle’ will refer
either to this function itself, or to the resulting function Z ˆ Y ÝÑ R defined by
the partial sums:
pn, yq ÞÑ
$&
%
řn´1
m“0 σpSmyq if n ě 1
0 if n “ 0
´ř´1m“n σpSmyq if n ď ´1.
It will often be convenient to denote this value by σyn. We may also think of it as a
random function
Z ÝÑ R : n ÞÑ σyn
defined on the probability space pY, νq. For a fixed choice of y, we will refer to the
function σy as a cocycle-trajectory to emphasize this point of view.
Mean-zero, Ho¨lder cocycles enjoy a (weak) version of Donsker’s Invariance
Principle. It is proved for any dynamical system admitting a suitable Markov par-
tition (including our mixing Gibbs systems pY, ν, Sq) in [BS81]: see their The-
orems 2” and 3. To formulate it, it will be convenient to introduce the maps
trajN : R
Z ÝÑ Cr0, 1s defined by
trajN pσqptq :“ N´1{2
`pNt´ tNtuqσrNts ` ptNt` 1u´NtqσtNtu˘
(that is, trajN rescales σ horizontally by N´1 and vertically by N´1{2, and then
interpolates linearly to produce a function on r0, 1s). Similarly, define traj´N :
R
Z ÝÑ Cr0, 1s by
traj´N pσqpsq :“ N´1{2
`p´Ns´ t´Nsuqσr´Nss ` pt´Ns` 1u`Nsqσt´Nsu˘.
Theorem 3.10 (Invariance principle). If pY, σq is a mixing Gibbs system and σ :
Y ÝÑ R is a Ho¨lder cocycle with ş σ dν “ 0, then there is some c ě 0 for which
the Invariance Principle holds:
trajN pσyq lawÝÑ cB as N ÝÑ8,
where the left-hand side is regarded as a random variable on the probability space
pY, νq, and the right hand side has law Wr0,1s. Moreover, c “ 0 if and only if σ is
a coboundary over S among Ho¨lder functions. l
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In view of its roˆle in the above theorem, we shall call the constant c2 the ef-
fective variance of pY, σq. Henceforth we will work with non-coboundaries, and
will generally normalize so that the effective variance is 1.
Definition 3.11. A well-distributed pair is a pair pY, σq in which Y “ pY, ν, Sq
is a mixing Gibbs system and σ : Y ÝÑ R is a Ho¨lder non-coboundary withş
σ dν “ 0 and with effective variance 1.
The next result gives the optimum rate of convergence to a Gaussian law for
the distribution of σyN for a fixed N .
Theorem 3.12 (Berry-Esseen property: [GH88, The´ore`me B.IV.2]). If pY, σq is
well-distributed, then
sup
tPR
ˇˇ
νtσyN ď t
?
Nu ´Np´8, tqˇˇ ÀY,σ 1?
N
@N ě 1, (9)
where Np´8, tq is the cumulative distribution function of a standard Gaussian. l
3.5 The Enhanced Invariance Principle
In addition to the preceding results on cocycle-distribution, we will also need an
enhancement of the conclusion of Theorem 3.10 which simultaneously describes
the frequency of visits of σy to different regions in R. To formulate this, given
y P Y and a nonempty finite subset F Ď Z, let
γ
y
F :“
1
|F |
ÿ
nPF
δσyn .
This is the occupation measure of σ over the set of times F .
Let LBpuq, u P R, be Brownian local time at time 1, regarded as a CcpRq-
valued random variable on the space pC0p0, 1s,Wr0,1sq (see, for instance, [Kal02,
Chapter 22]). Observe that if ϕ : R ÝÑ r0,8q is a mollifier and θ is a Radon
measure on R, then the convolution ϕ ‹ θ may always be understood as the smooth
function
u ÞÑ
ż
ϕpv ´ uq θpdvq.
The following is the additional property of a well-distributed pair that we will
need.
Definition 3.13 (Ehanced Invariance Principle). The well-distributed pair pY, σq
satisfies the Enhanced Invariance Principle if there is a mollifier ϕ such that`
trajN pσyq, ppϕ ‹ γyr0;Nqqp
?
NuqquPR
˘ lawÝÑ pB,LBq
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for the product of the uniform and locally uniform topologies on C0p0, 1s ˆCcpRq.
As before, the left- and right-hand sides here are understood as random variables
on pY, νq and pC0p0, 1s,Wr0,1sq, respectively.
I strongly suspect that every well-distributed pair satisfies the Enhanced Invari-
ance Principle, so that the above could instead be introduced as a theorem. If σ is
aperiodic (see [GH88]), then the above convergence should actually hold for every
mollifier ϕ. If σ is cohomologous to an ℓZ-valued cocycle for some ℓ ą 0, say
σ “ τ ` f ˝ S ´ f , then the occupation measures of σy are ‘adjustments’ of those
of τy, which are supported on ℓZ. However, the above should still hold provided
ϕ is strictly positive on an interval r´a, as with a ą maxtℓ, }f}8u. The proofs of
these results should be based on the same spectral analysis of the complex Ruelle
operator as in [GH88] or [PP90, Chapter 4]. However, as far as I know this result
has appeared in the literature only in special cases:
• In case pY, σq is the pair of a simple random walk, then it follows from
a much stronger classical coupling result between occupation measures of
simple random walk and Brownian motion ([R´90, Theorem 10.1]).
• The generalization to partial sums of Markov chains was recently established
by Bromberg and Kosloff [BK14], building on older results of Borodin [Bor81].
Thus, our Theorem A is unconditional in either of the above cases. The first of
these covers the classical RWRSs.
I understand that the full generalization (even to the still-broader setting of
finite-variance Ho¨lder cocycles on Gibbs-Markov shifts — see [Aar97, Chapter
4], [AD01]) will be the subject of future work by Bromberg.
Similar results for cocycles over general Young towers appear as [DSV08,
Theorem 9] and [NS12, Proposition 3], but focusing only on finite-dimensional
marginals.
The Enhanced Invariance Principle will be used to prove Theorem 5.23, which
evaluates our forthcoming new invariant in the case of generalized RWRS systems.
In fact, it will be needed only for proving the lower-bound half of that Theorem, in
Sections 8 and 9.
Remark 3.14. In recent years there has been considerable interest in generalizing
probabilistic limit theorems for ergodic sums to dynamical systems that admit a
more general Markov-Gibbs structure or a suitable Young tower ([You98]): see,
for instance, [AD01, Gou05, SV04, DSV08, Xia09] and the many further references
there. A fairly gentle introduction to the use of Young towers is in [Bal00, Chapter
4], and related material can also be found in the monograph [HH01].
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In suspect that Theorem A can be extended to the study of generalized RWRS
systems with base and cocycle given by one of these more general settings. How-
ever, in addition to the Enhanced Invariance Principle, one would need some re-
striction on the relevant generating partition to obtain an analog of Corollary 3.9. ⊳
Remark 3.15. Rudolph’s work in [Rud88] studies systems satisfying a rather dif-
ferent kind of convergence to Brownian motion: his asymptotically Brownian co-
cycles σ admit some η ą 0 and a pν,Wq-coupling P such that for P-a.e. py,Bq
one has
|σyn ´Bn| “ opn1{2´ηq as n ÝÑ8.
This definition follows Philipp and Stout [PS75], who establish that a wide variety
of examples are η-asymptotically Brownian for some η. In principle, the existence
of such a coupling is significantly stronger than the conclusion of Theorem 3.10,
but it also does not seem to imply the Enhanced Invariance Principle without some
additional arguments as in [BK14], so our assumptions on σ are actually some-
what askew to Rudolph’s. It could be that our Theorem A gives new examples of
non-Bernoulli K-automorphisms, not covered by [Rud88], but I do not know of any
specific systems that fall into this gap. ⊳
4 Informal discussion of the RWRS marginal metrics
This section is discursive. It is not needed for the logic in the rest of the paper, but
offers some motivation for the constructions that follow.
The new invariant below is defined in terms of the ‘marginal’ m.p. spaces that
arise from a given compact model of a generalized RWRS system. This section
will begin with a sketch of the ‘marginal’ m.p. spaces that arise from the canonical
generating partition of a classical RWRS example.
4.1 Conditioning on the scenery, or the past
Let α : t˘1uZˆCZ ÝÑ t˘1uˆC be the obvious generating partition for RWRSµ,
and let ρN “ αr0;Nq˚ ρ be the distribution of the pα,Nq-name, as in Subsection 1.3.
Given a scenery distribution µ P PrS CZ, let µI be its marginal on CI for any
I Ď Z.
Let dα be the pseudometric on t˘1uZ ˆ CZ given by the pullback under α
of the complete metric on t˘1u ˆ C . Then the marginal psm.p. spaces given by
pdαqRWRSµr0;Nq are likewise pulled back from the finite m.p. spaces`pt˘1u ˆ CqN , dHam, ρN˘.
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We now sketch a provisional description of these m.p. spaces. This is in terms
of the 1-Lipschitz quotient map`pt˘1u ˆ CqN , dHam, ρN˘
`t˘1uN , dHam, νbN1{2 ˘.
The idea is to describe ρN as a lift of νbN1{2 through this map.
Consider a fixed scenery c “ pcmqm P CZ, and define the function Fc :
t˘1uN ÝÑ CN by
FcppynqN´1n“0 q “ pcσy0 , cσy1 , . . . , cσyN´1q.
Clearly this output depends only on the finite portion c|σyr0;Nq of c. Let
ρN,c :“
ż
t˘1uN
δpy,Fcpyqq ν
bN
1{2 pdyq,
the result of lifting νbN
1{2 to the graph of Fc.
We can now write the lifted measure ρN as the average of the conditional mea-
sures of ρN given the scenery, and these latter are precisely the graph-supported
measures ρN,c:
ρN “
ż
CZ
ρN,c µpdcq. (10)
This decomposition of ρN is obtained canonically from the process pRWRSµ, αq:
it is the pushforward under αr0;Nq of the disintegration of ρ over the strict past
αp´8;0q. This is because
• on the one hand, the past of the simple random walk is independent of the
future,
• but on the other, simple random walk is recurrent, so the past of the whole
process a.s. determines the scenery exactly.
4.2 Separating the conditional measures
We can now describe the overall strategy of the proof of non-Bernoullicity in [Kal82].
The heart of Kalikow’s work is to prove that there are arbitrarily large N for which
the following holds.
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Theorem 4.1 ([Kal82]). For a fixed sequence of walk-steps y P t˘1uN and a fixed
scenery c1 P CZ, it holds for most c P CZ that
dHam
`py, Fcpyqq, spt ρN,c1˘ ą 10´20N,
where ‘most’ means ‘with high probability as N ÝÑ 8’. l
(Indeed, Kalikow actually proves this with Feldman’s weaker f-metric in place
of dHam.)
By Fubini’s Theorem, the above implies that for pµbµq-most pairs pc, c1q there
is a subset Wc,c1 Ď t˘1uN such that
νbN
1{2 pWc,c1q “ 1´ op1q and dHam
`pid, FcqpWc,c1q, spt ρN,c1˘ ą 10´20N.
This implies that a typical pair of conditional measures ρN,c, ρN,c1 are ΩpNq-
separated in the Wasserstein metric associated to dHam, and hence that RWRSµ
does not satisfy the Very Weak Bernoulli condition.
An alternative description of this reasoning, more intrinsic to the metric geome-
try of ppt˘1u ˆCqN , dHam, ρN q, uses a different characterization of Bernoullicity
in terms of measure concentration.
Definition 4.2 ((Almost) Exponential measure concentration). Let pXn, dn, µnq be
a sequence of compact psm.p. spaces. The sequence exhibits exponential measure
concentration if for every δ ą 0 there is a c ą 0 such that for any Borel set
U Ď Xn one has
µnpUq ě e´cn ùñ µnpBdnδ pUqq ě 1´ e´cn
for all sufficiently large n. The constant c is the exponential rate of this concentra-
tion at distance δ.
The sequence exhibits almost exponential measure concentration if there is a
sequence of Borel subsets X 1n Ď Xn such that µnpX 1nq ÝÑ 1 and pX 1n, dn, pµnq|X1nq
exhibits exponential measure concentration.
Theorem 4.3 (Exponential measure concentration in Bernoulli shifts). Let X “
pX,µ, T q be a p.-p. system of entropy h ă 8, and let P be a finite generating
partition of X. Then X is Bernoulli if and only if the sequence of psm.p. spaces
pX,N´1dPr0;Nq, µq exhibits almost exponential measure concentration. l
This is essentially the same as [Shi96, Theorem III.4.3], or can be quickly
deduced from the implications proved in [KM10, Chapter 5]. It was introduced
explicitly into ergodic theory by Marton and Shields in [MS94], where it was called
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the ‘blowing-up property’. It is, however, also very close to Thouvenot’s notion of
‘extremality’, presented in [Tho02, Definition 6.3] but devised much earlier. These
properties are now properly viewed as instances of the general phenomenon of
concentration of measure: see, for instance, [Led01] or [Gro01, Chapter 31
2
] for an
introduction.
Returning to RWRSµ, now fix some very small ε ą 0. Since simple random
walk is diffusive, we may pick some large distance-cutoff R P N so that the set
YN :“ ty P t˘1uN | σyr0;Nq Ď r´R
?
N ;R
?
N su
has νbN
1{2 pYN q ą 1´ ε for all sufficiently large N . Let ZN :“ YN ˆ CN , so
ρN pZN q “ ρN,cpZN q “ νbN1{2 pYN q ą 1´ ε,
because ρN and each ρN,c is a lift of νbN1{2 .
In addition, Theorem 3.1 gives subsets XSMI,ε Ď CI for each bounded discrete
interval I Ď Z such that
|XSMI,ε | ď exppphpµ, Sq ` εq|I|q and µIpXSMI,ε q ą 1´ op1q as |I| ÝÑ 8.
Let XN :“ XSMr´R?N ;R?Ns,ε.
If y P YN , then Fcpyq depends only on the portion c|r´R?N ;R?Ns, and there-
fore pρN,cq|ZN depends only on c|r´R?N ;R?Ns. With some slight abuse of notation,
it follows that
ρN «ε pρN q|ZN “
ż
Cr´R
?
N;R
?
Ns
pρN,cq|ZN µr´R?N ;R?Nspdcq
«ε
ż
XN
pρN,cq|ZN µr´R?N ;R?Nspdcq (11)
for sufficiently large N . Thus, most of the mass in the decomposition (10) is a
convex combination of |XN | ď expp2Rphpµ, Sq` εq
?
Nq different measures sup-
ported on the graphs of the functions Fc|YN .
Now, Kalikow’s conclusion in Theorem 4.1 may easily be adapted to see that
most pairs of the measures in the coarsened decomposition (11) are also well-
separated in the Wasserstein metric. Since there are only exppOp?Nqq of these
measures, an easy argument now shows that this precludes ρN from exhibiting
almost exponential measure concentration.
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4.3 Significance for approximate recovery of the scenery
Our work below will re-use the main ideas from Kalikow’s proof of Theorem 4.1,
but to a different end. As discussed in the Introduction, the scenery entropy hpµ, Sq
should appear in estimates on the mutual information Iρpαr´N ;0q;αr0;Nqq. How-
ever, we need to make this quantity more robust, by asking after the informa-
tion about a pair py, cq that can be recovered if one knows the output strings
αr´N ;0qpy, cq and αr0;Nqpy, cq only approximately.
We still expect this information to reside in that part of the scenery visited by
both of the trajectories σyr´N ;0q and σyr0;Nq, so the heart of the matter is now the
ability to recover c|σyr0;Nq approximately if one only knows
αr0;Nqpy, cq “ py, Fcpyqq.
approximately.
This is difficult, because the map pc, yq ÞÑ Fcpyq can contract the relevant
Hamming distances very greatly.
Example 4.4. If y “ pynqnPr0;Nq and y1 “ py1nqnPr0;Nq are chosen so that y0 “ 1,
y10 “ ´1, but yn “ y1n for all n P r1;Nq, then
dHampy, y1q “ 1,
but
σyn “ σy
1
n ` 2 @n P r1;Nq.
Therefore, if c P CZ and c1 :“ S2c, then Fcpyq and Fc1py1q agree in every coordi-
nate in r1;Nq. Thus
dHam
`py, Fcpyqq, py1, Fc1py1q˘ “ 1,
even though c and c1 could be very far apart according to the relevant Hamming
metric. More subtle examples of this phenomenon are described in [Lin99]. ⊳
Therefore, if one knows y|r0;Nq only up to a small Hamming-metric error, it
could happen that c|σyr0;Nq cannot be recovered up to a small Hamming error from
the output-string Fcpyq. In order to work around this problem, we will need to
set up a different, weaker sense in which approximate knowledge of py, Fcpyqq
constrains the possible choices of c, which is still strong enough that we obtain the
same leading-order asymptotics as for true mutual information.
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In view of the above example, a natural conjecture in this direction would be
that, after excluding a small-probability set of ‘bad’ trajectories y, it holds that
dHam
`py, Fcpyqq, py1, Fc1py1qq˘ « 0
ùñ
|σyr0;Nq△σy
1
r0;Nq|?
N
« 0 and fσyr0;Nqpc, c
1q « 0,
where fI is Feldman’s metric over a bounded discrete interval I from [Fel76]. Un-
fortunately, I do not know how to prove this. Instead, we will work with an even
weaker (and significantly more complicated) notion of similarity between scener-
ies. Setting up this notion and then proving the analog of the above implication
will be the most substantial part of our work, and will occupy most of Sections 8
and 9.
Remark 4.5. The above discussion is suggestive of a link with the ‘scenery re-
construction problem’, which asks whether the entire scenery c can eventually be
reconstructed from only the output string pc0, cy0 , cσy1 , . . .q, with probability 1 in
the choice of py0, y1, . . .q. Much is known about that problem, but the methods do
not seem well-adapted to the problem of ‘approximate reconstruction’ described
above. Essentially, this is because in those works the scenery is reconstructed only
very ‘slowly’: that is, the patch c|r´m;ms can be recovered with high probability
only once one has seen pc0, cy0 , cσy1 , . . . , cσyM q for some M " m2. The best control
on the necessary M is some high-degree polynomial in m, obtained by Matzinger
and Rolles in [MR03]. They conjecture that it suffices to use M ! m2`ε for any
ε ą 0, but this would still be too large for our purposes. Nevertheless, it would be
interesting to know of any conceptual intersection between their methods and ours.
More background on scenery reconstruction can be found in Section 3 of the
survey [dHS06], and in the dedicated surveys [ML] and [Kes98]. ⊳
Remark 4.6. Another proposal for an invariant of systems that should capture
something like the above sequence of mutual informations is Vershik’s ‘secondary
entropy’, formulated in [Ver00, Section 7]. Essentially, it amounts to quantifying
the failure of the Very Weak Beroulli property of an abstract process pZ,Rq in
terms of packings numbers within the space of future-name distributions. However,
I am not aware that this quantity has been shown to be invariant under isomor-
phisms of processes, and I also do not see how to estimate it accurately enough
for RWRS processes. Nevertheless, Vershik’s idea was a key motivation for the
invariant that we define below. ⊳
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5 The new invariant
This section is largely concerned with general metric or pseudometric spaces, or
general compact model p.-p. systems X “ pX, dX , µ, T q. For these systems, the
key to our new invariant will be to consider not just the asymptotic behaviour of the
sequence of metrics dXr0;Nq on pX,µq, but that of the sequence of pairs of metrics
dXr´N ;0q and d
X
r0;Nq.
5.1 Pair-metric spaces and bi-neighbourhoods
Definition 5.1. A pair-metric space is a triple pX, d1, d2q in which d1 and d2 are
two compact metrics generating the same topology on X. A pair-m.m. (resp. pair-
m.p.) space is a quadruple pX, d1, d2, µq consisting of a pair-metric space and a
finite Radon (resp. Radon probability) measure on X.
Note that we always assume compactness without mentioning it in the nomen-
clature. It will be important that d1 and d2 do not generate different topologies.
It will be convenient to allow also pairs of pseudometrics.
Definition 5.2. A pair-pseudometric space is a triple pX, d1, d2q in which X is a
standard Borel space and d1 and d2 are two totally bounded Borel pseudometrics
X ˆ X ÝÑ r0,8q. A pair-psm.m. (resp. pair-psm.p.) space is a quadruple
pX, d1, d2, µq consisting of a pair-psuedometric space and a finite Radon (resp.
Radon probability) measure on X.
Note again that we always assume total boundedness without mentioning it in
the nomenclature.
Definition 5.3. If pX, dX1 , dX2 q and pY, dY1 , dY2 q are pair-pseudometric spaces and
c, L ą 0, then a map f : X ÝÑ Y is L-pair-Lipschitz (resp. c-almost L-pair-
Lipschitz) if it is L-Lipschitz (resp. c-almost L-Lipschitz) as a map pX, dXi q ÝÑ
pY, dYi q for i “ 1, 2.
Example 5.4. Let X “ r0, 1s3, and let
d1ppx1, x2, x3q, px11, x12, x13qq :“ |x1 ´ x11| ` |x2 ´ x12|
and
d2ppx1, x2, x3q, px11, x12, x13qq :“ |x2 ´ x12| ` |x3 ´ x13|.
Then pX, d1, d2q is a pair-pseudometric space in which neither d1 nor d2 is a met-
ric. ⊳
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Given a p.-p. system pX,µ, T q and a totally bounded Borel pseudometric dX
on X, we will consider the sequence of pair-psm.p. spaces
pX, dXr´N ;0q, dXr0;Nq, µq, N ě 1.
These are referred to as the marginal pair-psm.p. spaces of pX, dX , µ, T q.
Our new invariant will involve some quantification of how much information
is ‘robust’ under both of the pseudometrics dXr´N ;0q and d
X
r0;Nq on X. This will be
made precise via the following notion.
Definition 5.5. Let pX, d1, d2q be a pair-pseudometric space and δ ě 0. The
δ-bi-neighbourhood in pX, d1, d2q around a point x P X is the set
Bd2δ pBd1δ pxqq.
A pair of points px, yq P X2 is δ-bi-separated in pX, d1, d2q if
Bd2δ pBd1δ pxqq XBd2δ pBd2δ pyqq “ H.
These definitions are not symmetrical in d1 and d2; though possibly disappoint-
ing, this will not matter in the sequel.
Give a subset F Ď X, its δ-bi-neighbourhood is
Bd2δ pBd1δ pF qq “
ď
xPF
Bd2δ pBd1δ pxqq.
The property of bi-separation will not be used much below, but it gives some
useful first intuition for bi-neighbourhoods. Explicitly, x, y P X are δ-bi-separated
if for any x1, y1, z P X, the following four inequalities cannot all hold:
d1px, x1q ď δ, d2px1, zq ď δ, d2pz, y1q ď δ and d1py1, yq ď δ.
Thus, this asserts that one cannot move from x to y by taking a jump which is very
small for the metric d1, then two jumps which are very small for d2, then another
jump which is very small for d1.
Clearly if px, yq is δ-bi-separated, then one must have d1px, yq ě 2δ and also
d2px, yq ě 2δ. However, the reverse of this implication need not hold, even ap-
proximately.
Example 5.6. Recall the pair-pseudometric space in Example 5.4, and let x “
px1, x2, x3q and x1 “ px11, x12, x13q be points of r0, 1s3. Then
Bd2δ pBd1δ pxqq :“ tpx11, x12, x13q | |x2 ´ x12| ď 2δu,
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and so x, y are δ-bi-separated if and only if
|x2 ´ y2| ě 4δ.
In particular, the points p0, 1, 0q and p1, 1, 1q are far apart according to both d1
and d2, but are not δ-bi-separated for any δ ą 0. ⊳
The following is now the obvious ananlog of (3) for bi-neighbourhoods.
Definition 5.7. Let pX, d1, d2, µq be a pair-psm.m. space. For a, δ ą 0, the a-
partial δ-bi-covering number is
bicovappX, d1, d2, µq, δq :“ mint|F | | F Ď X, µpBd2δ pBd1δ pF qqq ą au.
We also define simply
bicovppX, d1, d2q, δq :“ mint|F | | F Ď X, Bd2δ pBd1δ pF qq “ Xu,
by analogy with classical covering numbers.
Remark 5.8. Similarly, there is an obvious definition of bipackppX, d1, d2q, δq in
terms of bi-separation. However, unlike for classical covering and packing num-
bers, I believe there are no simple relations between bicov and bipack. In essence,
this is because the estimates relating covering and packing numbers rely on the
inclusion
BδpBδpxqq Ď B2δpxq @x, δ.
However, no corresponding inclusion need hold in the pair-pseudometric setting:
given any δ ! δ1, one can easily concoct examples in whichBd2δ pBd1δ pBd2δ pBd1δ pxqqqq
is much larger than Bd2δ1 pBd1δ1 pxqq.
In fact, one could develop most of the rest of the present paper using bi-packing
instead of bi-covering numbers, and I believe they would still serve to distinguish
RWRS systems. Bi-covering numbers seem to require slightly simpler estimates, so
we focus on them. However, it would be interesting to know of examples of systems
for which these two different quantities give genuinely different invariants, perhaps
with one behaving trivially and the other non-trivially. ⊳
Now suppose that pX, dX1 , dX2 q and pY, dY1 , dY2 q are pair-pseudometric spaces,
that c, L ą 0, and that Φ : X ÝÑ Y is a c-almost L-pair-Lipschitz map. In this
case, one has the obvious inclusion
Φ
`
B
dX2
δ pB
dX1
δ pxqq
˘ Ď BdY2Lδ`cpBdY1Lδ`cpΦpxqqq @x P X,
and hence also
Φ
`
B
dX2
δ pB
dX1
δ pF qq
˘ Ď BdY2Lδ`cpBdY1Lδ`cpΦpF qqq @F Ď X. (12)
This leads immediately to the following.
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Lemma 5.9. Let c, L, a, δ ą 0. Suppose that pX, dX1 , dX2 q and pY, dY1 , dY2 q are
pair-pseudometric spaces, that µ is a finite Borel measure on X, and that Φ :
X ÝÑ Y is a c-almost L-pair-Lipschitz map. Then
bicovappX, dX1 , dX2 , µq, δq ě bicovappY, dY1 , dY2 ,Φ˚µq, Lδ ` cq.
Proof. If F Ď X, then (12) implies
Φ˚µ
`
B
dY2
Lδ`cpB
dY1
Lδ`cpΦpF qqq
˘ ě Φ˚µ`Φ`BdX2δ pBdX1δ pF qq˘˘ ě µpBdX2δ pBdX1δ pF qqq.
l
5.2 Passing to subsets
By analogy with (5), a natural place to look for a new invariant of a p.-p. system
pX,µ, T q would be in the asymptotic behaviour of
bicov1´εppX, dXr´N ;0q, dXr0;Nq, µq, δNq (13)
as N ÝÑ 8 for a suitable choice of (pseudo)metric d on X, possibly then also
sending ε Ó 0 and δ Ó 0 in the right order.
The arguments below can easily be adapted to show that one does obtain isomorphism-
invariants this way. However, as far as I know, they do not achieve the purpose of
distinguishing RWRS systems. Instead, our new invariant will be obtained from
the bi-covering numbers of various subspaces of pX, dXr´N ;0q, dXr0;Nq, µq.
The need to pass to subsets in a controlled way will be discussed in more detail
shortly. There are surely many ways to do this which will lead to a more refined
invariant. The procedure of this subsection is the simplest I have found to work,
but is by no means canonical.
The key next point to emphasize is that bi-neighbourhoods can behave much
more subtly than ordinary neighbourhoods under passing to subspaces. If x P Y Ď
X, then the δ-bi-neighbourhood of x in the pair-metric subspace pY, d1, d2q is
Y XBd2δ pY XBd1δ pxqq, (14)
and this may be much smaller than just Y X Bd2δ pBd1δ pxqq. Crucially, this means
that bi-covering numbers can increase under passing to subsets.
Example 5.10. Let pX, d1, d2q be as in Example 5.4, and let U :“ tpx, 0, xq | x P
r0, 1su Ă r0, 1s3. One has
dippx, 0, xq, py, 0, yqq “ |x´ y| for both i “ 1, 2,
and so within the pair-pseudometric space pU, d1, d2q, the δ-bi-neighbourhood of
px, 0, xq is precisely
tpy, 0, yq | |x´ y| ď 2δu.
By contrast, letting V :“ r0, 1s ˆ t0u ˆ r0, 1s, for any px, 0, x1q, py, 0, y1q P V
one has
d1ppx, 0, x1q, px, 0, y1qq “ d2ppx, 0, y1q, py, 0, y1qq “ 0,
and so for every point of V , its δ-bi-neighbourhood in pV, d1, d2q is the whole of
V , for any δ ą 0.
Therefore, even though U Ď V , we obtain
bicovppU, d1, d2q, δq „ p2δq´1 whereas bicovppV, d1, d2q, δq “ 1 @δ ą 0.
⊳
Now consider some further parameters α P r1,8q and κ ą κ1 ą 0.
Definition 5.11. For a pair-psm.p. space pX, d1, d2, µq, α P r1,8q, δ ą 0, and
κ ą κ1 ą 0 we define the bi-covering number profile by
BICOVα,κ,κ1,δpX, d1, d2, µq :“ min}dµ1{dµ}8ďα maxU Ď X
µ1pUq ě κ
bicovκ1ppU, d1, d2, µ1q, δq.
This definition is quite involved, and clearly warrants some discussion.
An intuitive way to think about Definition 5.11 is in terms of a competition
between two players, Max-er and Min-er. Given a compact pair-psm.p. space
pX, d1, d2, µq, Max-er and Min-er compete to produce a subset U Ď X. Max-er’s
goal to to maximize the resulting value of bicovκ1ppU, d1, d2, µ1q, δq for some new
auxiliary measure µ1, and Min-er’s goal is to minimize it. They play as follows1:
1. First, Min-er may choose any new measure µ1 P PrX, provided
›››dµ1
dµ
›››
8
ď α. (15)
The natural choice to imagine here is µ1 :“ µ|A for some A Ď X with
µpAq ě α´1. We allow the relaxation to arbitrary measures satisfying (15)
because it makes some later arguments smoother (and we work with } ¨ }8,
rather than any other norm, also as a matter of convenience).
1Note that because the number of turns is limited to two, this is not a ‘game’ in the fully-fledged
mathematical sense.
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2. Second, Max-er chooses a subset U Ď X for which µ1pUq ě κ. For instance,
if µ1 “ µ|A, then this is equivalent to µpU XAq ě κµpAq. So this choice by
Max-er is constrained by Min-er’s earlier choice of µ1: for instance, for any
subset A of measure at least α´1, Min-er is able to force Max-er to include
a not-too-small piece of that subset in her choice of U .
(Implicitly, there is a third minimization turn implied by the definition of bicov,
in which Min-er chooses a subset of U of measure at least κ1 that can be covered
most efficiently by bi-neighbourhoods. The flexibility of this last choice is also
important in case Max-er’s choice of U contains some unwieldy subset of measure
less than κ´ κ1, since Min-er is then not required to cover that portion of U .)
Let us motivate this idea by sketching how it repairs certain defects of its sim-
pler relative in (13).
As suggested above, (13) can be used to give an isomorphism invariant of p.-
p. systems. The problem seems to be that it is very difficult to compute, for two
distinct reasons.
• Firstly, X could contain small subsets that have a heavy ‘pathological’ effect
on the bi-covering numbers, in that they either decrease or increase them
drastically. A drastic decrease is easy to visualize: imagine removing a ten-
dril of fairly small measure which is long and thin for both d1 and d2. This
possibility would already be dealt with by our requiring only a partial cov-
ering of X, up to a certain measure. However, as seen in Example 5.10,
removing a subset can also increase bi-covering numbers, and I do not know
how to rule out the possibility that removing a very small subset is respon-
sible for a very large increase. We need a definition that is stable under this
possibility as well.
Definition 5.11 overcomes this latter problem in the second turn of the com-
petition above: it is in Max-er’s interest to choose a subset that removes any
‘decreasing pathology’.
• Secondly, even if one is allowed to trim away pathologies of both the kinds
above, the pair-psm.p. spaces
pX, dXr´N ;0q, dXr0;Nq, µq
can still be quite ‘inhomogeneous’: they can contain various large-measure
subsets that exhibit a broad spectrum of different asymptotics for their bi-
covering numbers. It could be difficult to work out how these different sub-
sets contribute to an overall bi-covering number. This will be discussed fur-
ther for the particular skew-products of Theorem A in Section 4.
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To overcome this problem, Definition 5.11 allows Min-er a first turn in which
he is allowed to restrict attention to any not-too-small subset – this should
result in him cutting away the ‘bigger part’ of X from the point of view of
bicov.
Crucially, the formulation of Definition 5.11 in terms of repeated optimization
— that is, as a competition — gives a way to excise these problems that is intrinsic
to the pair-psm.p.-space structure. This intrinsicality of BICOV will be key to its
giving an isomorphism invariant of systems.
Understanding Definition 5.11 in terms of a competition will also help to guide
us through the proofs of estimates on BICOV values later in the paper. To prove
an upper bound, one imagines playing as Min-er with Max-er playing optimally,
and to prove a lower bound, one imagines the reverse.
5.3 The new invariant
To define our new invariant in terms of BICOV, it is natural to focus on the metrics
appearing in compact models. Theorem 3.4 gives such a model for any system, and
we will soon show that two isomorphic compact models give the same invariant up
to some natural equivalence. (However, it is sometimes convenient to use other
pseudometrics on X for some comparison with the metric in a compact model,
hence the decision to include general pseudometrics above.)
The marginal pair-m.p. spaces of different compact systems are related using
the following extension of Lusin’s Theorem.
Lemma 5.12. Let Φ : pX, dX , µ, T q ÝÑ pY, dY , ν, Sq be a Borel factor map
of compact model p.-p. systems, and let ε ą 0. Then there is an L ă 8 such
that for all sufficiently large N P N there is a compact subset X0 Ď X with
µpX0q ą 1´ε and such that Φ|X0 is continuous and pεNq-almost L-pair-Lipschitz
from pX0, dXr´N ;0q, dXr0;Nqq to pY, dYr´N ;0q, dYr0;Nqq.
Proof. Let ε1 :“ ε{p2diampY, dY q ` 1q. By Lusin’s Theorem, there is a compact
subset X1 Ď X such that µpX1q ą 1´ε21 and Φ|X1 is continuous. That continuity
implies that Φ|X1 is also ε1-almost L-Lipschitz for some L ă 8.
Now let N P N, and for each x P X let
I1,x :“ tn P r´N ; 0q | T nx R X1u and I2,x :“ tn P r0;Nq | T nx R X1u.
Let
X2 :“
 
x P X ˇˇ |I1,x Y I2,x| ď 2ε1N(.
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Since ż
X
|I1,x Y I2,x|µpdxq “ 2NµpXzX1q ă 2ε21N,
Markov’s Inequality implies µpXzX2q ă ε1 ď ε.
Now suppose that x, x1 P X2. Then
dYr´N ;0qpΦpxq,Φpx1qq
“
´1ÿ
n“´N
dY pΦpT nxq,ΦpT nx1qq
ď |I1,x Y I1,x1 |diampY, dY q `
ÿ
nPr´N ;0qzI1,xYI1,x1
dY pΦpT nxq,ΦpT nx1qq
ď 2ε1NdiampY, dY q ` ε1N ` L
´1ÿ
n“´N
dXpT nx, T nx1q
“ εN ` LdXr´N ;0qpx, x1q,
showing that Φ|X2 is pεNq-almost L-Lipschitz. The analogous estimate holds also
for dXr0;Nq and d
Y
r0;Nq.
Finally, another appeal to Lusin’s Theorem gives a further compact subset
X0 Ď X2 such that Φ|X0 is continuous, µpX0q ą 1 ´ ε, and the above almost
Lipschitz bounds must still hold. l
Proposition 5.13. Suppose that Φ : pX, dX , µ, T q ÝÑ pY, dY , ν, Sq is a Borel
factor map of compact model p.-p. systems, and that α ą 1, δ ą 0 and κ ą κ1 ą 0.
Then for every α1 P r1, αq there are κ1 P pκ1, κq and δ1 P p0, δq such that
BICOVα1,κ1,κ1,δ1N pX, dXr´N ;0q, dXr0;Nq, µq ě BICOVα,κ,κ1,δN pY, dYr´N ;0q, dYr0;Nq, νq
for all sufficiently large N .
Proof. The parameters α1 ă α, κ1 ă κ and δ are fixed. Choose ε so small that one
has
αε ă 1, α1 ă p1´ αεqα, ε ă δ{2, and κ1 :“ p1´ αεqκ P pκ1, κq.
Let L ă 8 be given by Lemma 5.12 for this ε, and now choose δ1 so small that
Lδ1 ` ε ă δ.
Having chosen these parameters, and given any N which is sufficiently large
for the conclusion of Lemma 5.12, set
m :“ BICOVα1,κ1,κ1,δ1N pX, dXr´N ;0q, dXr0;Nq, µq.
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We will imagine playing as Min-er in the competition described in Subsection 5.2
with the input space pY, dYr´N ;0q, dYr0;Nq, νq.
By the definition of m, we may choose some µ1 P PrX with }dµ1{dµ}8 ď α1,
and with the property that for every U Ď X one has
µ1pUq ě κ1 ùñ bicovκ1ppU, dXr´N ;0q, dXr0;Nq, µ1q, δ1Nq ď m. (16)
Now, recalling our choice of ε, let X0 Ď X be given by Lemma 5.12, and then
let µ2 :“ µ1|X0 . Since µ1pXzX0q ď αµpXzX0q ă αε, we have›››dµ2
dµ
›››
8
ď α1
1´ αε ă α.
Also, if U Ď X0 with µ2pUq ě κ, then
µ1pUq ě µ1pX0qκ ą p1´ αεqκ “ κ1,
whereas for any W Ď X0 one has µ2pW q “ µ1pW q{µ1pX0q ě µ1pW q. There-
fore (16) implies that also
µ2pUq ě κ ùñ bicovκ1ppU, dXr´N ;0q, dXr0;Nq, µ2q, δ1Nq ď m.
Finally, let ν2 :“ Φ˚µ2, so this also satisfies }dν2{dν}8 ă α. This will
be our choice of measure on Y . Given any V Ď Y with ν2pV q ě κ, let U :“
Φ´1pV q XX0. Then also µ2pUq ě κ, and Φ defines a c-almost L-pair-Lipschitz
and measure-preserving map
pU, dXr´N ;0q, dXr0;Nq, µ2q ÝÑ pV, dYr´N,0q, dYr0;Nq, ν2q,
so Lemma 5.9 gives
bicovκ1
`pU, dXr´N ;0q, dXr0;Nq, µ2q, δ1N˘
ě bicovκ1
`pV, dYr´N,0q, dYr0;Nq, ν2q, pLδ1 ` cqN˘.
Since Lδ1 ` c ď δ, this completes the proof. l
Remark 5.14. It is not clear how well bi-covering numbers behave under Carte-
sian products. However, one cannot hope for any nontrivial estimates for joinings.
This can be seen from the result of [ST79] that any positive-entropy system is a
joining of three Bernoulli factors. We will see later that Bernoulli systems gives
trivial BICOV values, whereas some positive-entropy systems, such as nontrivial
RWRSs, do not — so the triviality of the former cannot give a bound on the latter. ⊳
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Definition 5.15. The family of sequences
BICOVα,κ,κ1,δN pX, dXr´N ;0q, dXr0;Nq, µq, N ě 1,
parameterized by α ě 1, κ ą k1 ą 0 and δ ą 0, is the bi-covering rate of
pX, dX , µ, T q. Proposition 5.13 implies that it depends only on the isomorphism
class of pX,µ, T q, up to the notion of equivalence implied by that proposition.
In the sequel, it will also be useful to compare the bi-covering rates of different
pseudometrics defined on the same system. The following is immediate from the
definition of bicov‚.
Lemma 5.16. Let pX, dX , µ, T q be a compact model p.-p. system, let M,ε ą 0,
and let ρ be a totally bounded Borel pseudometric on X such that d ď Mρ ` ε.
Then also
BICOVα,κ,κ1,pMδ`εqN pX, dXr´N ;0q, dXr0;Nq, µq
ď BICOVα,κ,κ1,δN pX, ρXr´N ;0q, ρXr0;Nq, µq
for all α ą 1, κ ą κ1 ą 0, δ ą 0 and N P N. l
Most often this will be used with ρpx, x1q :“ 1Ppxq‰Ppx1q for some finite
measurable partition P .
5.4 Two elementary examples
Before broaching the bi-covering rates of generalization RWRS systems, it will be
instructive to analyze them in two rather simpler cases. This subsection is essen-
tially a digression, and can be skipped without missing any of the proof of Theorem
A.
5.4.1 Isometric systems
Proposition 5.17. If T is an isometry of the compact metric space pX, dq and
µ P PrT X is ergodic, then
min›› dµ1
dµ
››
8ďα
max
µ1pUqěκ
covκ1ppU, d, µ1q, 2δq
ď BICOVα,κ,κ1,δN pX, dXr´N ;0q, dXr0;Nq, µq
ď min›› dµ1
dµ
››
8ďα
max
µ1pUqěκ
covκ1ppU, d, µ1q, δq
for all α P p1,8q, δ ą 0, κ ą k1 ą 0, and N P N.
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Of course, the optimizations involved in these upper and lower bounds may still
be non-trivial, and depend rather delicately on pX, d, µq, but they do not involve
N .
Proof. Since T is an isometry, one has d ˝ pTˆ2qn “ d for all n, and hence
dXr´N ;0q “ dXr0;Nq “ N ¨ d.
For any metric space pX, dq, any δ ą 0 and any x P X, one has
Bδpxq Ď BδpBδpxqq Ď B2δpxq.
Therefore, for any U Ď X, one has
covκ1ppU, dq, 2δq ď bicovκ1ppU, d, dq, δq
“ bicovκ1ppU, dXr´N ;0q, dXr0;Nqq, δNq ď covκ1ppU, dq, δq.
Now performing the optimization over µ1 and U completes the proof. l
5.4.2 Bernoulli systems
Proposition 5.18. If pX, dX , µ, T q is a compact model of a Bernoulli system, then
BICOVα,κ,κ1,δN pX, dXr´N ;0q, dXr0;Nq, µq “ 1
for all sufficiently large N , for all α ą 1, κ ą κ1 ą 0 and δ ą 0.
Thus, Propositions 5.17 and 5.18 show that both compact systems and Bernoulli
systems have bi-covering rates that do not grow with N , even though they are in
many ways ‘extreme opposites’ with regard to mixing behaviour.
The first step is an auxiliary result comparing marginal distributions over dif-
ferent time-intervals. Let X be as above, let P be any finite Borel partition of X,
let m :“ |P| and let ξ : X ÝÑ rms be a finite-valued function generating P .
Given η ą 0 and N P N, define
X fatN,η :“
 
x P X ˇˇ ξr0;Nq˚ pµ|Pr´N;0qpxqq !exppηNq,η ξr0;Nq˚ µ(.
Lemma 5.19. For every η ą 0 one has
µpX fatN,ηq ÝÑ 1 as N ÝÑ8.
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Proof. Equation (2) and a special case of Lemma 3.3 giveż
X
DKLpξr0;Nq˚ pµ|Pr´N;0qpxqq | ξr0;Nq˚ µqµpdxq “ IµpPr0;Nq;Pr´N ;0qq
“ opNq as N ÝÑ 8.
Therefore, by Markov’s inequality, the sets
tx P X | DKLpξr0;Nq˚ pµ|Pr´N;0qpxqq | ξr0;Nq˚ µq ď η2N ´ e´1u
have measure tending to 1 as N ÝÑ 8. By Lemma 2.5 with C :“ ηN , these are
contained in the sets X fatN,η. l
The approximate absolute continuity in the definition of X fatN,η will be used in
conjunction with Theorem 4.3. Let XconcN be a sequence of high-probability Borel
subsets of X such that pXconcN , N´1dPr0;Nq, µ|XconcN q exhibits exponential measure
concentration, as given by that theorem. Let cpδq ą 0 be the exponential rate of
concentration for this sequence for each radius δ ą 0. Also, if I “ ra, a`Nq Ď Z,
then let XconcI :“ T apXconcN q. This is clearly PI -measurable.
Now given γ, δ ą 0, define
X
loc.exp
N,γ,δ :“
 
x P Xconcr0;Nq
ˇˇ
if U Ď X and µ|Pr´N;0qpxqpUq ě γ then
µpBd
P
r0;Nq
δN pUq |Xconcr0;Nqq ą 1´ e´cpδqN
(
.
Intuitively, X loc.expN,γ,δ consists of those x such that if an event U is reasonably likely
given the ‘past’ Pr´N ;0qpxq, then a small Hamming-neighbourhood around U for
the ‘future’ Pr0;Nq is very nearly the whole of Xconcr0;Nq.
Lemma 5.20. For every γ, δ ą 0, one has
µpX loc.expN,γ,δ q ÝÑ 1 as N ÝÑ8.
Proof. Choose some η ă mintγ{2, cpδqu, which implies that
γe´ηN p1´ 2η{γq
2
ě e´cpδqN
for all sufficiently large N .
Let
YN :“
 
x P Xconcr0;Nq
ˇˇ
µ|Pr´N;0qpxqpXconcr0;Nqq ą 1´ γ{2
and ξr0;Nq˚ pµ|Pr´N;0qpxqq !exppηNq,η ξr0;Nq˚ µ
(
.
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Since
µpXconcr0;Nqq “
ż
µ|Pr´N;0qpxqpXconcr0;Nqqµpdxq ÝÑ 1 as N ÝÑ 8,
Markov’s Inequality, Lemma 5.19 and Theorem 4.3 imply that µpYN q ÝÑ 1 as
N ÝÑ8.
We will show that YN Ď X loc.expN,γ,δ , so suppose that x P YN andU Ď Pr´N ;0qpxq
with µ|Pr´N;0qpxqpUq ě γ. Let U 1 :“ U XXconcr0;Nq, so the definition of YN implies
that µ|Pr´N;0qpxqpU 1q ě γ{2. Let W :“ Pr0;NqpU 1q, so
B
dPr0;Nq
δN pW q “ B
dPr0;Nq
δN pU 1q Ď B
dPr0;Nq
δN pUq. (17)
Now one has
ξ
r0;Nq
˚ pµ|U 1q !2{γ,0 ξr0;Nq˚ pµ|Pr´N;0qpxqq !exppηNq,η ξr0;Nq˚ µ,
and hence, by the rules in Lemma 2.2,
ξ
r0;Nq
˚ pµ|U 1q !2 exppηNq{γ,2η{γ ξr0;Nq˚ µ.
This implies that
µpU 1q ě γe
´ηN
2
pµ|U 1pU 1q ´ 2η{γq “
γe´ηN p1´ 2η{γq
2
,
and this is at least e´cpδqN for N large enough, by our choice of η. Now (17) and
the definition of cpδq complete the proof. l
Proof of Proposition 5.18. First fix δ ą 0, let P be a finite Borel partition of X
into sets of diameter less than δ{2, and let dP be the associated pseudometric:
dPpx, x1q :“ 1Ppxq‰Ppx1q. It follows that
B
dXI
δ|I|pxq Ě B
dPI
δ|I|{2pxq (18)
for any bounded discrete interval I Ď Z and any x P X.
Now fix α P p1,8q and κ ą κ1 ą 0, and let γ :“ κ{α and ε :“ pκ ´ κ1q{α.
We will show that for any sufficiently large N and any U Ď X with µpUq ě γ,
there are many points x P U has the property that
µ
`
U XBd
P
r0;Nq
δN{2
`
U XPr´N ;0qpxq˘˘ ą µpUq ´ ε. (19)
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In view of (18), this implies the same lower bound for the pδNq-bi-neighbourhood
of x in pU, dXr´N ;0q, dXr0;Nqq, completing the proof.
To prove (19), observe that
γ ď µpUq “
ż
X
µ|Pr´N;0qpxqpUqµpdxq “
ż
X
loc.exp
N,γ{2,δ{2
µ|Pr´N;0qpxqpUqµpdxq`op1q
asN ÝÑ8, so provided N is sufficiently large, there must be some x P X loc.exp
N,γ{2,δ{2
such that
µ|Pr´N;0qpxqpUq ě γ{2.
Since this implies that U X Pr´N ;0qpxq ‰ H, and the left-hand side of this last
inequality depends only on the cell Pr´N ;0qpxq, we may move x within that cell
if necessary to assume in addition that x P U . However, by the definition of
X
loc.exp
N,γ{2,δ{2, these assumptions now imply
µ
`
B
dPr0;Nq
δN{2
`
U XPr´N ;0qpxq˘˘
ě µ`BdPr0;Nq
δN{2
`
U XPr´N ;0qpxq˘ ˇˇXconcr0;Nq,δ{2˘´ µpXzXconcr0;Nq,δ{2q
ą 1´ e´cpδ{2qN ´ µpXzXconcr0;Nq,δ{2q,
and this is greater than 1´ ε for all sufficiently large N , implying (19). l
5.5 Behaviour of the invariant for generalized RWRS systems
We will now formulate our main result for the bi-covering rate of generalized
RWRS systems. It involves a certain universal function ψBM : r1,8q ÝÑ p0,8s,
defined in terms of geometric features of Brownian sample paths.
Definition 5.21. The function ψBM : r1,8q ÝÑ p0,8s is defined as follows:
ψBMpαq :“ inf
!
ψ P p0,8s
ˇˇˇ
W
b2
r0,1s
 
L 1pBr0,1s XB1r0,1sq ď ψu ě 1{α
)
.
It is easy to check that the random variable
C0p0, 1s ˆ C0p0, 1s ÝÑ r0,8q : pB,B1q ÞÑ L 1pBr0,1s XB1r0,1sq
“ mint sup
0ďtď1
Bt, sup
0ďtď1
B1tu ´maxt inf
0ďtď1
Bt, inf
0ďtď1
B1tu
has an atomless distribution under Wb2. Using this and standard properties of
Brownian motion, one easily verifies the following.
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Lemma 5.22. The function ψBM has the following properties:
• ψBMp1q “ 8;
• ψBMpαq P p0,8q for all α ą 1;
• ψBM is strictly decreasing;
• ψBM is continuous. l
In terms of ψBM, our main result is as follows.
Theorem 5.23. If pY, σq is a well-distributed pair satisfying the Enhanced Invari-
ance Principle, X is an ergodic compact model flow, and α P p1,8q, then
sup
κąκ1ą0
sup
δą0
lim sup
NÝÑ8
log BICOVα,κ,κ1,δpY ˆX, dY˙σXr´N ;0q, dY˙σXr0;Nq , ν b µq?
N
“ ψBMpαqhpXq.
(Proposition 5.13 already shows that this sup lim sup does not depend on the
choice of compact metric models for Y and X as abstract p.-p. systems.) The rea-
son for this somewhat delicate dependence on the properties of Brownian motion
will become clear during the proof.
Remark 5.24. I expect that the limit-supremum here is actually a limit, and that
this requires only a slight enhancement of the proof of the lower bound given below.
However, that enhancement seems to require rather heavier bookkeeping, so we do
not pursue it in this paper. ⊳
Proof of Theorem A from Theorem 5.23. Suppose that Y˙σ X1 and Y˙σX2 are
two examples as in Theorem A, and that the former admits a factor map to the latter.
Then we may take logarithms in the inequality of Proposition 5.13, divide by
?
N ,
and then deduce from Theorem 5.23 that hpX1q ě hpX2q. l
The rest of this paper is given to the proof of Theorem 5.23. This will involve
separate proofs of upper and lower bounds, the second being the more difficult
direction.
6 The combinatorial basis of the upper bound
This section introduces a general tool which will underly the proof of the upper
bound in Theorem 5.23. Although very elementary, it may be of interest in its
own right. Subsection 6.2 also gives an easier outing for this tool, proving that the
bi-covering rates of arbitrary p.-p. systems are always sublinear.
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6.1 A bound using mutual information
For this subsection, fix a probability space pX,µq. We will next develop ways to
find an efficient covering of a ‘large’ (in terms of µ) portion of X using certain
distinguished subsets, based on some other information about those subsets.
Our most basic result in this direction assumes that these special subsets are
involved in a reasonably ‘smooth’ barycentric decomposition of µ.
Lemma 6.1. Suppose that pX,µq and pZ, νq are standard Borel probability spaces,
and that z ÞÑ µz is a measurable family of finite Radon measures on X, uniformly
bounded, such that
µ “
ż
Z
µz νpdzq and µz !M,ε µ @z P Z.
Suppose in addition that for each z P Z , Yz is a Borel subset of X for which
µzpYzq “ 1. Then for every α ă 1´ ε there is a subset S Ď Z with
|S| ď M
1´ α´ ε and µ
´ ď
zPS
Yz
¯
ą α.
Note that the measures µz are not required to be probability measures; this
flexibility will be helpful shortly.
Proof. The set S is constructed by the following greedy recursion.
Suppose that z1, . . . , zm P Z have already been picked, where this is vacuous
if m “ 0. If µ`Ťmi“1 Yzi˘ ą α, then Stop and set S :“ tz1, . . . , zmu. Otherwise,
let U :“ XzŤmi“1 Yzi , and observe that
1´ α ď µpUq “
ż
Z
µzpUq νpdzq,
so there is some zm`1 P Z for which
µzm`1pUq “ µzm`1pU X Yzm`1q ě 1´ α,
and hence
MµpU X Yzm`1q ` ε ě 1´ α ùñ µpU X Yzm`1q ě
1´ α´ ε
M
.
This gives the choice of the next point zm`1.
Having obtained z1, . . . , zm by the above algorithm, we have
µ
´ mď
i“1
Yzi
¯
“
mÿ
i“1
µ
´
Yzi
I i´1ď
j“1
Yzj
¯
ě m ¨ 1´ α´ ε
M
.
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This requires that m ď M{p1 ´ α ´ εq, so the recursion must terminate in a set
S containing at most this many points. The union of the corresponding supports
must have measure greater than α, since this was the condition for termination. l
Lemma 6.1 gives the covering conclusion that we will need later, but its as-
sumption that µz !M,ε µ uniformly in z is stronger than we will meet directly. We
will next turn it into an estimate closer to our applications. This begins with a use-
ful way of ‘trimming’ a positive-measure subset U of a probability space pX,Σ, µq
relative to a finite measurable partition P of X.
Definition 6.2. Let γ ě 0, let pX,Σ, µq be a probability space, and let P Ď Σ be
a finite partition into positive-measure sets. A subset V P Σ is locally γ-thick in
P if for every C P P one has
either C X V “ H or µpV |Cq ě γ.
For clarity, note that H is locally γ-thick in every partition, for every γ.
The following lemma is an immediate consequence of Markov’s Inequality, but
it will be worth having it ready to hand.
Lemma 6.3 (Trimming a set to a partition). Let pX,Σ, µq be a probability space,
let P Ď Σ be a finite partition into positive-measure sets, let U P Σ with µpUq ą
0, and let α P p1{2, 1q. Then the subset
V :“
ď
C P P
µpU |Cq ě p1´ αqµpUq
pU X Cq Ď U
satisfies µpV q ě αµpUq and is locally pp1´ αqµpUqq-thick in P . l
The above definition and lemma have an obvious generalization to local thick-
ness relative to a Borel map π : X ÝÑ Y and a given disintegration of µ over π,
but this will not be needed.
Now assume that S and T are two fixed finite Borel partitions of pX,µq.
Proposition 6.4. Let I :“ IµpS ;T q and suppose that α P p0, 1s and η P p0, αq.
Then for every Borel U Ď X with µpUq ě α, there is a subset S Ď U with
log |S| Àα,η I ` 1 and µ
`
U XT pU XS pSqq˘ ą µpUq ´ η
(where the notation in the first inequality indicates that the bound depends on α
and η but not otherwise on the choice of U ).
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The connection between the mutual-information bound assumed here and the
hypothesis of Lemma 6.1 will result from Lemma 2.5.
Proof. Let ψ : X ÝÑ A be a map to a finite set that generates the partition T .
Then equation (2) gives
I “
ż
X
DKLpψ˚pµ|S pxqq |ψ˚µqµpdxq.
Step 1. Choose ζ :“ η{3, and observe that this implies
p1´ ζq2pµpUq ´ ζq ą p1´ 2ζqpµpUq ´ ζq ą µpUq ´ 3ζ “ µpUq ´ η.
Now let D :“ I{ζ . Applying Markov’s Inequality to the integral above gives
that the set
X1 :“
 
x
ˇˇ
DKLpψ˚pµ|S pxqq |ψ˚µq ď D
(
has
µpX1q ě 1´ I{D “ 1´ ζ.
Letting U1 :“ U XX1, it follows that µpU1q ě µpUq ´ ζ .
On the other hand, for any C P p0,8q, Lemma 2.5 gives
X1 Ď
 
x
ˇˇ
ψ˚pµ|S pxqq !eC ,pD`e´1q{C ψ˚µ
(
. (20)
Step 2. Now let γ :“ ζµpU1q ě ζpµpUq ´ ζq, and apply Lemma 6.3 to find
some V Ď U1 with
µpV q ě p1´ ζqµpU1q ě p1´ ζqpµpUq ´ ζq ą pµpUq ´ ηq{p1´ ζq
and which is locally γ-thick in T .
Step 3. The decomposition of µ into the measures µ|S pxq may be conditioned
on V and pushed forward under ψ to obtain
ψ˚pµ|V q “
1
µpV qψ˚p1V ¨ µq “
1
µpV q
ż
X
ψ˚p1V ¨ µ|S pxqqµpdxq (21)
(being aware that the measures inside the right-hand integral may now not be prob-
ability measures). Let B :“ ψpV q Ď A, so the above pushforward measures are
all supported on B. Applying (20), it follows that any x P V Ď X1 satisfies
ψ˚p1V ¨ µ|S pxqq ď 1B ¨ ψ˚pµ|S pxqq !eC ,pD`e´1q{C 1B ¨ ψ˚µ.
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On the other hand, since V is locally γ-thick in T , for any b P B one has µpV X
ψ´1tbuq ě γµpψ´1tbuq. Therefore
1B ¨ ψ˚µ ď 1
γ
ψ˚p1V ¨ µq “ µpV q
γ
ψ˚pµ|V q.
Combining this with the preceding inequalities, and recalling that µpV q ě
µpUq ´ η ě α´ η, we obtain
1
µpV qψ˚p1V ¨ µ|S pxqq !eC{γ, pD`e´1q{Cpα´ηq ψ˚pµ|V q.
Step 4. This relates the integral and integrands in (21), and so puts us in posi-
tion to apply Lemma 6.1. The family of measures is p1{µpV qqψ˚p1V ¨ µ|S pxqq P
PrA for x P X, and for each x the relevant supporting subset is ψpV XS pxqq Ď A.
To carry out this application, it remains to choose the constant C . Let ε :“ ζ{2,
and now let
C :“ D ` e
´1
εpα´ ηq “
2pI{ζ ` e´1q
ζpα´ ηq Àα,η I ` 1.
For the assumptions of Lemma 6.1 we must set M :“ eC , and can then obtain
some S Ď V such that |S| ďM{pζ ´ εq “ 2M{ζ and
µ|V pT pV XS pSqqq “ ψ˚pµ|V q
`
ψpV XS pSqq˘ ą 1´ ζ
ùñ µ`UXT pUXS pSqq˘ ě µ`VXT pVXS pSqq˘ ą p1´ζqµpV q ě µpUq´η.
This gives a subset S contained in X, but not necessarily in U . However, one can
discard any x P S such that U X S pxq “ H without disrupting these estimates,
and any remaining x can be replaced by an element of UXS pxq to give an element
of U with the same S -cell. We may therefore take S Ď U , as required. l
One further generalization of the above result will be important later. To for-
mulate it, we now posit a third partition R such that R ĺ S ^T .
Proposition 6.5. Let I :“ IµpS ;T |Rq and suppose that α P p0, 1s and η P
p0, αq. Then for every Borel U Ď X with µpUq ě α there is a subset S Ď U such
that
log
|S|
|R| Àα,η I ` 1 and µ
`
U XT pU XS pSqq˘ ą µpUq ´ η.
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Proof. By discarding the union of all µ-negligible cells of R, we may assume that
all cells have positive measure.
Step 1. Again let ζ :“ η{3, and let J :“ I{ζ . Recall that
I “
ż
X
Iµ|RpxqpS ;T qµpdxq,
and let
R0 :“ tC P R | Iµ|C pS ;T q ď Ju,
so Markov’s Inequality gives
µ
`ď
R0
˘ ě 1´ I{J “ 1´ ζ.
Letting U0 :“ U X
Ť
R0, it follows that µpU0q ě µpUq ´ ζ .
Step 2. Now let γ :“ ζµpU0q, and apply Lemma 6.3 to obtain V Ď U0 with
µpV q ě p1´ ζqµpU0q and which is locally γ-thick in R. Since V Ď U0, we know
that V XR “ V XR0. Let R1 :“ tC P R0 | C X V ‰ Hu.
Step 3. Finally, for each C P R1, consider the probability space pC,µ|Cq and
the two partitions S X C and T X C . Since R1 Ď R0, we know that
Iµ|C pS X C;T X Cq ď J,
while Step 2 guarantees that µ|CpV q ě γ ě ζpµpUq ´ ζq ě ζpα ´ ζq. This last
lower bound depends only on α and η, as does ζ , so we may apply Proposition 6.4
within each of these conditioned probability spaces to obtain subsets SC Ď V XC
such that
log |SC | Àα,η J ` 1 Àη I ` 1 @C P R1,
while
µ|C
`
V XC XT `V X C XS pSCq˘˘ ą µ|CpV q ´ ζ.
Let S :“ ŤCPR1 SC . Then
log
|S|
|R| ď maxCPR1 log |SC | Àα,η I ` 1,
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and
µ
`
U XT pU XS pSqq˘ ě µ`V XT pV XS pSqq˘
“
ÿ
CPR1
µpCqµ|C
`
V XT pV XS pSqq˘
ě
ÿ
CPR1
µpCqµ|C
`
V X C XT `V X C XS pSCq˘˘
ą
ÿ
CPR1
µpCqpµ|CpV q ´ ζq
ě µpV q ´ ζ ě p1´ ζqpµpUq ´ ζq ´ ζ ě µpUq ´ η.
l
6.2 An upper bound for general systems
This is another digressive subsection, but it also offers a warm-up to the upper
bound in Theorem 5.23. It will use Proposition 6.4 to prove a bi-covering-rate up-
per bound for arbitrary p.-p. systems. It proves our first concrete relation between
bi-covering rates and mutual information.
Proposition 6.6. Let pX, dX , µ, T q be a compact model p.-p. system. For any
α ě 1, κ ą κ1 ą 0, and δ ą 0, there is a finite Borel partition P of X such that
log BICOVα,κ,κ1,δN pX, dXr´N ;0q, dXr0;Nq, µq Àκ,κ1 IµpPr´N ;0q,Pr0;Nqq ` 1
as N ÝÑ 8.
Proof. It suffices to treat the case α “ 1, in which BICOV admits no choice of
new measures on X. For this case, let P be any finite Borel partition of X into
cells of diameter less than δ. Then
B
dXI
δ|I|pxq Ě PIpxq @x P X and finite I Ď Z,
and so also
B
dXr0;Nq
δN
`
U XBd
X
r´N;0q
δN pSq
˘ Ě Pr0;NqpU XPr´N ;0qpSqq @S Ď U.
Now Proposition 6.4 promises some S Ď U such that
µ
`
U XPr0;NqpU XPr´N ;0qpSqq˘ ě κ1
and also
log |S| Àκ,κ1 IµpPr´N ;0q;Pr0;Nqq ` 1.
l
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Combined with Lemma 3.3, this immediately gives the following.
Proposition 6.7. For any compact model p.-p. system pX, dX , µ, T q one has
log BICOVα,κ,κ1,δN pX, dXr´N ;0q, dXr0;Nq, µq “ oκ,κ1,δpNq
as N ÝÑ 8. l
Proposition 6.7 begs the following question.
Question 6.8. Can the upper bound in Proposition 6.7 be improved to any fixed
sub-linear function?
This seems highly unlikely, but it could be interesting to see examples of
pX, dX , µ, T q whose log-bi-covering rates come arbitrarily close to linear. Conjec-
ture 10.1 will propose some systems that could achieve rate N1´ε for any ε ą 0.
7 The upper bound
This section proves the upper bound in Theorem 5.23. The proof is based on the
covering estimates of the previous section, similarly to the proof of Proposition 6.7.
The key is to replace certain balls for the metrics dY˙σXI , I Ď Z, with the cells of
associated partitions, and then prove a mutual information bound for an application
of Proposition 6.5. Most of the delicacy here will be in choosing the partitions that
approximate the metrics.
In principle, one feels that proofs of these results should be possible directly in
terms of the metrics dY˙σXI , without this switch to partitions. However, I suspect
that would require much thornier estimates in several places.
7.1 Estimating balls in the skew-product metric
Let P be the time-zero partition of the SFT Y , as previously. Also, let us normalize
the metric on X to assume that diampX, dX q ď 1.
Lemma 7.1. For every ε ą 0 there is a p P N such that for all N P N and y, y1 P Y
one has the following implication:
Pr´p,N`pqpyq “ Pr´p;N`pqpy1q ùñ max
nPr0;Nq
|σyn ´ σy
1
n | ă ε.
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Proof. Since σ : Y ÝÑ R is Ho¨lder continuous, there are some b ă 8 and
β P p0, 1q such that
Pr´p,N`pqpyq “ Pr´p;N`pqpy1q
ùñ |σpSiyq ´ σpSiy1q| ă bβminti`p,N`p´iu @i P r0;Nq.
Summing over i, this gives
|σyn ´ σy
1
n | ď
n´1ÿ
i“0
|σpSiyq ´ σpSiy1q| ď 2
ÿ
iěp
bβi ď 2bβ
p
1´ β @n P r0;Nq,
which is less than ε provided p is large enough. l
The following re-write of the above lemma will be useful in Subsection 9.3.
Corollary 7.2. For every ε ą 0 there is a δ ą 0 such that for all N P N and
y, y1 P Y one has the following implication:
max
nPr0;Nq
dY pSny, Sny1q ă δ ùñ max
nPr0;Nq
|σyn ´ σy
1
n | ă ε.
l
Lemma 7.3. For any δ ą 0 there are p P N and a finite Borel partition Q of X
such that the following holds. If I P IntpRq, if y P Y satisfies
σ
y
r0;Nq ` r´1, 1s Ď I,
and if x P X, then
B
d
Y˙σX
r0;Nq
δN py, xq Ě Pr´p;N`pqpyq ˆQIXZpxq,
and analogously with r´N ; 0q in place of r0;Nq throughout.
Proof. Since T : R ñ pX, dX q is continuous and δ ą 0, any partition Q of X
into cells of sufficiently small diameter has the property that
@x, x1 P X, Qpxq “ Qpx1q ùñ dXpT tx, T tx1q ă δ{3 @t P r´1, 1s. (22)
Fix a finite Borel partition Q with this property.
Next, using again the continuity of T , choose ε ą 0 so small that
sup
|t|ďε
sup
xPX
dXpx, T txq ă δ{3. (23)
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Lastly, choose p as given by Lemma 7.1 for this value of ε. Increase p further
if necessary so that also 2´p`2 ă δ{3.
Now let y P Y , let I P IntpRq with σyr0;Nq ` r´1, 1s Ď I , and let x P X.
Suppose that
py1, x1q P Pr´p;N`pqpyq ˆQIXZpxq.
The definition of dY gives
dY pSny, Sny1q ď 2´p`2 ă δ{3 @n P r0;Nq,
and the choice of p gives
|σyn ´ σy
1
n | ď ε @n P r0;Nq.
Therefore, by (23),
dY˙σXr0;Nq
`py, xq, py1, x1q˘ “ dYr0;Nqpy, y1q ` N´1ÿ
n“0
dXpT σynx, T σy
1
n x1q
ď δN{3`
N´1ÿ
n“0
`
dXpT σynx, T σynx1q ` dXpT σynx1, T σy
1
n x1q˘
ď
´
2δ{3 ` max
nPr0;Nq
dXpT σynx, T σynx1q
¯
N.
Finally, since QIXZpxq “ QIXZpx1q, the property (22) gives that
dXpT tx, T tx1q ă δ{3 @t P pI X Zq ` r´1, 1s.
In particular, this holds for t “ σyn for n P r0;Nq. l
7.2 Completion of the upper bound
Now fix arbitrary δ ą 0, α P p1,8q and κ ą κ1 ą 0. Let ψ :“ ψBMpαq. For the
upper bound in Theorem 5.23, it will suffice to show that
BICOVα,κ,κ1,δN pY ˆX, dY˙σXr´N ;0q, dY˙σXr0;Nq , ν b µq
ď exp `phpXq ` εqpψ ` εq?N ` ε?N˘
as N ÝÑ 8, for every ε ą 0.
Having chosen δ, let p P N and let Q be a finite Borel partition of X as given
by Lemma 7.3. These will now also be fixed for the rest of the section. Concerning
the system pX,µ, T 1q and its partition Q, if ε ą 0 and I P IntpRq is a bounded
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interval, then let XSMI,ε denote the set of ‘typical’ points for the partition QIXZ
according to the Shannon-McMillan Theorem 3.1.
The next step will be to introduce certain auxiliary subsets and partitions of X
and Y ˆX.
Lemma 7.4. For each ε ą 0 there are finitely many pairs of intervals
pI1, J1q, . . . , pIk, Jkq P IntpRq ˆ IntpRq
such that
0 ă L 1pIi X Jiq ă ψ ` ε @i “ 1, 2, . . . , k
and for which the following holds. For each N P N there are pairwise-disjoint
Borel subsets W 1N , . . . ,W kN Ď Y such that
i) νpW 1N Y ¨ ¨ ¨ YW kN q ą 1{α for all sufficiently large N , and
ii) for every y PW iN one has
σ
y
r´N ;0q ` r´1, 1s Ď
?
NIi and σyr0;Nq ` r´1, 1s Ď
?
NJi.
Proof. Consider the set
W 0 :“  pB,B1q P C0p0, 1s ˆ C0p0, 1s ˇˇ 0 ă L 1pBr0,1s XB1r0,1sq ă ψ ` ε{3(.
Definition 5.21 and Lemma 5.22 give that
W
b2
r0,1spW0q “Wb2r0,1s
 
L 1pBr0,1s XB1r0,1sq ă ψ ` ε{3
( ą 1{α.
Since Wb2r0,1s is inner-regular with respect to compact sets, it follows that for some
k P N one can find
• pairs of intervals pIi, Jiq P IntpRq2 for i “ 1, 2, . . . , k such that
0 ă L 1pIi X Jiq ă ψ ` ε
• and pairwise-disjoint Borel subsets W 1, . . . ,W k ĎW 0
such that
i) W 1 Y ¨ ¨ ¨ YW k is open,
ii) Wb2r0,1spW 1 Y ¨ ¨ ¨ YW kq ą 1{α, and
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iii) for every pB,B1q PW i one has
Br0,1s ` r´ε{3, ε{3s Ď Ii and B1r0,1s ` r´ε{3, ε{3s Ď Ji.
Let
W iN :“ ty P Y | ptraj´N pσyq, trajN pσyqq PW iu for each i “ 1, . . . , k.
Since W 1 Y ¨ ¨ ¨ YW k is open in C0p0, 1s ˆ C0p0, 1s, the Portmanteau Theorem
and Theorem 3.10 imply that νpW 1N Y ¨ ¨ ¨ YW kN q ą 1{α for all sufficiently large
N . The desired conclusion (ii) then holds provided also 1{?N ă ε{3. l
Keeping the notation of the preceding lemma, now letZiN :“W iNˆXSM?NpIiXJiq,ε
for each i “ 1, 2, . . . , k, and let
ZN :“ Z1NY¨ ¨ ¨YZkN , ZcN :“ pYˆXqzZN , and ZN :“ tZ1N , . . . , ZkN , ZcNu.
For these sets ZN we have
pν b µqpZN q ě νpWN q ´max
iďk
µpXzXSM?
NpIiXJiqXZq,
so this is still greater than 1{α for all sufficiently large N , by Theorem 3.1 and the
fact that |?NpIi X Jiq X Z| ÝÑ 8 for each i.
We next introduce the further partitions of Y ˆX that will enable an approxi-
mation of our bi-neighbourhoods.
First, for each i “ 1, 2, . . . , k, define
RiN :“ tH, Y u bQ
?
NpIiXJiqXZ,
S iN :“ Pr´N´p;pq bQ
?
NIiXZ, and
T iN “ Pr´p;N`pq bQ
?
NJiXZ.
These different partitions can be adapted to the cells ZiN as follows: let RN ,
SN and TN be the partitions that refine ZN , all contain ZcN as a single cell, and
satisfy
RN XZiN “ RiN XZiN , SN XZiN “ S iN XZiN and TN XZiN “ T iN XZiN
for all i “ 1, 2, . . . , k and N P N. Clearly
ZN ĺ RN ĺ SN ^TN .
Now Lemma 7.3 and the properties of the sets W iN given by Lemma 7.4 imply
that
SN py, xq Ď B
d
Y˙σX
r´N;0q
δN py, xq and TN py, xq Ď B
d
Y˙σX
r0;Nq
δN py, xq @py, xq P ZN . (24)
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Lemma 7.5. With RN as above, one has
|RN | ď exp
`phpXq ` εqpψ ` εq?N ` op?Nq˘ as N ÝÑ 8.
Proof. The definition above gives
|RN | “ 1`
kÿ
i“1
|RN X ZiN | “ 1`
Kÿ
i“1
|Q
?
NpIiXJiqXZ XXSM?
NpIiXJiq,ε|.
As N ÝÑ 8, the number of summands on the right-hand side here is fixed, and
their cardinalities are bounded by
phpXq ` εq|
?
NpIi X Jiq X Z| ď phpXq ` εqpψ ` εq
?
N
by the definition of XSM?
NpIiXJiq,ε. l
Lemma 7.6. With RN , SN and TN as above, one has
IνbµpSN ;TN |RN q “ op
?
Nq as N ÝÑ8.
Proof. The definition of conditional mutual information gives
IνbµpSN ;TN |RN q “ pν b µqpZcN qIpνbµq|Zc
N
pSN ;TN |RN q
`
kÿ
i“1
pν b µqpZiN qIpνbµq|Zi
N
pSN ;TN |RN q.
Now the definition of RN , SN and TN gives that the first term here is zero, and
the remaining sum is equal to
kÿ
i“1
pν b µqpZiN qIpνbµq|Zi
N
pS iN ;T iN |RiN q.
Applying Lemma 2.4, this is bounded by
kÿ
i“1
`
log 2` IνbµpS iN ;T iN |RiN q
˘
,
and within each of these summands, an application of Lemma 2.3, Corollary 3.9
and Lemma 3.3 gives
IνbµpS iN ;T iN |RiN q
“ IνpPr´N´p;pq;Pr´p;N`pqq ` IµpQ
?
NIiXZ;Q
?
NJiXZ |Q
?
NpIiXJiqXZq
“ Op1q ` op|p
?
NJi X Zqzp
?
NIi X Zq|q “ op
?
Nq
as N ÝÑ 8. l
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Proof of upper bound in Theorem 5.23. Letting λN :“ pνbµq|ZN , the lower bound
on pν b µqpZN q implies that }dλN{dpµ b νq}8 ă α for all sufficiently large N .
This will be Min-er’s choice of new measures on Y ˆX: that is, we will prove that
max
U Ď Y ˆX
λN pUq ě κ
bicovκ1
`pU, dY˙σXr´N ;0q, dY˙σXr0;Nq , λN q, δN˘
ď expppψ ` εqphpXq ` εq
?
N ` op
?
Nqq (25)
as N ÝÑ 8. In estimating this maximum we may assume that U Ď ZN , for
any remainder UzZN carries none of the measure λN and so does not need to be
covered. After assuming that U Ď ZN , we have the containments in (24) for all
py, xq P U .
Now Proposition 6.5 gives a subset S Ď U such that
log
|S|
|RN | Àα,κ,κ
2 IνbµpSN ;TN |RN q ` 1 (26)
and
pν b µq`U XTN pU XSN pSqq˘ ą pν b µqpUq ´ κ2{α
ùñ λN
`
UzTN pU XSN pSqq
˘ ă κ2
ùñ λN
`
U XTN pU XSN pSqq
˘ ą κ´ κ2 “ κ1.
Applying Lemmas 7.5 and 7.6 to the estimate (26), it follows that
|S| ď exp `phpXq ` εqpψ ` εq?N ` op?Nq˘
as N ÝÑ 8. This completes the proof. l
The proof of the matching lower bound in Theorem 5.23 will require more
delicate analysis than the above, and will occupy the remainder of this paper.
Remark 7.7. The previous lemma is the point at which we make crucial use of the
very fast mixing of P via Corollary 3.9. In fact, that conclusion is slightly stronger
than we need: it would suffice in the above argument to know that
IνpPr´N ;0q;Pr0;Nqq “ op
?
Nq.
However, if one had instead
IνpPr´N ;0q;Pr0;Nqq “ Ωp
?
Nq,
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then this would disrupt all of the subsequent estimates, since it would turn out that
the mutual information of Pr´N ;0q and Pr0;Nq is of the same order as the entropy
contained in that part of the scenery that has been visited over both r´N ; 0q and
r0;Nq.
It would be interesting to know whether the upper bound proved above holds if
one knows only that Y is a Bernoulli system, that P is a generating partition, and
that σ satisfies the Invariance Principle. Of course, in this case one may choose
an independent generating partition P 1 of Y, but now P 1 may not give precise
enough control over the cocycle σ, in the sense of Lemma 7.1, to give a usable
analog of Lemma 7.3. This is why the argument above needs the precise relation
between P and σ that holds in a well-distributed pair. ⊳
8 Meandering of cocycles and discrete Cantor sets
For the lower bound in Theorem 5.23, we will imagine playing as Max-er in the
competition described in Subsection 5.2. They key to Max-er’s strategy will be an
‘inverse theorem’, asserting that for most pairs of sceneries and walk trajectories, if
the pair of resulting strings produced by the RWRS process are close, then it must
be because of some ‘structural’ similarly involving the sceneries alone.
This section introduces the structures that appear in this notion of similarity.
The first of these is a class of special subsets of certain intervals r0;Nq on which
our cocycle-trajectories are often (approximately) injective. These will be intro-
duced after a discussion of another pre-requisite property of cocycle-trajectories.
Throughout this section pY, σq will be a well-distributed pair. Recall that this
means Y Ď AZ is a mixing SFT with a Ho¨lder-potential Gibbs measure ν, and
σ : Y ÝÑ R is a one-sided Ho¨lder non-coboundary with ş σ dν “ 0 and effective
variance 1. We assume also that pY, σq satisfies the Enhanced Invariance Principle
(Definition 3.13) with some mollifier ϕ. Finally, fix ℓ ě }σ}8 large enough that
sptϕ Ď r´ℓ, ℓs.
Many of the arguments of this section are adapted from similar steps in [Kal82],
or their re-telling in [dHS97].
8.1 Two useful estimates
The starting point for this section is a pair of basic estimates on the distribution of
our cocycle-trajectories.
Lemma 8.1. In the above setting, one has
νtσyN P Iu ÀY,σ
maxtL 1pIq, 1u?
N
@I P IntpRq, N P N.
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In particular,
ν
 |σyN | ď a?N( ÀY,σ max!a, 1?
N
)
@a P p0,8q, N P N.
Proof. Let I “ ra, bs. Theorem 3.12 gives
νta ď σyN ď bu “ νtσyN ď bu ´ νtσyN ď au
ÀY,σ Np´8, b{
?
Nq ´Np´8, a{
?
Nq ` 1?
N
,
so the result now follows from the smoothness of the Gaussian density. The second
conclusions follows by taking I “ r´a, as. l
Lemma 8.2. In the above setting,
ν
 
max
nPr0;Nq
|σyn| ě b
?
N
( ÀY,σ 1
b2
@b P p0,8q, N P N.
The proof of Lemma 8.2 is a little more involved. It begins with the following
property of Gibbs measures.
Lemma 8.3 (Four-fold exponential mixing). With pY, σq are above, there are some
c ă 8 and γ P p0, 1q such thatˇˇˇ ż
σ ¨ pσ ˝ Spq ¨ pσ ˝ Sp`qq ¨ pσ ˝ Sp`q`rqdν
ˇˇˇ
ď cγmaxtp,ru @p, q, r P NY t0u.
Proof. The definition of a Gibbs measure via equation (7) is invariant under time-
reversal, as is the conclusion of the present lemma. It therefore suffices to find c
and γ such thatˇˇˇ ż
σ ¨ pσ ˝ Spq ¨ pσ ˝ Sp`qq ¨ pσ ˝ Sp`q`rqdν
ˇˇˇ
ď cγr @p, q, r P N.
In this proof, let us re-scale σ so that }σ}8 ď 1, and let Lψ be a normalized
Ruelle-Perron-Frobenius operator whose adjoint has invariant measure ν´, as in
Subsection 3.3.
Now let k :“ tr{3u. Since σ is Ho¨lder, there b1 ă 8 and β1 P p0, 1q such that
|σpyq ´ σpy1q| ď b1βdpy,y
1q
1 ,
and so
}σ ´ Eνpσ |Pr´k;ksq}8 ď b1βk1 ď pb1{β1qp 3
a
β1qr.
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Letting σ1 :“ Eνpσ |Pr´k;ksq, it follows that
ˇˇˇ ż
σ ¨ pσ ˝ Spq ¨ pσ ˝ Sp`qq ¨ pσ ˝ Sp`q`rqdν
ˇˇˇ
ď
ˇˇˇ ż
σ1 ¨ pσ1 ˝ Spq ¨ pσ1 ˝ Sp`qq ¨ pσ1 ˝ Sp`q`rqdν
ˇˇˇ
` pb1{β1qp 3
a
β1qr.
It therefore suffices to give an exponentially-decaying bound on the first term
here. Since the whole integral is S-invariant, we may reduce instead to the case of
σ1 being Pr´2k,0s-measurable (hence, in particular, one-sided). Recalling that
Eνpσ1 ˝ Sr |Pp´8;0sq “ Lrψσ1
for one-sided functions σ1, this leads toż
σ1¨pσ1˝Spq¨pσ1˝Sp`qq¨pσ1˝Sp`q`rqdν “
ż
σ1¨pσ1˝Spq¨pσ1˝Sp`qq¨pLrψσ1˝Sp`qqdν.
Finally, because Lψ has spectral radius less than 1 on any space of mean-zero, one-
sided Ho¨lder functions (see again [PP90, Theorem 2.2]), there are b2 ă 8 and
β2 P p0, 1q such that ›››Lrψσ1 ´
ż
σ1 dν
›››
8
ď b2βk2 ,
so this completes the proof. l
Corollary 8.4 (Fourth-moment bound). With pY, σq as above, one has
}σyN}L4pνq ÀY,σ
?
N @N P N.
Proof. Let c and γ be as given by the preceding lemma. Expanding the power
inside the L4-norm gives
}σyN}4L4pνq “
ÿ
n1,n2,n3,n4Pr0;Nq
ż
σpSn1yqσpSn2yqσpSn3yqσpSn4yq νpdyq
À
ÿ
p,q,rě0, p`q`răN
ż
σpyqσpSpyqσpSp`qyqσpSp`q`ryq νpdyq
ď c
ÿ
p,q,rě0, p`q`răN
γmaxtp,ru
Àγ cN2.
l
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Proof of Lemma 8.2. Whenever m,n P r0;Nq with m ď n, the previous corollary
gives ż
|σyn ´ σym|4 νpdyq “
ż
|σSmyn´m|4 νpdyq ÀY,σ |n´m|2.
This moment bound is strong enough to enable a standard chaining argument
for controlling maxnPr0;Nq |σyn|. A suitable quantitative version is given by Billings-
ley as [Bil68, Theorem 12.2]. The bound above is the hypothesis of that theorem
with (in his notation) parameters γ “ 4, α “ 2 and ui “ 1 for all i, and its
conclusion becomes
ν
 
max
nPr0;Nq
|σyn| ě b
?
N
( ÀY,σ N2pb?Nq4 “ 1b4 ,
which is actually stronger than we require. l
Remark 8.5. The proof of [Bil68, Theorem 12.2] is really a quantitative imple-
mentation of Kolmogorov’s classical proof that Brownian motion has a continuous
version (see, for instance, [Kal02, Theorem 3.23]). The full sequence of arguments
above — from a mixing result (Lemma 8.3), to a fourth-moment bound (Corol-
lary 8.4), to an application of Kolmogorov’s method — are essentially the steps
taken by Bunimovich and Sinai in [BS81, Section 4] for their proof that the laws of
the random variables trajN pσyq on pY, νq form a tight sequence in PrCr0, 1s.
An easy extension of Lemma 8.3 and Corollary 8.4 gives
}σyN}L2ppνq ÀY,σ,p
?
N @p P N.
The fourth moment is the simply smallest with which the method of Kolmogorov
can be applied. ⊳
8.2 Meandering of cocycle-trajectories
Definition 8.6. Let ℓ, α ą 0, and let M,L P N. Let a P Z, let I :“ ra; a ` LMq,
and let
C “  ra` iM ; a` pi` 1qMq ˇˇ i P t0, . . . , L´ 1u(
be the partition of this interval into length-M subintervals.
For y P Y , the cocycle-trajectory σy is pα, ℓq-meandering over pI,C q if the
following holds:
@J Ď C with |J | ě αL DJ, J 1 P J such that distpσyJ , σyJ 1q ą 2ℓ.
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This property gives a sense in which the cocycle-trajectory σy has many well-
separated images of intervals from C . Importantly, onceM is large, well-distributed
pairs have a strong lower bound on the probability of this occurring.
Proposition 8.7. If pY, σq is well-distributed, then there is a C ă 8 such that for
all ℓ P p0,8q and all sufficiently large M P N, the following holds for all L P N
and all α ą 0:
ν
 
σy is pα, ℓq-meandering over pr0;LMq,C q( ě 1´ C
L1{3α2
,
where C is the partition of r0;LMq into subintervals of length M .
Remarks 8.8. (1.) This is essentially the lower bound denoted by ♠ in [dHS97],
except that they require only σyJ X σyJ 1 “ H, rather than separation by 2ℓ. Both
the proof and the later applications of this proposition roughly follow their paper,
except that we work throughout with well-distributed pairs.
In fact, [dHS97] allows a more general lower bound of the form 1´ C
Lγα2
for
some γ ą 0. The specific value γ “ 1{3 arises for random walks in the domain
of attraction of a Gaussian distribution, but a smaller value may be needed for a
heavier-tailed walk, such as one in the domain of attraction of a p-stable law for
some p P r1, 2q. Their main results also apply to such random walks, hence their
need for this generality, but our focus on well-distributed pairs precludes it. We
will return to this point in Subsection 10.2.
(2.) It will be very important that the value of M at which this inequality
starts to hold does not depend on L or α. ⊳
Proof of Proposition 8.7. This proof is essentially as in paragraphs (2.5) and (2.6)
of [Kal82].
First, L1{3α2 ď pαLq2 for all α ą 0 and L P N. Therefore, provided C is
sufficiently large, the desired bound is vacuous for small values of αL, and we
may henceforth assume αL ě 2, and hence `rαLs
2
˘ ě pαLq2{4.
Fix i, j P rLs with j ą i, and suppose β P p0, 1{2q (it will be optimized later).
Then Lemmas 8.1 and 8.2 give
ν
 
distpσyriM ;pi`1qMq, σyrjM ;pj`1qMqq ď pj ´ iqβ
?
M
(
ď ν |σypj´iqM | ď 2pj ´ iqβ?M(` 2ν max
nPr0;Mq
|σyn| ě pj ´ iqβ
?
M
(
ÀY,σ max
! pj ´ iqβapj ´ iq , 1apj ´ iqM
)
` 1pj ´ iq2β “
pj ´ iqβapj ´ iq ` 1pj ´ iq2β .
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Choosing β :“ 1{6, this last bound becomes 1{pj ´ iq1{3. Therefore, provided?
M ą 2ℓ,
ν
 
σy is not pα, ℓq-meandering over pr0;LMq,C q(
ď ν DJ Ď rLs with |J | ě αL such that @i, j P J distinct one has
distpσyriM,pi`1qMq, σyrjM,pj`1qMqq ď |j ´ i|1{6
?
M
(
ď ν
!
D at least
ˆ
rαLs
2
˙
pairs i, j P rLs such that j ą i and
distpσyriM,pi`1qMq, σyrjM,pj`1qMqq ď |j ´ i|1{6
?
M
)
ď 1`
rαLs
2
˘ ÿ
1ďiăjďL
ν
 
distpσyriM,pi`1qMq, σyrjM,pj`1qMqq ď pj ´ iq1{6
?
M
(
ÀY,σ 1
α2L2
ÿ
1ďiăjďL
1
pj ´ iq1{3 À
L ¨ L2{3
α2L2
“ 1
α2L1{3
,
as required. l
8.3 Regularity for occupation measures
We next introduce the consequence that we will need of the Enhanced Invariance
Principle (Definition 3.13). Our application of this principle will be essentially the
same as made by Aaronson in [Aar12], for the special case of random walks: see
the ‘Local Time Lemma’ and Lemma 4 of that paper.
Lemma 8.9 (Smoothness of typical occupation measures). Suppose that pY, σq
satisfies the Enhanced Invariance Principle. Let ϕ and ℓ be as at the beginning of
this section. For every ε ą 0 there is an M ă 8 such that
ν
 
ϕ ‹ γyr0;Nq „M,ε UBℓpσyr0;Nqq
( ě 1´ ε
for all sufficiently large N .
Proof. Because LB is a.s. a continuous function with support equal to the positive-
length compact interval Br0,1s ([Kal02, Corollary 22.18]), for any ε ą 0 there are
M ă 8 and finitely many K1, . . . ,Kr P IntpRq such that L 1pKsq ą 1{pMεq for
each s, and such that the set
U :“
rď
s“1
!
pK, fq P IntpRq ˆ CcpRq
ˇˇˇ
Ks Ď interiorpKq Ď K Ď Ks ` p´1{2M, 1{2Mq,
2{M ă f |Ks ăM{2, and
ż
Ks
f ą 1´ ε
)
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satisfies
Wr0,1stB | pBr0,1s, LBq P Uu ą 1´ ε.
This last subset of C0p0, 1s is easily checked to be open. On the other hand, the
Enhanced Invariance Principle implies that
`
Bℓpσyr0;Nqq{
?
N, ϕ ‹ γyr0;Nqp
?
Np¨qq˘ lawÝÑ pBr0,1s, LBq
as pIntpRq ˆ CcpRqq-valued random variables. Therefore the Portmanteau Theo-
rem implies that
ν
 `
Bℓpσyr0;Nqq{
?
N, ϕ ‹ γyr0;Nqp
?
Np¨qq˘ P U( ą 1´ ε
for all sufficiently large N . Since ϕ ‹ γyr0;Nqp
?
Np¨qq is always non-negative and
has integral equal to 1, this membership of U implies that
ϕ ‹ γyr0;Nq „M,ε UBℓpσyr0;Nqq,
as required. l
Based on the preceding results, we can introduce certain sets that occur with
high probability as the relevant time scale tends to 8. With ϕ and ℓ as before, and
for ra; bq Ď Z, set
Y
spread
ra;bq :“
 
y
ˇˇ rσya ´ pb´ aq1{3, σya ` pb´ aq1{3s Ď Bℓpσyra;bqq(.
Given also ε ą 0 and M ă 8, set
Y smoothra;bq,M,ε :“
 
y
ˇˇ
ϕ ‹ γyra;bq „M,ε UBℓpσyra;bqq
(
.
The results above show that
νpY spreadra;bq q ÝÑ 1 as b´ a ÝÑ 8 (27)
(indeed, this would follow if the exponent 1{3 were replaced with any value less
than 1{2), and that
νpY smoothra;bq,M,εq ÝÑ 1 (28)
as b´ a ÝÑ 8 and then M ÝÑ 8.
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8.4 A discrete filtration
We will next define recursively some sequences of auxiliary parameters and sets.
Firstly, let
Ld :“ rpd` 1q18s @d ě 1
(the reason for the exponent 18 will emerge shortly). Let N0 :“ 1, and then let
Nd`1 :“ Ld`1Nd @d ě 0.
A crude application of Stirling’s Inequality gives
logNd „ pd` 1q logpd` 1q @d ě 1. (29)
In addition, let
αd :“ 1pd` 1q2
and
κr,d :“
dź
i“r`1
p1´ αiq whenever 1 ď r ď d.
The series
ř
i αi converges, and therefore κr,d tends to a limit κr,8 P r0, 1q as
d ÝÑ 8, and then κr,8 Ò 1 as r ÝÑ 8.
Also, for each d ě 0, let Dd be the partition of Z into the discrete intervals
Qdi :“ riNd; pi` 1qNdq for i P Z.
Given t P Z, let Qdptq denote the cell of Dd that contains t, so Qdptq “ Qdi if and
only if iNd ď t ă pi` 1qNd.
Letting ℓ be as before, for each d ě 1 and t P Z let
Y mndrd,t :“
 
y P Y ˇˇ σy is pαd, ℓq-meandering over pQdptq,Dd´1 XQdptqq(
(this is essentially a repeat of the definition of the set ‘θ1d’ in [dHS97, Section 6.1];
interestingly, our argument does not seem to need any analog of the sets ‘θ3d ’ from
that paper). Observe that Y mndrd,t actually depends on t only through Qdptq, hence
only on i :“ tt{Ndu. For this i, one has
Y mndrd,t “ S´iNdpY mndrd,0 q,
and so Proposition 8.7 gives
νpY mndrd,t q “ νpY mndrd,0 q ą 1´
C
L
1{3
d α
2
d
ě 1´ Cpd` 1q18{3 1pd`1q4
“ 1´ Cpd` 1q2 , (30)
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with C as in that proposition, for all d and t. (This explains the choice of the
exponent 18: we will soon need the error term at the end here to be summable in
d.)
Given 1 ď s ď d and Q P Dd, let
Hmndrs,Q pyq :“ tt P Q | y P Y mndrs,t u.
For a given y, this is the set of times t P Q such that σy ‘behaves well’, in the sense
of Proposition 8.7, over the interval Qsptq. Since Y mndrs,t depends on t only through
Qsptq, the set Hmndrs,Q pyq is a union of cells from Ds XQ: it is equal toď riNs; pi ` 1qNsq ˇˇ i P Z, riNs; pi` 1qNsq Ď Q, and SiNsy P Y mndrs,0 (.
The analysis below will need cocycle-trajectories that are simultaneously ‘well-
behaved’ over most intervals Qsptq Ď Q P Dd on all sufficiently large scales up to
some d. A high probability of such cocycle-trajectories is given by the following
lemma.
Lemma 8.10. If 1 ď r ă d and Q P Dd, then
ż
Y
ˇˇˇ dč
s“r`1
Hmndrs,Q pyq
ˇˇˇ
νpdyq ě
´
1´ C
dÿ
s“r`1
1
ps` 1q2
¯
Nd
with C as in Proposition 8.7.
Proof. For each fixed s P r1; ds, the bound (30) gives
ż
Y
|QzHmndrs,Q pyq| νpdyq “
ÿ
tPQ
νty | t R Hmndrs,Q pyqu
“ NdνpY zY mndrs,0 q ă
CNd
ps` 1q2 ,
and therefore
ż
Y
ˇˇˇ dč
s“r`1
Hmndrs,Q pyq
ˇˇˇ
νpdyq ě Nd ´
dÿ
s“r`1
ż
Y
|QzHmndrs,Q pyq| νpdyq
ą
´
1´ C
dÿ
s“r`1
1
ps` 1q2
¯
Nd.
l
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We can introduce other sets of times in a fixed large interval Q at which a
cocycle-trajectory is behaving well in one sense or another. Fix again 1 ď r ă d
and Q P Dd. Then we set
H
spread
r,Q pyq :“ tt P Q | y P Y spreadQrptq u
and
Hsmoothr,Q,M,εpyq :“ tt P Q | y P Y smoothQrptq,M,εu.
Now we may combine the estimates (27) and (28) with Lemma 8.10 and Markov’s
Inequality to conclude the following.
Corollary 8.11. For every η ą 0 and ε ą 0 there are r,M P N such that, for every
d ą r and every Q P Dd, one has
ν
!
y P Y
ˇˇˇ ˇˇˇ
H
spread
r,Q pyqXHsmoothr,Q,M,εpyqX
dč
s“r`1
Hmndrs,Q pyq
ˇˇˇ
ě p1´ ηqNd
)
ą 1´ η.
l
The largeness of the intersection of times appearing here implies that the cocycle-
trajectory σy enjoys several different useful properties simultaneously on most of
Q. The conjunction of all of these properties will play a roˆle in our later analysis
of generalized RWRS systems.
8.5 Discrete Cantor sets and approximate injectivity
This subsection will focus on the intersection
Şd
s“r`1H
good
s,Q pyq, as appears in
Corollary 8.11. Provided it is large enough, one can find special, highly-structured
subsets inside it on which σy is approximately injective.
Definition 8.12 (Discrete Cantor sets). Let d P N. A discrete Cantor set of depth
d is an indexed family ptωqωPt0,1ud of points in R, and it is proper if they are all
distinct.
In addition, given D1 ě D2 ě . . . ě Dd ą 0, these are gap upper bounds for
the discrete Cantor set if
|tω ´ tω1 | ď Di`1 whenever i ă d and ωj “ ω1j @j ď i.
Given K P IntpRq, d P N and D “ pD1 ě . . . ě Ddq as above, we will let
DCSd,DpKq Ď Kt0,1ud denote the collection of all discrete Cantor sets of depth d,
contained in K , and having gap upper bounds given by D.
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Our first result about discrete Cantor sets is an estimate on their ‘number’; or,
more correctly, their covering number for some natural metric. We will endow
DCSd,DpKq with the metric dDCS obtained from the norm } ¨ }8 on Rt0,1ud : that
is,
dDCSppxωqω, pyωqωq “ max
ωPt0,1ud
|xω ´ yω|.
Lemma 8.13 (Bounding the number of discrete Cantor sets). Let K P IntpRq with
L :“ L 1pKq, and fix gap upper bounds D “ pD1 ě D2 ě . . . ě Ddq. Suppose
δ ď Dd{10, L{10. Then
cov
`pDCSd,DpKq, dDCSq, δ˘ ď 2L
δ
´2D1
δ
¯´2D2
δ
¯2
¨ ¨ ¨
´2Dd
δ
¯2d´1
.
Proof. The desired inequality is invariant under re-scaling R, so we may simply
assume that δ “ 2 and that Dd, L ě 20.
Let Φ : R ÝÑ Z be the discretization map
Φpxq :“ txu.
Clearly if pxωqω, pyωqω P DCSd,DpKq and pΦpxωqqω “ pΦpyωqqω then
dDCSppxωqω, pyωqωq ă 2.
It therefore suffices bound the cardinality of the set Φˆt0,1udpDCSd,DpKqq.
Let K be a closed interval with end-points in Z that contains K and has length
at most 4L{3. Using that Dd, L ě 20, one sees that
Φˆt0,1u
dpDCSd,DpKqq Ď DCSd,4D{3pKq X Zt0,1u
d
,
so it suffices to bound the cardinality of this right-hand set by the desired product.
In the base case, d “ 1, the set DCSd,4D{3pKq X Zt0,1ud just consists of pairs
px0, x1q in K X Z separated by distance at most 4D1{3, and there are at most
p2Lqp2D1q of these.
Now, for the recursion clause, suppose the result is known for all depths less
than some d ě 2, and consider a discrete Cantor set pxωqω P DCSd,4D{3pKq X
Z
t0,1ud
. It may be identified with the pair of depth-pd ´ 1q discrete Cantor sets
px0ωqωPt0,1ud´1 and px1ωqωPt0,1ud´1 .
Let
Ki :“ min
ωPt0,1ud´1
xiω ` r0, 4D2{3s for i “ 0, 1,
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and let D1 :“ pD2, . . . ,Ddq. In view of the gap upper bounds, the above two
depth-pd ´ 1q discrete Cantor sets are members of
DCSd´1,4D1{3pK0q X Z and DCSd´1,4D1{3pK1q X Z,
respectively.
Therefore the cardinality of DCSd,4D{3pKq X Z is bounded by the number of
possible choices ofK1 andK2, multiplied by the square of |DCSd´1,4D1{3pr0, 4D2{3sq|.
By the base-case argument and the inductive hypothesis, this is bounded by
p2Lqp2D1q|DCSd´1,2D1pr0, 4D2{3sq|2 ď p2Lqp2D1q
`p2D2qp2D3q2 ¨ ¨ ¨ p2Ddq2d´2˘2
ď p2Lqp2D1qp2D2q2p2D3q4 ¨ ¨ ¨ p2Ddq2d´1 ,
as required. l
Definition 8.14 (Discrete Cantor families). A discrete Cantor family of depth d is
an indexed family pKωqωPt0,1ud of pairwise-disjoint members of IntpRq. It has gap
upper bounds D1 ě . . . ě Dd if
diampKω YKω1q ď Di`1 whenever i ă d and ωj “ ω1j @j ď i.
If K “ pKωqωPt0,1ud is such a discrete Cantor family, then its domain is
dompKq :“
ď
ωPt0,1ud
Kω
(the reason for this terminology will become clear later).
We will let DCFd,DpKq Ď IntpKqt0,1ud denote the collection of all discrete
Cantor families of depth d, contained in K , and having gap upper bounds given by
D.
It is clear that if pKωqω P DCFd,DpKq, then
pminKωqω and pmaxKωqω P DCSd,DpKq.
Similarly to dDCS, we will endow DCFd,DpKq with the metric
dDCF
`pKωqω, pK 1ωqω˘ :“ max
ωPt0,1ud
dHdfpKω,K 1ωq
“ max  dDCS`pminKωqω, pminK 1ωqω˘, dDCS`pmaxKωqω, pmaxK 1ωqω˘(,
where dHdf is the classical Hausdorff metric on the space of nonempty compact
subsets. Lemma 8.13 immediately gives the following.
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Corollary 8.15 (Bounding the number of discrete Cantor families). LetK P IntpRq
with L :“ L 1pKq, and fix gap upper bounds D “ pD1 ě D2 ě . . . ě Ddq. Sup-
pose δ ď Dd{10, L{10. Then
cov
`pDCFd,DpKq, dDCFq, δ˘ ď ´2L
δ
´2D1
δ
¯´2D2
δ
¯2 ¨ ¨ ¨´2Dd
δ
¯2d´1¯2
.
l
We will also need to know how certain discrete Cantor families relate to the
filtration D‚ introduced previously. If 1 ď r ď d and pKωqωPt0,1ud´r is a discrete
Cantor family, then it is adapted to pDd,Dd´1, . . . ,Drq if
• each Kω P Dr,
• if s P r0; d ´ rs and ω, ω1 P t0, 1ud´r satisfy ωi “ ω1i for all i P r1; ss, then
Dd´spKωq “ Dd´spKω1q
(including the case s “ 0, when the assumption is vacuous),
• but if ωs ‰ ωs1 for some s P r1; d ´ rs, then
Dd´spKωq ‰ Dd´spKω1q.
We now turn to the main result of this subsection, which provides discrete
Cantor families on which a given cocycle-trajectory is (approximately) injective.
Proposition 8.16 (Finding a good discrete Cantor set for a good trajectory). Let
1 ď r ă d, let Q P Dd, let y P Y , and suppose that J Ď Dr X Q is a family of
intervals such that
|J | ě p1´ κr,dqNd{Nr
and Ť
J Ď
dč
s“r`1
Hmndrs,Q pyq.
Then there is a discrete Cantor family pQωqωPt0,1ud´r contained in J and adapted
to pDd, . . . ,Drq such that the images BℓpσyQωq, ω P t0, 1ud´r , are also pairwise-
disjoint.
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Proof. This is proved by induction on d.
Base clause. When d “ r ` 1, our assumptions are
|J | ě p1´ αr`1qLr`1
and Ť
J Ď Hmndrr`1,Qpyq.
The first of these implies that J ‰ H, and hence the second implies that also
Hmndrr`1,Qpyq ‰ H. However, this is possible only if Hmndrr`1,Qpyq “ Q, and hence
SiNr`1y P Y mndrr`1,0 where Q “ riNr`1; pi ` 1qNr`1q. Since 1 ´ αr`1 ě αr`1,
the definition of Y mndrr`1,0 gives two (necessarily disjoint) intervals Q0, Q1 P J for
which BℓpσyQ0q and Bℓpσ
y
Q1
q are also disjoint.
Recursion clause. Now suppose d ą r ` 1, and that the result is already
known at scales up to d´ 1. Let J satisfy the two assumptions, and let
JR :“ tK P J |K Ď Ru
for each R P Dd´1 XQ.
Our first assumption about J gives
|pDr XQqzJ | “
ÿ
RPDd´1XQ
|pDr XRqzJR| ď κr,dNd{Nr,
and so Markov’s Inequality implies that the set
J 1 :“  R P Dd´1 XQ ˇˇ |JR| ě p1´ κr,d´1qNd´1{Nr(
has cardinality at least αdLd.
Our second assumption about J requires that Hmndrd,Q pyq ‰ H, and hence
instead Hmndrd,Q pyq “ Q. We may therefore apply the base-clause argument to the
family J 1 Ď Dd´1 XQ to obtain a pair of intervals Q0, Q1 P J 1 such that
BℓpσyQ0q XBℓpσ
y
Q1
q “ H.
On the other hand, by the definition of J 1, for each i P t1, 2u we have
|JQi | ě p1´ κr,d´1qNd´1{Nr,
and also
Ť
JQi “ Qi X
`Ť
J
˘ Ď Qi X ´ dč
s“r`1
Hmndrs,Q pyq
¯
Ď
d´1č
s“r`1
pQi XHmndrs,Q pyqq “
d´1č
s“r`1
Hmndrs,Qi pyq.
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We may therefore apply the inductive hypothesis to each of JQ0 and JQ1 to
obtain Cantor families pQ0ωqωPt0,1ud´r´1 and pQ1ωqωPt0,1ud´r´1 inside them with
the asserted properties. Assembling these into a single family shows that the induc-
tion continues, and hence completes the proof. l
Remark 8.17. Proposition 8.16 is a finitary cousin of the classical result that if
C Ď r0, 1s has Hausdorff dimension at most 1
4
, then a.e. Brownian sample path
is injective on C: see Section 16.6 in Kahane [Kah85], up to Theorem 6 of that
section. An unusual feature of the present setting is that our partitions of Z are
increasingly coarse, and each cell of Dd contains roughly d2 cells of Dd´1, so the
‘index’ of Dd´1 in Dd tends to8 with d. This is different from the classical analysis
of self-crossing for Brownian motion on r0, 1s, which is easiest using simply dyadic
partitions. ⊳
8.6 Approximate covering with discrete Cantor families
Let pY, σq, ϕ and ℓ be as before.
Proposition 8.18. For every β, η ą 0 there are M ă 8, r0 P N and a family
of subsets Y goodr,d Ď Y , d ą r ě r0, satisfying νpY goodr,d q ą 1 ´ β and such
that the following holds. For every r ě r0 there is a δ ą 0 such that if d ą r,
y P Y goodr,d and P Ď r0;Ndq with |P | ą p1 ´ δqNd then there is a collection G
of discrete Cantor families of depth d ´ r, all contained in P and subordinate to
pDd,Dd´1, . . . ,Dr`1q, for which the following hold:
1) (images are not too short) for every pQωqω P G and all ω P t0, 1ud´r , one
has
rσyminQω ´N1{3r , σ
y
minQω
`N1{3r s Ď BℓpσyQωq;
2) (well-separated images) for every pQωqω P G , the images BℓpσyQωq for
ω P t0, 1ud´r are pairwise disjoint (beware that this is not asserting any
disjointness among images from distinct members of G );
3) (cocycle-range is mostly covered) one has
L 1
´
Bℓpσyr0;Ndqq
I ď
pQωqωPG
ď
ωPt0,1ud´r
BℓpσyQωq
¯
ď ηL 1`Bℓpσyr0;Ndqq˘;
4) (cocycle-range is covered fairly efficiently) one hasÿ
pQωqωPG
ÿ
ωPt0,1ud´r
L 1pBℓpσyQωqq ďML 1
`
Bℓpσyr0;Ndqq
˘
.
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It seems worth emphasizing here that the final choice of δ must be allowed to
depend on r ě r0.
Proof. Step 1: Choice of parameters and sets. We start with the selection of
M and r0, along with some auxiliary parameters that will be used during the proof.
We will then construct the sets Y goodr,d .
The parameters are given by the following choices (which will be motivated
during the course of the proof):
C1) Let ε1 :“ η{2, and choose r0,1 P N and M1 ă 8 according to the conver-
gence (28) so that νpY smoothr0;Ndq,M1,ε1q ą 1´ β{2 for all d ą r0,1.
C2) Let δ1 :“ η{4M1.
C3) Choose r0,2 so large that
κr0,2,8 ą max
!
1´ ηp1´ δ1q
8M1
, δ1
)
.
This implies that also
1´ κr,d ă ηp1´ δ1q
8M1
and δ1 ă κr,d whenever d ą r ě r0,2.
C4) Let ε2 :“ η{16M1, and let r0,3 P N and M2 ă 8 be given by Corollary 8.11
so that for every d ą r ě r0 the set
Y
good,1
r,d
:“
!
y
ˇˇˇ ˇˇˇ
H
spread
r,r0;NdqpyqXH
smooth
r,r0;Ndq,M2,ε2pyqX
dč
s“r`1
Hmndrs,r0;Ndqpyq
ˇˇˇ
ě p1´δ1{2qNd
)
has
νpY good,1r,d q ą 1´ β{2.
C5) Finally, let M :“ 16M1M2{η and r0 :“ maxtr0,1, r0,2, r0,3u.
Now, for each d ą r, let
Y
good
r,d :“ Y smoothr0;Ndq,M1,ε1 X Y
good,1
r,d ,
where the second of these right-hand sets was introduced in choice (C4) above.
Choices (C1) and (C4) together imply that
νpY goodr,d q ą 1´ β.
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It remains to prove that these choices give the desired consequences.
Step 2: Finding a large family of good intervals. Now fix d ą r ě r0, and let
δ :“ δ1
2Nr
.
We will complete the proof with this choice of δ. Thus, suppose that y P Y goodr,d
and that P Ď r0;Ndq with |P | ą p1´ δqNd.
Consider the family of intervals
J0 :“ tQ P Dr | Q Ď P u.
For this family, one has
|pDr X r0;NdqqzJ0| ď
ÿ
QPpDrXr0;NdqqzJ0
|QzP |
ď
ÿ
QPDrXr0;Ndq
|QzP | “ |r0;NdqzP | ă δNd,
and hence
|J0| ą p1´ δNrqNd{Nr “ p1´ δ1{2qNd{Nr.
Combining this bound with the fact that y P Y goodr,d Ď Y good,1r,d , it follows that
the family
J :“
!
Q P Dr
ˇˇˇ
Q Ď PXHspread
r,r0;NdqpyqXH
smooth
r,r0;Ndq,M2,ε2pyqX
dč
s“r`1
Hmndrs,r0;Ndqpyq
)
has
|J | ě p1´ δ1qNd{Nr,
and this is greater than p1´ κr,dqNd{Nr by choice (C3).
Step 3: Constructing the Cantor families Having introduced J , Proposi-
tion 8.16 gives the ability to find a discrete Cantor family inside J on which the
cocycle-trajectories σy is approximately injective. It only remains to show how a
careful repeated appeal to Proposition 8.16 can produce a whole collection of dis-
crete Cantor families with the desired properties. This is achieved by the following
recursion.
Base step. First, with J as above, and in view of choice (C3), Proposi-
tion 8.16 gives a discrete Cantor family Q1 :“ pQωqωPt0,1ud´r contained in J
such that
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i) the intervals BℓpσyQωq for ω P t0, 1ud´r are pairwise disjoint.
Moreover, since
Ť
J Ď Hspread
r,r0;Ndqpyq, we also have
ii) rσyminQω ´N
1{3
r , σ
y
minQω
`N1{3r s Ď BℓpσyQωq for every ω.
Recursion step. Now suppose that discrete Cantor families Q1, . . . , Qm in
J have already been constructed for some m ě 1. If
L 1
´
Bℓpσyr0;Ndqq
I ď
sďm
BℓpσydompQsqq
¯
ď ηL 1`Bℓpσyr0;Ndqq˘, (31)
then stop the recursion, and let G :“ tQ1, . . . ,Qmu. In that case the construction
is finished. Otherwise, suppose the opposite inequality of (31). Since y P Y goodr,d Ď
Y smoothr0;Ndq,M1,ε1 , the opposite of (31) implies that
pϕ ‹ γyr0;Ndqq
´
Bℓpσyr0;Ndqq
I ď
sďm
BℓpσydompQsqq
¯
ą η ´ ε1
M1
ě η
2M1
. (32)
Since
ϕ ‹ γyr0;Ndq “
Nr
Nd
ÿ
QPDrXr0;Ndq
ϕ ‹ γyQ !1,δ1
1
|J |
ÿ
QPJ
ϕ ‹ γyQ,
inequality (32) gives that
1
|J |
ÿ
QPJ
pϕ ‹ γyQq
´
Bℓpσyr0;Ndqq
I ď
sďm
BℓpσydompQsqq
¯
ą η
2M1
´ δ1 ą η
4M1
,
by the choice of δ1 in (C2). Therefore, letting
J 1 :“
!
Q P J
ˇˇˇ
pϕ ‹ γyQq
´
Bℓpσyr0;Ndqq
I ď
sďm
BℓpσydompQsqq
¯
ą η
8M1
)
,
another appeal to Markov’s Inequality implies that
|J 1| ě η
8M1
|J | ě ηp1´ δ1q
8M1
Nd{Nr,
and this is greater than p1 ´ κr,dqNd{Nr by our choice in (C3), because r ě r0,2.
We may therefore apply Proposition 8.16 again to obtain a discrete Cantor family
Qm`1 :“ pQ1ωqωPt0,1ud´r in J 1 satisfying the same properties (i) and (ii) as in the
base step.
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Observe that
pϕ ‹ γyQ1ωqpBℓpσ
y
Q1ω
qq “ 1 @ω P t0, 1ud´r .
Combined with the defining property of J 1, this gives
pϕ ‹ γyQ1ωq
´
BℓpσyQ1ωq
I ď
sďm
BℓpσydompQsqq
¯
ą η
8M1
.
Since Ť
J 1 Ď ŤJ Ď Hsmoothr,r0;Ndq,M2,ε2pyq,
this now implies that
UBℓpσyQ1ω q
´
BℓpσyQ1ωq
I ď
sďm
BℓpσydompQsqq
¯
ą
η
8M1
´ ε2
M2
ą η
16M1M2
“ 1
M
.
ùñ L 1
´
BℓpσyQ1ωq
I ď
sďm
BℓpσydompQsqq
¯
ě 1
M
L 1pBℓpσyQ1ωqq.
Therefore
L 1
´ ď
sďm`1
BℓpσydompQsqq
I ď
sďm
BℓpσydompQsqq
¯
“
ÿ
ωPt0,1ud´r
L 1
´
BℓpσyQ1ωq
I ď
sďm
BℓpσydompQsqq
¯
ě 1
M
ÿ
ωPt0,1ud´r
L 1pBℓpσyQ1ωqq “
1
M
L 1pBℓpσydompQm`1qqq. (33)
Now continue the recursion.
Step 4: Completion of the proof. Since all quantities are finite, the algo-
rithm described above must end after finitely many steps in some choice of G “
tQ1, . . . ,Qmu. When it does so:
• conclusion (1) follows because all the chosen intervals were contained in
H
spread
r,r0;Ndqpyq;
• conclusion (2) follows from the use of Proposition 8.16 at each step of the
construction;
• conclusion (3) holds because it was the condition for the algorithm to termi-
nate;
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• conclusion (4) holds by an iterated appeal to inequality (33):
mÿ
s“1
L 1pBℓpσydompQsqqq
ďM
mÿ
s“1
L 1
´
BℓpσydompQsqq
I s´1ď
s1“1
BℓpσydompQs1qq
¯
“ML 1
´ ď
sďm
BℓpσydompQsqq
¯
ďML 1`Bℓpσyr0;Ndqq˘.
l
9 The lower bound, completion of the proof
This section proves the lower bound in Theorem 5.23, and hence completes the
proof of that theorem. It rests on a result showing that if y and y1 satisfy some
constraints in terms of σyr0;Nq and σ
y1
r0;Nq, and if py, xq « py1, x1q according to
dY˙σXr0;Nq , then x and x
1 must themselves be ‘similar’, in a sense involving discrete
Cantor sets.
This notion of similarity is quite cumbersome. I suspect this is a defect of the
proof method, in that a much tighter (and more easily-stated) notion of similarity
for sceneries also holds in our setting, as discussed in Subsection 4.3, but I have
not been able to prove this.
It should be stressed that the structural relation between sceneries that we de-
duce is already implicitly at the heart of Kalikow’s argument in [Kal82], as well
as its various sequels [Rud88, dHS97]. However, our formulation is superficially
quite different from Kalikow’s. He introduces certain hierarchically-defined events
in the space of walk-scenery pairs, involving longer and longer time-scales, and
then uses a recursion to show that the probabilities of all these events remain close
to 1. We re-interpret each of these as an event involving a ‘tree-like’ embedding of
a discrete Cantor set into the domain of the scenery: this use of discrete Cantor sets
converts Kalikow’s hierarchy of properties into a single geometric structure. In ad-
dition to making the relevant properties easier to visualize, this affords new ways
of using Kalikow’s estimates: we will ultimately need to work with whole fami-
lies of these discrete Cantor sets, whereas Kalikow needs to apply his hierarchical
probability-estimate only once.
In the following, Y, X, σ, ϕ and ℓ will continue to be as in the previous section.
We also continue to assume that diampX, dXq ď 1.
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9.1 Reduction to estimates for single bi-neighbourhoods
The key to the lower bound in Theorem 5.23 will be that, once d is large enough
and for a suitable choice of the subset U Ď Y ˆ X appearing in Definition 5.11,
all bi-neighbourhoods in pU, dY˙σXr´Nd,0q, d
Y˙σX
r0;Ndq , νbµq are ‘small’ in a certain sense.
This will then force one to use many of them to cover a positive proportion of U .
This ‘smallness’ of the bi-neighbourhoods is in terms of the metric on the sceneries
alone. Let πX : Y ˆ X ÝÑ X denote the coordinate projection, and let π˚XdX
denote the pullback of dX to a pseudometric on Y ˆ X, and similarly for other
metrics on X.
The following piece of notation will now be quite useful: given pB,B1q P
C0p0, 1s ˆ C0p0, 1s, let
aspectpB,B1q :“ min
!L 1pBr0,1s XB1r0,1sq
L 1pBr0,1sq
,
L 1pBr0,1s XB1r0,1sq
L 1pB1r0,1sq
)
,
interpreting this as 0 if either B or B1 is constant. For pB,B1q „ Wb2r0,1s, the
random variable aspectpB,B1q is a.s. positive with a continuous distribution on
p0, 1s.
Proposition 9.1 (Bounding the covering number of a bi-neighbourhood). Let X
and Y be as before. For any γ, ψ, ε, β, δ1 ą 0 there exist η, δ ą 0 and a sequence
of subsets Yd Ď Y , d ě 1, such that νpYdq ą 1´ β for all sufficiently large d, and
such that the following holds. If
B,B1 P C0p0, 1s with aspectpB,B1q ą γ and L 1pBr0,1s XB1r0,1sq ě
ψ{2,
and if we set I :“ ?NdBr0,1s, J :“
?
NdB
1
r0,1s, and
U :“  y P Yd ˇˇ }traj´Ndpσyq ´B}8 ă η and }trajNdpσyq ´B1}8 ă η(ˆX,
then
cov
´´
U XBd
Y˙σX
r0;Ndq
δNd
`
U XBd
Y˙σX
r´Nd;0q
δNd
py, xq˘, π˚XdX,8IXJ ¯, δ1¯ ď exppεL 1pI X Jqq
for any py, xq P U .
Heuristically, this proposition asserts that, provided one looks only within the
set U defined by suitable approximate trajectories, both dY˙σXr´Nd;0q and d
Y˙σX
r0;Ndq re-
member something about the scenery x according to the metric dX,8IXJ . On the
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other hand, we will be able to arrange that U has measure bounded below by some
κ ą 0, and so it will follow that one needs roughly expphpXq|I X J XZ|q of these
bi-neighbourhoods to cover a sizable portion of U .
Proposition 9.1 could be formulated using the Hamming-like metric dXIXJ in
place of the Bowen-Dinaburg metric dX,8IXJ , but the latter choice turns out to give a
slightly shorter proof.
Most of this section will be given to the proof of Proposition 9.1. However,
let us first show how it implies Theorem 5.23. This will also use the following
auxiliary lemma.
Lemma 9.2. For every α P p1,8q and ε ą 0 there exists γ ą 0 for which the
following holds. For any η ą 0 there is a κ ą 0 such that, for all sufficiently large
N P N,
@ν 1 P PrY such that }dν 1{dν}8 ď α, DB,B1 P C0p0, 1s such that
L 1pBr0,1s XB1r0,1sq ą ψBMpαq ´ ε,
aspectpB,B1q ą γ,
and
ν 1
 
y
ˇˇ }traj´N pσyq ´B}8 ă η and }trajN pσyq ´B1}8 ă η( ě κ.
Proof. Let ψ :“ ψBMpαq. Definition 5.21 gives
W
b2
r0,1s
 pB,B1q ˇˇL 1pBr0,1s XB1r0,1sq ď ψBMpαq ´ ε( ă 1{α.
Since aspectpB,B1q ą 0 for Wb2r0,1s-a.e. pB,B1q, we may now choose γ ą 0 such
that the closed set
K :“  pB,B1q ˇˇL 1pBr0,1s XB1r0,1sq ď ψBMpαq ´ ε or aspectpB,B1q ď γ(
still has Wb2r0,1spKq ă 1{α.
Now suppose that η ą 0. By the inner-regularity of Wb2r0,1s with respect to
compact sets, there are finitely many open subsets W1, . . . ,Wm Ď C0p0, 1s2zK
such that
• Wb2r0,1spW1 Y ¨ ¨ ¨ YWmq ą 1´ 1{α` κ0 for some κ0 ą 0, and
• each Wi has diameter less than η for the maximum of the metrics } ¨ }8 on
each coordinate in C0p0, 1s2.
Set κ :“ ακ0{m, and choose representative pairs pBi, B1iq PWi for each i ď m.
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The Invariance Principle (Theorem 3.10) implies that
ptraj´N pσyq, trajN pσyqq lawÝÑ pB,B1q „Wb2r0,1s as N ÝÑ 8.
Therefore, since each Wi is open, the Portmanteau Theorem ([Kal02, Theorem
4.25]) gives
ν
 ptraj´N pσyq, trajN pσyqq PW1 Y ¨ ¨ ¨ YWm( ą 1´ 1{α` κ0
for all sufficiently large N .
Suppose N is large enough that this last inequality holds, and now consider
some ν 1 P PrY with }dν 1{dν}8 ď α. Then that last inequality gives
ν 1
 ptraj´N pσyq, trajN pσyqq RW1 Y ¨ ¨ ¨ YWm(
ď αν ptraj´N pσyq, trajN pσyqq R W1Y¨ ¨ ¨YWm( ă αp1{α´κ0q “ 1´ακ0,
so there is some i ď m for which
ν 1tptraj´N pσyq, trajN pσyqq PWiu ą κ.
Letting pB,B1q :“ pBi, B1iq for this choice of i completes the proof. l
Proof of Theorem 5.23 from Proposition 9.1. The upper bound has already been
obtained, so it remains to prove the lower bound. This is vacuous if hpYq “ 0,
so assume 0 ă hpYq ă 8. We now imagine playing as Max-er in the competition
of Subsection 5.2.
Step 1: The choice of measure and subset. First, Min-er chooses some λ1 P
PrpY ˆXq such that }dλ1{dpν b µq}8 ď α. Let ν 1 P PrY and µ1 P PrX be its
marginals, so we know that also }dν 1{dν}8 ď α.
Let ψ :“ ψBMpαq. Fix ε ą 0, and assume without loss of generality that
ε ă ψ{4. For this ε, we will show that there are choices of δ ą 0 and κ ą κ1 ą 0,
depending on ε but not on the particular measure λ1, such that for each sufficiently
large d there is some U Ď Y ˆX with λ1pUq ě κ and
bicovκ1
`pU, dY˙σXr´Nd;0q, dY˙σXr0;Ndq , λ1q, δNd˘ ě exp `phpXq ´ 3εqpψ ´ 2εqaNd˘.
Since ε is arbitrary this will complete the proof.
The parameters and subset are chosen in the following steps:
• Let δ1 ą 0 be so small that hpµ, T, dX , δ1q ą hpXq ´ ε, as is possible by
Proposition 3.5.
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• By the continuity ofψBM (Lemma 5.22), choose α1 ą α such thatψBMpα1q ą
ψBMpαq ´ ε.
• Let γ ą 0 be given by Lemma 9.2 for α1 and ε.
• Choose β so small that α
1´βα ă α1. Given γ, ψ, ε, δ1 and this β, now
apply Proposition 9.1 to obtain η, δ ą 0 and the subsets Yd Ď Y having the
properties listed there. Observe that
ν 1pY zYdq ď ανpY zYdq ă αβ ùñ λ1pYd ˆXq “ ν 1pYdq ě 1´ αβ,
and hence ››› dλ1|YdˆX
dpν b µq
›››
8
ď α
1´ αβ ă α
1
for all sufficiently large d.
• For our given ε and for the values of γ and η chosen above, and for d suffi-
ciently large, now return to Lemma 9.2, applied to the measure ν 1|Yd , to obtain
some κ ą 0 such that, for all sufficiently large d, there are B,B1 P C0p0, 1s
satisfying
L 1pBr0,1s XB1r0,1sq ą ψBMpα1q ´ ε ą ψ ´ 2ε ą ψ{2,
aspectpB,B1q ą γ,
and such that the set
U1 :“
 
y P Yd
ˇˇ }traj´Ndpσyq ´B}8 ă η and }trajNdpσyq ´B1}8 ă η(
has
ν 1pU1q “ ν 1pYdqν 1|YdpU1q ě p1´ αβqν 1|YdpU1q ě κ.
Let I :“ ?NdBr0,1s and J :“
?
NdB
1
r0,1s.
• Finally, let κ1 :“ κ{2, and let U :“ U1 ˆX, so λ1pUq “ ν 1pU1q ě κ for all
sufficiently large d.
Step 2: Bounding the bi-covering number. The conclusion of Proposition 9.1
now gives that
cov
´´
U XBd
Y˙σX
r0;Ndq
δNd
`
U XBd
Y˙σX
r´Nd;0q
δNd
py, xq˘, π˚XdX,8IXJ ¯, δ1¯ ď exppεL 1pI X Jqq
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for all py, xq P U , for all sufficiently large d. On the other hand, if V Ď U with
λ1pV q ě κ1, then also pν b µqpV q ě κ1{α and hence µpπXpV qq ě κ1{α, a fixed
positive constant. Therefore, provided d and hence L 1pI X Jq ě pψ{2q?Nd are
sufficiently large, Proposition 3.6 and the choice of δ1 give
covppV, π˚XdX,8IXJ q, δ1q “ covppπXpV q, dX,8IXJ q, δ1q
ě cov`pπXpV q, dXIXJq, δ1L 1pI X Jq˘
ą exp `phpXq ´ 2εqL 1pI X Jq˘.
These two bounds together imply that, if d is sufficiently large, then the number
of pδNdq-bi-neighbourhoods needed to cover such a subset V Ď U is at least
exp
`phpXq ´ 2εqL 1pI X Jq˘
exppεL 1pI X Jqq ě exp
`phpXq ´ 3εqpψ ´ 2εqaNd˘,
as required. l
The rest of this section is occupied by the proof of Proposition 9.1.
9.2 Discrete Cantor matchings
First we need the following relative of Definition 8.12. Its importance will appear
in the formulation of Proposition 9.4.
Definition 9.3 (Discrete Cantor matchings). Let d P N. A discrete Cantor match-
ing of depth d is a pair pKω, uωqωPt0,1ud in which pKωqω is a discrete Cantor fam-
ily and puωqω is a discrete Cantor set, both of depth d. It has gap upper bounds
D1 ě . . . ě Dd if these are gap upper bounds for both this discrete Cantor family
and this discrete Cantor set.
If M “ pKω, uωqω is a discrete Cantor matching, then its domain is
dompMq :“
ď
ω
Kω.
For fixed d, D “ pD1 ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě Ddq and J P IntpRq, the collection of depth-d
discrete Cantor matchings contained in J and with gap upper bounds D will be
denoted by DCMd,DpJq.
Clearly DCMd,DpJq may be identified with DCFd,DpJq ˆ DCSd,DpJq. We
endow DCMd,DpJq with the metric dDCM given by the maximum of the metrics
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dDCF and dDCS on these coordinate factors, and so Lemma 8.13 and Corollary 8.15
immediately imply
cov
`pDCMd,DpJq, dDCMq, δ˘
ď
´2L 1pJq
δ
´2D1
δ
¯´2D2
δ
¯2 ¨ ¨ ¨ ´2Dd
δ
¯2d´1¯3
(34)
provided δ ă L 1pJq{10,Dd{10.
9.3 Similarity of sceneries from similarity of pairs
Let the parameters Ld, Nd, αd and κr,d be as introduced in Subsection 8.4.
Proposition 9.4. Suppose that β, η ą 0, and let M ă 8, r0 P N, and the sets
Y
good
r,d for d ą r ě r0 be as provided by Proposition 8.18 for this β and η.
Then for any r ě r0 there is a δ ą 0 such that if
• B P C0p0, 1s and J :“
?
NdBr0,1s ` r´η
?
Nd, η
?
Nds,
• py, xq, py1, x1q P Y goodr,d ˆX with
}trajNdpσyq ´B}8, }trajNdpσy
1q ´B}8 ă η,
• and
dY˙σXr0;Ndq
`py, xq, py1, x1q˘ ď δNd, (35)
then there is a tuple
F P DCMd´r,4ℓpNdě...ěNr`1qpJqm for some m ď
ML 1pJq
2d´rN1{3r
such that the following hold:
P1) (discrete Cantor sets are small) for every pKω, uωqω P F and every ω P
t0, 1ud´r , one has |uω| ă 2η
?
Nd;
P2) (range interval is mostly covered) one has
L 1
´
J
I ď
MPF
dompMq
¯
ă ηL 1pJq ` 4η
a
Nd;
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P3) (sceneries approximately agree across matchings) for every pKω, uωqω P F
and ω P t0, 1ud´r , one has
dXpT zx, T z`uωx1q ă η @z P Kω.
Remark 9.5. Beware that the assumptions of this proposition are symmetric be-
tween py, xq and py1, x1q, but the conclusions are not. ⊳
Proof. Step 1: Choice of parameters. Suppose that r ě r0, and let δ1 ą 0 be
the error tolerance given by Proposition 8.18 for this r.
Since the action T : R ñ X is jointly continuous, given our η ą 0 and ℓ, there
is some rη ą 0 such that for any x, x1 P X one has
dXpx, x1q ă 2rη ùñ dXpT zx, T zx1q ă η @z P r´ℓ, ℓs.
Again by the continuity of this action, we may now choose ε ą 0 such that
|z| ď ε ùñ dXpx, T zxq ă rη @x P X.
Next, given this ε, Corollary 7.2 gives some rδ ą 0 such that for any discrete
interval r0;Lq Ď Z and any x, x1 P Y one has
max
nPr0;Lq
dY pSny, Sny1q ă rδ ùñ max
nPr0;Lq
|σyn ´ σy
1
n | ă ε.
Finally, let δ :“ δ1 ¨mintrδ, rηu, and assume (35) with this value of δ.
Step 2: Using Proposition 8.18. Consider the set
P :“  n P r0;Ndq ˇˇ dY pSny, Sny1q ď rδ and dXpT σynx, T σy1n x1q ď rη(.
By (35), our choice of δ and Markov’s Inequality, one has
δNd ě |r0;NdqzP | ¨mintrδ, rηu ùñ |P | ě p1´ δ1qNd.
We may therefore subject P to an application of Proposition 8.18. Let G be the
collection of discrete Cantor families produced by that proposition, ordered so that
G “ ppQs,ωqωqms“1 for some m, and let
F :“ `pBℓpσyQs,ωq, σy1minQs,ω ´ σyminQs,ωqωPt0,1ud´r˘ms“1.
To see that each entry of F is a member of DCMd´r,4ℓpNdě...ěNr`1qpJq, observe
the following:
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• property (2) of Proposition 8.18 gave that the image-neighbourhoods BℓpσyQs,ωq
are pairwise disjoint for distinct ω P t0, 1ud´r , for each fixed s;
• these neighbourhoods are all contained in Bℓpσyr0;Ndqq Ď J ;
• and, since ℓ ě }σ}8, for any bounded discrete interval R Ď Z and any y P
Y , the image σyR must have diameter at most ℓL 1pRq. It follows thatBℓpσyRq
is an interval of length at most ℓL 1pRq ` 2ℓ. Therefore, for each s ď m,
the gap upper bounds ℓpNd ` 2q ě . . . ě ℓpNr`1 ` 2q hold for the discrete
Cantor family pBℓpσyQs,ωqqω because pQωqω was adapted to pDd, . . . ,Dr`1q,
and the gap upper bounds 2ℓpNd ` 2q ě . . . ě 2ℓpNr`1 ` 2q hold for the
discrete Cantor set pσy1minQs,ω ´ σ
y
minQs,ω
qω as it is a set of differences of
elements of such discrete Cantor families. This conclusion is stronger than
the gap upper bounds 4ℓNd ě . . . ě 4ℓNr`1 of property (P3), because
Nr`1 ě Nr0`1 ě 2.
The desired upper bound on m holds because property (1) of Proposition 8.18
gives
L 1pKωq ě N1{3r @pKω, uωqω P F and ω P t0, 1ud´r
ùñ L 1pdompMqq ě 2d´rN1{3r @M P F ,
while property (4) of that proposition givesÿ
dompMqPF
L 1pdompMqq ďML 1`Bℓpσyr0;Ndqq˘ ďML 1pJq.
Step 3: Verifying the remaining properties. It remains to prove (P1)–(P3).
Property (P1) holds because trajN pσyq and trajN pσy1q are both close to B: for
t :“ minQω{Nd, those approximations give
|σyminQω ´ σ
y1
minQω
| “
a
Nd|trajNdpσyqptq ´ trajNdpσy
1qptq| ă 2η
a
Nd.
Property (P2) results from property (3) of Proposition 8.18, combined with the
facts that
Bℓpσyr0;Ndqq Ď J and L
1
`
JzBℓpσyr0;Ndqq
˘ ă 4ηaNd.
Finally, property (P3) holds because for each s ď m and each ω P t0, 1ud´r ,
we have that Qs,ω Ď P by construction, and so the definition of P gives
dY pSny, Sny1q ă rδ and dXpT σynx, T σy1n x1q ă rη @n P Qs,ω. (36)
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For this s and each ω, now abbreviate nω :“ minQs,ω and uω :“ σy
1
nω ´ σynω . By
the choice of rδ, the first inequality in (36) implies that
|σy1n ´σyn´uω| “ |pσy
1
n ´σy
1
nω
q´pσyn´σynωq| “ |σS
nωy1
n´nω ´σS
nωy
n´nω | ă ε @n P Qs,ω.
Given this, and letting y1 :“ Snωy, y11 :“ Snωy1, x1 :“ T σ
y
nωx and x11 :“ T σ
y1
nωx1,
the second inequality in (36) may be re-written as
dX
`
T σ
y1
n x1, T
σ
y11
n x11
˘ ă rη @n P r0;Nrq.
Combining the above inequalities, and recalling the choice of ε, we now obtain
dX
`
T σ
y1
n x1, T
σ
y1
n x11
˘ ă 2rη @n P r0;Nrq,
and now by the choice of rη this implies that
dXpT zx, T z`uωx1q ă η @z P Bℓpσy1r0;Nrqq “ Bℓpσ
y
Qs,ω
q.
l
We will retain the names (P1)–(P3) for the above properties throughout the rest
of the paper. Note that, by duplicating some members of the resulting family F ,
we may always assume that m “ tML 1pJq{2d´rN1{3r u without disrupting these
other properties.
9.4 Bounding the covering number of discrete Cantor matchings
The next lemma is an elementary estimate which will lie at the heart of the compe-
tition between two different sources of entropy in the sequel.
Lemma 9.6. There is some absolute constant C0 ă 8 such that
d´rÿ
s“0
2spd´ sq logpd´ sq ď C02d whenever d ą r ě 1.
Proof. Dividing the left-hand side by 2d produces the sum
d´rÿ
s“0
2´pd´sqpd´ sq logpd´ sq “
dÿ
ℓ“r
2´ℓℓ log ℓ À
8ÿ
ℓ“r
2´ℓ ¨ 2ℓ{2 ă 8.
l
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For any fixed d, D “ pD1 ě . . . ě Ddq and J P IntpRq, and for each m P N,
let dDCM,m be the metric on pDCMd,DpJqqm given as the maximum of the metric
dDCM on each of the m coordinates.
Lemma 9.7 (Bounding the number of discrete-Cantor-matching tuples). For every
δ, ε ą 0 there exists r1 P N such that if d ą r ě r1, if J P IntpRq has length at
most 4ℓNd, and if
m :“
YML 1pJq
2d´rN1{3r
]
,
then
cov
``pDCMd´r,4ℓpNdě...ěNr`1qpJqqm, dDCM,m˘, δ˘ ď exppεL 1pJqq @m P N.
Proof. By (34) and (29), there is an absolute constant C ă 8 such that this cover-
ing number is bounded by´8ℓNd
δ
´8ℓNd
δ
¯´8ℓNd´1
δ
¯2
¨ ¨ ¨
´8ℓNr`1
δ
¯2d´r´1¯3m
“
´8ℓ
δ
¯3m2d´r`
Nd ¨Nd ¨N2d´1 ¨ ¨ ¨N2
d´r´1
r`1
˘3m
ď exp
´
Cm
`pd` 1q logpd` 1q ` 2d log d` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` 2d´r´1pr ` 2q logpr ` 2q˘
`3m2d´r log 8ℓ
δ
¯
“ exp
´
Cm
d´r´1ÿ
s“0
2spd` 1´ sq logpd` 1´ sq ` 3m2d´r log 8ℓ
δ
¯
.
Substituting for m, this is bounded by
exp
´C 1L 1pJq
2d´rN1{3r
d´r´1ÿ
s“0
2spd` 1´ sq logpd` 1´ sq ` C2L
1pJq
N
1{3
r
¯
,
where
C 1 :“ CM and C2 :“ 3M log 8ℓ
δ
,
neither of which depends on d or r. Letting C0 be the constant from Lemma 9.6,
the above expression is in turn bounded by
exp
´2C 1C0L 1pJq
N
1{3
r 2´r
`C2L
1pJq
N
1{3
r
¯
.
Another appeal to (29) implies that N1{3r 2´r ÝÑ 8 as r ÝÑ 8, so the above is
bounded by exppεL 1pJqq provided r was large enough, irrespective of the value
of d. l
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9.5 Bounding covering numbers of bi-neighbourhoods
Lemma 9.8. For any γ1, ζ ą 0 there are η, δ3 P p0, 1q for which the following
holds. Suppose that K Ď J Ď R are compact intervals, both containing 0, such
that L 1pKq ě γ1L 1pJq. Suppose also that d ą r ě 1, that x1, x11, x2, x12 P X,
and that
m P N and F ,G P `DCMd´r,4ℓpNdě...ěNr`1qpJq˘m
are such that
J, x1, x
1
1 and F satisfy (P1)–(P3) for these values of r, d, η,
J, x2, x
1
2 and G satisfy (P1)–(P3) for these values of r, d, η,
dDCM,mpF ,G q ă δ3, (37)
and
d
X,8
K px11, x12q ă δ3. (38)
Then
dXKpx1, x2q ă ζpL 1pKq `
a
Ndq.
(The choice of the notation ‘γ1’ and ‘δ3’ is for ease of reference later.)
Remarks 9.9. (1.) It is very important here that we assume only proximity of x1
and x2 in dX,8K , rather than dXJ , and then (of course) also conclude only that kind
of proximity. On the other hand, it is also important that the input is an inequality
for dX,8K , whereas the output is only for dXK ; this difference will be taken into
account later by an appeal to Lemma 3.7.
(2.) Note also that this lemma does not use the bound on the length m of the
tuples F and G . ⊳
Proof. First, using the joint continuity of T , choose δ0 ą 0 so small that
|z| ď 2δ0 ùñ max
xPX
dXpx, T zxq ă ζ{4.
Next, choose η ą 0 and δ3 P p0, δ0s both so small that
η{γ1 ` 2η ` δ3 ă ζ{2 and 8η ă ζ.
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Now assume also that d ą r ě 1, and that x1, x11, x2, x12, F and G satisfy the
stated assumptions. For each s ď m, let
F “ `pK1,s,ω, u1,s,ωqωPt0,1ud´r˘ms“1 and G “ `pK2,s,ω, u2,s,ωqωPt0,1ud´r˘ms“1.
Let
D :“
mď
s“1
ď
ωPt0,1ud´r
K1,s,ω,
and letK 1 Ď K be the closed subinterval with the same centre and length L 1pKq´
4η
?
Nd (understood as H if this value is negative). By property (P2),
L 1pKzpK 1 XDqq ď L 1pKzK 1q `L 1pJzDq
ď 4η
a
Nd ` pηL 1pJq ` 4η
a
Ndq ď 8η
a
Nd ` pη{γ1qL 1pKq.
Now suppose that t P K 1 XD. There are s ď m and ω P t0, 1ud´r such that
t P K1,s,ω, and now the approximation (37) gives some w P p´δ3, δ3q such that
t` w P K2,s,ω. Let ui :“ ui,s,ω for i “ 1, 2.
By the triangle inequality,
dXpT tx1, T tx2q ď dXpT tx1, T t`u1x11q ` dXpT t`u1x11, T t`u1x12q
`dXpT t`u1x12, T t`w`u2x12q ` dXpT t`w`u2x12, T t`wx2q
`dXpT t`wx2, T tx2q.
These five right-hand terms may now be bounded separately:
• property (P3) gives
dXpT tx1, T t`u1x11q ă η and dXpT t`w`u2x12, T t`wx2q ă η;
• since t P K2 and property (P1) gives |u1| ă 2η
?
Nd, we still have t` u1 P
K 1, and so the approximation (38) gives
dXpT t`u1x11, T t`u1x12q ă δ3;
• finally, our assumptions gave |w| ď δ3 and the approximation (37) gives
|u1 ´ u2| ă δ, so the choice of δ3 ď δ0 implies that
dXpT t`u1x12, T t`w`u2x12q ă ζ{4 and dXpT t`wx2, T tx2q ă ζ{4.
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Putting these estimates together gives
dXpT tx1, T tx2q ă 2η ` δ ` ζ{2 @t P K 1 XD.
Integrating over t P K 1, this becomes
dXK 1px1, x2q ď
ż
KzpK 1XDq
dXpT tx1, T tx2qdt`
ż
K 1XD
dXpT tx1, T tx2qdt
ď L 1pKzpK 1 XDqq ` p2η ` δ3 ` ζ{2qL 1pK 1 XDq
ď pη{γ1qL 1pKq ` 8η
a
Nd ` p2η ` δ3 ` ζ{2qL 1pKq
“ pη{γ1 ` 2η ` δ3 ` ζ{2qL 1pKq ` 8η
a
Nd,
and this is less than ζL 1pKq ` ζ?Nd by the choice of η and δ3. l
Lemma 9.10. For any γ, ψ, ε, β, δ1 ą 0 there are η, δ ą 0 and a sequence of
subsets Yd Ď Y , d ě 1, such that νpYdq ą 1 ´ β for all sufficiently large d, and
such that the following holds. If
B P C0p0, 1s, J :“
?
NdBr0,1s andK P IntpJq satisfy both L 1pKq ě
pψ{2q?Nd and L 1pKq ě γL 1pJq,
and if
U Ď  y P Yd ˇˇ }trajNdpσyq ´B}8 ă η(ˆX,
then
cov
``
U XBd
Y˙σX
r0;Ndq
δNd
pCq, π˚XdX,8K
˘
, δ1
˘ ď exppεL 1pKqq
whenever C Ď U has diameter at most δ according to the pseudometric π˚XdX,8K .
The analogous result holds when trajNd is replaced by traj´Nd and d
Y˙σX
r0;Ndq is
replaced by dY˙σXr´Nd;0q.
Proof. It will be clear that the second assertion follows in the same way as the first,
so we concentrate on that.
Step 1: Choosing the parameters.
• First recall from Lemma 3.7 that for our given δ1 ą 0, there is some δ2 ą 0
such that for every x P X and K P IntpRq with L 1pKq ě 1 one has
cov
`pBdXK
δ2L 1pKqpxq, dX,8K q, δ1
˘ ă exppεL 1pKq{2q.
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• Next, choose γ1 :“ γ{p1`4{ψq, choose ζ so small that ζp1`2{ψq ă δ2, and
now implement Lemma 9.8 with this γ1 and ζ to obtain some η, δ3 P p0, 1q
with the property described there.
• For the given value of β and for the η chosen above, now let M ă 8,
r0 P N and the subsets Y goodr,d Ď Y for d ą r ě r0 be as provided by
Proposition 8.18.
• Now let
ε1 :“ ε{p2{γ ` 8η{ψq,
and apply Lemma 9.7 to obtain some r ě r0 such that for any d ą r, if
I P IntpRq, L 1pIq ď 4ℓNd and m :“
YML 1pIq
2d´rN1{3r
]
,
then
cov
``pDCMd´r,4ℓpNdě...ěNr`1qpIqqm, dDCM,m˘, δ3{2˘˘ ď exppε1L 1pIqq.
Fix this r, let Yd :“ Y goodr,d for all d ą r, and, for completeness, let Yd :“ H
for d ď r. The conclusion of Proposition 8.18 gives νpYdq ą 1 ´ β for all
sufficiently large d.
• Finally, having found this r, in addition to the other parameters chosen above,
let δ ą 0 be given by Proposition 9.4.
Now assume that d ą r is sufficiently large and that B, K and J are as in the
statement of the lemma. Observe that
J 1 :“ J ` r´η
a
Nd, η
a
Nds Ď Bℓpσyr0;Ndqq ` r´2η
a
Nd, 2η
a
Nds,
so one also has L 1pJ 1q ď 4ℓNd once d is sufficiently large. Let
m :“
YML 1pJ 1q
2d´rN1{3r
]
.
Step 2: The Hamming-like metric. The next step is to prove an analog of the
desired bound with π˚XdXK in place of π˚Xd
X,8
K and with diameter δ2 in place of
radius δ1.
Given our assumption on U and choice of δ, Proposition 9.4 asserts that
U XBd
Y˙σX
r0;Ndq
δNd
pCq Ď  py, xq ˇˇ Dpy1, x1q P C and F such that |F | “ m
and J 1, x, x1,F satisfy (P1)–(P3)(.
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Next, for any d ą r, Lemma 9.7 gives a Borel partition Q ofDCMd´r,4ℓpNdě...ěNr`1qpJ 1qm
into cells of diameter at most δ3 according to dDCM,m, and with
|Q| ď exppε1L 1pJ 1qq ď exppε1pL 1pJq ` 4η
a
Ndqq
ď exppε1p1{γ ` 4η{ψqL 1pKqq ď exppεL 1pKq{2q.
The above containment may now be written
U XBd
X˙σX
r0;Ndq
δNd
pCq Ď
ď
QPQ
RQ
with
RQ :“
 py, xq ˇˇ Dpy1, x1q P C and F P Q such that J 1, x, x1,F satisfy (P1)–(P3)(.
Now observe also that since L 1pJq ě L 1pKq ě p2{ψq?Nd, we have
L 1pKq ě γL 1pJq ě γ L
1pJ 1q
1` 4η{ψ ě γ
L 1pJ 1q
1` 4{ψ ě γ
1L 1pJ 1q.
Therefore, the choice of η and δ3 using Lemma 9.8 implies that
diampRQ, π˚XdXKq ă ζL 1pKq`ζ
a
Nd ď ζp1`2{ψqL 1pKq ă δ2L 1pKq @Q P Q.
Step 3: The Bowen-Dinaburg metric It remains to improve our conclusion
from π˚XdXK to π˚Xd
X,8
K . This follows because, by Lemma 3.7 and our choice
of δ2, each of the sets RQ obtained above may in turn be covered by at most
exppεL 1pKq{2q balls of radius δ1 for the pseudometric π˚XdX,8K . l
Proof of Proposition 9.1. This follows from two back-to-back appeals to Lemma 9.10,
with some care over the values of all the error tolerances.
Step 1: Choosing the parameters. We are given γ, ψ, ε, β, δ1 ą 0.
By the first part of Lemma 9.10, we may choose some η1, δ1 ą 0 and subsets
Yd,1 Ď Y such that νpYd,1q ą 1´ β{2 for all sufficiently large d, and such that the
following holds. If B1 P C0p0, 1s, J :“
?
NdB
1
r0,1s, and K P IntpJq with both
L 1pKq ě pψ{2q
a
Nd and L 1pKq ě γL 1pJq,
and if
U Ď  y P Yd,1 ˇˇ }trajNdpσyq ´B1}8 ă η1(ˆX,
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then
cov
``
U XBd
Y˙σX
r0;Ndq
δ1Nd
pCq, π˚XdX,8K
˘
, δ1
˘ ď exppεL 1pKq{2q
whenever C Ď U has diameter at most δ1 according to the pseudometric π˚XdX,8K .
Having done so, now the second part of Lemma 9.10 gives some η P p0, η1s, δ P
p0, δ1s and subsets Yd Ď Yd,1 such that νpYdq ą 1 ´ β for all sufficiently large
d, and such that the following holds. If B P C0p0, 1s, I :“
?
NdBr0,1s, and
K P IntpIq with both
L 1pKq ě pψ{2q
a
Nd and L 1pKq ě γL 1pIq,
and if
U 1 Ď  y P Yd ˇˇ }traj´Ndpσyq ´B}8 ă η(ˆX,
then
cov
``
U 1 XBd
Y˙σX
r´Nd;0q
δNd
pCq, π˚XdX,8K
˘
, δ1{2
˘ ď exppεL 1pKq{2q
whenever C Ď U has diameter at most δ according to the pseudometric π˚XdX,8K .
This gives our choice of η, δ and Yd.
Step 2: Completion of the proof. Now suppose that B,B1 P C0p0, 1s have
aspectpB,B1q ą γ and L 1pBr0,1s XB1r0,1sq ě ψ{2, and let
I :“
a
NdBr0,1s, J :“
a
NdB
1
r0,1s, and K :“ I X J.
Then L 1pKq ě pψ{2q?Nd, and the lower bound on aspectpB,B1q implies that
L 1pIq,L 1pJq ě γL 1pKq. Also set
U :“  y P Yd ˇˇ }traj´Ndpσyq ´B}8 ă η and }trajNdpσyq ´B1}8 ă η(ˆX,
and suppose that py, xq P U .
Since
U Ď  y P Yd ˇˇ }traj´Ndpσyq ´B1}8 ă η(ˆX
the choice of δ (applied withC :“ tpy, xqu) implies that the set UXBd
Y˙σX
r´Nd;0q
δNd
py, xq
has a Borel partition R into cells of diameter at most δ1 according to the pseudo-
metric π˚Xd
X,8
K and with
|R| ď exppεL 1pI X Jq{2q.
Next, for each C P R, since
C Ď U Ď  y P Yd ˇˇ }trajNdpσyq ´B}8 ă η(ˆX,
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and since δ ď δ1 and η ď η1, the choice of δ1 and η gives that
cov
``
U XBd
Y˙σX
r0;Ndq
δNd
pCq, π˚XdX,8K
˘
, δ1
˘ ă exppεL 1pI X Jq{2q.
Since
U XBd
Y˙σX
r0;Ndq
δNd
`
U XBd
Y˙σX
r´Nd;0q
δNd
py, xq˘ “ ď
CPR
`
U XBd
Y˙σX
r0;Ndq
δNd
pCq˘,
these bounds combine to give an overall δ1-covering number of the whole bi-neighbourhood,
according to π˚Xd
X,8
K , of at most exppεL 1pI X Jqq. l
10 Further questions and directions
10.1 Further understanding of the marginal m.p. spaces
Another natural approach to Theorem A would seek an enhancement of Kalikow’s
proof of Theorem 4.1 which somehow quantifies the failure of either the Very Weak
Bernoulli condition or extremality.
An interesting proposal towards this end has been widely discussed by Thou-
venot, often in connection with his Weak Pinsker Conjecture. For a general shift-
invariant process pAZ, µ, Sq with marginal m.p. spaces pAN , dHam, µN q, he sug-
gests considering the smallest number of pairwise-disjoint subsets of AN that one
needs in order that their union carry most of µN , and so that the conditional mea-
sure of µN on each of them exhibits exponential concentration. We will not define
this more carefully here, but refer to it as the ‘concentrating-decomposition rate’.
This is an attractive idea in the context of RWRSµ, because the decomposi-
tion (11) can be associated with the family of graphs
tpy, Fcpyq | y P YNu for c P XN ,
where the notation is as in Section 4. With a little trimming, this decomposition
can be turned into a pairwise-disjoint family of subsets of t˘1uN ˆCN that carry
most of ρN , and number roughly expp2Rhpµ, Sq
?
Nq. If one could show that
this decomposition is, up to order exppop?Nqq, among the most efficient ways
to break ρN into exponentially-concentrated components, then it seems that the
scenery entropy hpµ, Sq naturally appears inside this intrinsic geometric invariant
of the spaces pt˘1uN ˆ CN , dHam, ρN q.
Unfortunately, it is not clear that the conditional measures ρN,c are exponen-
tially concentrated. By definition, we had
ρN,c “ pid, Fcq˚νbN1{2 , (39)
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but we have no guarantee that the functions Fc enjoy any ‘approximate continuity’:
indeed, it is easy to see that they do not, by slightly modifying Example 4.4.
Thus, there is no reason why the pushforward in (39) should preserve the ex-
ponential concentration property of νbN
1{2 , and I do not see any other reason why
that property should hold for ρN,c. It could be that, in order to decompose ρN
into exponentially-concentrated measures, one needs to decompose each ρN,c fur-
ther by conditioning on some additional properties of a random walk path y, and I
know of no very good estimate on the number of further cells that one would need.
For the above idea, it would be essential that this further partition for each ρN,c use
at most exppop?Nqq cells, so that it does not change the leading-order estimate
given by the decomposition according to the graphs of Fc.
10.2 Other random walks
Several variants of the RWRS processes do not fall into the class considered by
Theorem A.
Perhaps the nearest relatives are those in which the underlying random walk is
p-stable for some p P p1, 2q, so that one has an invariance principle for convergence
to a p-stable Le´vy process. In this case, I suspect that the proofs above can be easily
adapted to give the following.
Conjecture 10.1. If pY, σq are the system and cocycle corresponding to a p-stable
random walk on Z for some p P p1, 2q, and if X is a Bernoulli flow, then
sup
κąκ1ą0
sup
δą0
lim sup
NÝÑ8
log BIPACKα,κ,κ1,δpY ˆX, dY˙σYr´N ;0q, dY˙σXr0;Nq , ν b µq
N1{p
“ ψp-stabpαqhpXq,
where ψp-stab is the obvious analog of ψBM for the p-stable Le´vy process.
On the other hand, the generalization to random walks in Z2, as in [dHS97], is
quite different. The problem there is that a typical pair of trajectories σyr0;Nq, σy
1
r0;Nq
spend only opNq amount of time at locations which are visited by both of them. I
suspect this implies that no information is robustly remembered by both the N -step
past and the N -step future, in the sense of the following.
Conjecture 10.2. Let e1, e2 be the usual basis of Z2. LetY “ pt˘e1,˘e2uZ, ν, Sq
be a Bernoulli shift with ν “ νbZp1{4,1{4,1{4,1{4q, let σ : Y ÝÑ t˘e1,˘e2u be the
time-zero coordinate, and let X be a finite-entropy Bernoulli Z2-system. Then
BIPACKα,κ,κ1,δpY ˆX, dY˙σXr´N ;0q, dY˙σXr0;Nq , ν b µq “ 1
for all sufficiently large N , for all α ą 1, κ ą κ1 ą 0 and δ ą 0.
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Similar remarks might apply to a p-stable walk if p ă 1, in which case the oc-
cupation measures are no longer absolutely continuous. This conjecture promises
the same behaviour for these systems as for Bernoulli systems (Proposition 5.18),
even though they are among those shown to be non-Bernoulli by den Hollander
and Steif in [dHS97], using an adaptation of Kalikow’s argument. It seems that a
different invariant is needed to distinguish these examples one from another.
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